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ABSTRACT

In the United States authors whose work concerns ethnicity face a host of

problems, of which the most obvious remains the preconceived notion that ethnic-

themed literature is subordinate to Eurocentric literary work.  Despite continued

racial and ethnic prejudices, many women of color writing within the past thirty

years work to triumph over such categorical stereotypes and through their efforts

earned Nobel and Pulitzer prizes and tremendous readership loyalties.  The

African American and Latina women discussed in this dissertation stand up

against the ideological, cultural, sociohistorical, and political voices still

attempting to repress them, as they write to disseminate and preserve specific

ethnic and cultural ideologies and practices.  Through rewriting the Freudian

family romance into family narratives, they explicitly express cultural identity.

By asserting difference concerning families and communities, specifically in a

society still largely resistant but more accepting of ethnic and cultural practices,

these women insure that values and practices from their own respective

backgrounds will survive assimilation attempts from the culture at large.  As a

result, in addition to identifying with a similar readership, they instruct those from

dissimilar backgrounds about cultural ideologies to shrink the discursive

boundaries between “dominant” and “subordinate” groups.
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In this study I aim to identify and discuss how portrayals of fictional

families and communities in contemporary African American and Latina

literature serve as valuable pedagogical tools in the advancement of a truly

heterogeneous society.  To accomplish this end, I utilize selective texts from four

authors whose publishing histories range from 1970 to the present: Toni

Morrison, The Bluest Eye 1970; Paule Marshall, Praisesong for the Widow 1984;

Julia Alvarez, How the Garcia Girls Lost Their Accents 1991; and Cristina

Garcia, Dreaming in Cuban 1992.

I focus on the methods each writer engages from her specific cultural

heritage to redefine the Eurocentric, middle-class American nuclear family into

one that adequately represents our pluralistic culture.  In resisting a dominant

discourse that protects and promotes a nuclear family ideology, these authors

construct paradigmatic narratives that preserve multifaceted family and communal

ideologies, specifically extended families and reliance upon communal support, of

African American, Dominican American, and Cuban American (Latina/o) value

systems.  In order to support ethnic variations as positive elements in a

multicultural society and to redefine the American family as a varied and

inclusive entity where an extended family or one comprised of a variety of non-

consanguine members is just as valid as a nuclear family, we must create

additional familial paradigms to the Freudian family romance.  Texts that

privilege a multiplicity of configurations help readers of all identities achieve a

greater sense of ownership in this country that calls itself pluralistic.
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INTRODUCTION

…[T]he continued interest in deconstructing and reconstructing family

romance as part of our American cultural mythology shows that the symbolic

currency of the family plot retains its value even as it continues to undergo

reevaluation.

Dana Heller in

“Family Plots: The DeOedipalization of Popular Culture”

Contemporary family romances locate the family as narrative nexus or, as

Sigmund Freud explained, the family romance “embeds the engenderment of

narrative within the experience of family” (qtd. in Heller xii).  In Family Plots:

The DeOedipalization of Popular Culture, a text I gratefully look to as a complex

study of the family romance, Dana Heller reworks Freud’s definition to include

contemporary family romances to then connect the family romance to the

codification and transmission of meaning for a “postfeminist, postmodernist age”

(3).  By codification and transmission of meaning I refer to the literary, political,

critical, theoretical, and sociohistorical texts that police the American family.

Heller defines family romances as “narratives that communicate to the members

of a reading or viewing public sphere a vision of domestic life presumably basic

to the representation of legible identity” . . . .  “In other words, the family

romance instructs the public as to how it should understand the relations of the

private” (xii).  I base this dissertation on the novels written by contemporary
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African American and Latina women writers Toni Morrison, Paule Marshall, Julia

Alvarez, and Christina Garcia to support my premise that ethnic authors rewrite

the Freudian family romance to disseminate and preserve specific ethnic and

cultural ideologies and practices concerning family and community.  These

novels, specifically Toni Morrison, The Bluest Eye (1970); Paule Marshall

Praisesong for the Widow (1983); Julia Alvarez How the Garcia Girls Lost Their

Accents (1991); and Christina Garcia, Dreaming in Cuban (1992) feature plots

that reenvision the nuclear family, into what Heller calls “de-Oedipaliz[ing]” units

and are thus “post-family romances” (17).

I demonstrate how Morrison, Marshall, Alvarez, and Garcia redefine and

reinscribe the family romance through their experiences of being identified as

culturally marginalized people.  They do so by instructing their public audiences

how to comprehend not only the hegemonic familial systems that of the dominant

group, those who support the exclusive configuration of a nuclear family that

remains in the private, the home sphere but, most importantly, how familial

systems are always informed by culturally specific customs, beliefs, and mores

unique to people of African, Dominican, and Cuban descent.  These authors

transcribe “family” through African American, Dominican American, and Cuban

American experiential lenses, thus constructing narratives as instructional

elements to reshape familial and communal assumptions currently at play in the

dominant culture.  Unlike the Freudian model that resists change, the systems of

power these four authors create seek to modify hegemonic definitions of valued

familial configurations.
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Before the public can receive instruction from the private, as Heller

suggests, the private first receives instruction from the public.  This codependent

relationship suggests that acceptable types of family are interrogated, formed, and

governed by outside agency.  I base this dissertation on evidence that

demonstrating that the American culture is predicated upon the premise that the

public sphere first governs the private sphere of the family in terms of behavior,

structure, and belief.  In other words, Heller’s step that the private sphere may

reeducate the public must be precluded with a reverse dominance.

Louis Althusser claims that the public sphere’s state apparatuses help

construct “imaginary consciousnesses” whereby individuals construct what they

believe are “real conditions of existence,” only to eventually discover these ideas

run counter to what Raman Selden calls “real relations between individuals and

the social structure” (155).  Heller opens the spectrum even further to include “the

level of popular narrative, or as a semiotic network that frames everything from

legislative proceedings to commercial advertising to coverage of sports spectacles

such as the 1994 Winter Olympics” (3).  Michel Foucault’s “counter-memory”

argument suggests that messages supporting unified symbols and subjects also

produce materials resistant to a status quo (Mitchell 7).  I believe texts like the

four I discuss in this dissertation are resistant in that they articulate the concept

that power cannot reside within a select group of dominant entities attempting to

disseminate messages of “truth.” Clearly, our government, religious

organizations, and elements of the media are state apparatuses that have worked

with incredible energy to construct imaginary consciousnesses concerning the
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nuclear family as the “authentic” “real” or “genuine” familial configuration when,

in fact, the nuclear family is an artifact of history that has enjoyed a long run as

the “real condition” or authentic format the American family must abide by, and

has yet to be seriously challenged.  Because these elements that comprise the

public sphere explicitly govern the private sphere, Morrison, Marshall, Alvarez,

and Garcia, and other authors articulating a changing family ideology must

subvert certain discursive formations materially linked with “state apparatuses,”

and “counter-memory,” by continuing to honor culturally specific customs,

beliefs, and values concerning family and community.  Like the photographs,

letters, religious iconography, and other physical elements immigrants bring with

them from home which form material connections between the home land and the

new environment, I submit that African American and Latina families, with their

emphasis on extended family and community, expand the contested terrain of the

nuclear family paradigm to link history to the present and the future for the

purpose of disseminating and preserving specific ethnic and cultural ideologies

and practices in danger of cultural erasure.  Remapping the American family by

rewriting the family romance disperses power among the many instead of locating

it with a few which explains the level of commitment so many entities place in

controlling family imagery.

I chose African American and Latina writers for several reasons.  For one,

outside of the indigenous population of American Indian nations, African

American and Latina populations have been subjected the longest to dominant

white U.S. state and popular narrative apparatuses.  As Heller details, “the
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Western grand narrative tradition of family romance has little relevance to a

people displaced from their homeland, denied their claims to origin, separated

from one another, forbidden their language, and refused participation in the

dominant discursive economy to which they are subordinated” (128).  Through

enforced slavery and colonial domination, these groups have been historically

denied the autonomous agency that would permit them the luxury of preserving

ethnic identity but, instead, were forced to mainstream into the dominant

hegemony, which obviously includes family redescription.  Secondly, in post-

Reconstruction and post-colonial times both African American and Latina authors

and theorists have formed vitally needed and vocally resistant elements that defy

the order to fit inside the Eurocentric nuclear family box.  In her forward address

for Joanne Braxton and Andree McLaughlin’s Wild Women in the Whirlwind:

Afra-American Culture and the Contemporary Literary Renaissance, Audre

Lorde expresses the importance of honoring black women’s achievements

because, “It’s not that we haven’t always been here, since there was a here” (xi).

Lorde explains that black women have diligently “printed our visions upon our

children, our nieces and our nephews” as well as “Maybelle’s young’uns from

down the street who drank lemonade and listened to our stories as the fireflies

reported in corners of the wooden rockered porches” (xi).  The versions that have

been here since there was a here have instructed, nudged, and encouraged African

American familial, kinship, and communal systems.  Deborah E. McDowell

claims that the majority of black women “de-romanticized” the family narrative

by reworking the family narratives to reveal plots that redefine “family values”
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(78).  On July 24, 2001 Peter Jennings reported the Latino population was up

fifty-eight percent, and that the 2000 U. S. Census report named Latinos as the

fastest growing group in the nation.  Latina/o history has always intersected in a

complex relationship of shared and contested land rights.  Since the seventeenth

century, physical borders have been softened, manipulated, and stolen in the name

of nationalism, and border politics between the U. S. and Mexico, Puerto Rico,

the Dominican Republic, and Cuba has necessitated the establishment of a

complex system of border politics that envelopes Latina/o cultural studies.
1

Domestic spaces and family narratives by Latina authors are often sites of

resistance where women of color deconstruct oppressive agencies that seek to

erase cultural difference while offering the safety necessary for their characters

(Lanza 65).  Authors like Morrison, Marshall, Alvarez, and Garcia offer a

paradigm for a reconstruction of the family romance when they write novels that

add, not substitute, ethnic beliefs and familial practices to form a more inclusive

family narrative.

Readily and deliberately the four novels in this dissertation clash with the

dominant hegemony, or Althusser’s state apparatuses, which privileges the

nuclear family over all other familial and communal configurations to create an

“imaginary” or false consciousness that becomes punitive to those who resist the

customs.  Morrison, Marshall, Alvarez, and Garcia circumvent modes of

discourse that reinforce homogeneity and the erasure of difference that have been

part of “the historical processes of American social and economic development”

(Heller 130).  To minority writers, their fictional extended family and close-knit
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communities offer, to borrow Christopher Lasch’s book title, a “haven in a

heartless world” where individuals and groups promote familial and cultural

practices, customs, and beliefs without fear of punishment or repercussions.  That

is, so-called minority authors provide a venue for readers where they may enjoy

family narratives without cultural judgment, implicitly and explicitly calling into

question the authenticity of the fictional family vis a vis the typical Eurocentric

alternatives.

When Morrison first published The Bluest Eye she did not benefit from a

like-minded audience.  Reading the magnitude and scope of her published novels

makes obvious her determination to create a forum from which African American

characters, families, and communities exist in cultural familiarity.  Morrison

situates the all-black communities of Lorain or the Bottoms within a larger

hegemonic culture to remind us, however, that we still have a ways to go in

altering cultural family paradigms.  Likewise, Marshall, Alvarez, and Garcia join

the many authors publishing from 1970 to the present who have worked on

building these familial spaces through their narratives. Naturally, these are among

the issues that must be considered in the differences between acculturation, which

“occurs when the various cultural threads of the ethnic and mainstream cultures

become intermeshed,” and assimilation, “a gradual process, occurring over time

in which one set of cultural traits is relinquished and a new set is acquired through

participation in mainstream culture” (McAdoo 11).  Power undergirds each of

these issues, because the ability to make legitimate familial and communal

practices requires enough power to compete with dominating forces.
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Rachel Blau DuPlessis believes that questioning political and legal

formulations typically results in a network of strategies designed to “sever the

narrative from formerly conventional structures of fiction and consciousness

about women,” which results in what she calls “writing beyond the ending” (x).

To write beyond the patriarchal, Eurocentric, Freudian family romance and into

an ethnic specific family romance expands the restrictive boundaries of the

“traditional” family to include non-nuclear or “non-traditional” families.

Stephanie Coontz’s research suggests that the problematic nuclear deviations are

referred to as “alternatives.”  Whatever the labels, naming processes reinforce

Michel Foucault’s theory that discourses “induce regular power effects” by

manufacturing (which suggests an arbitrary creation) an applicable “regime of

truth” (The Way 131).  Because regimes of truth, Foucault believes, are erratic and

produced haphazardly, those claiming to own “the truth” possess power and

leverage over those without.  The myth I find these authors unraveling is the

equation that power equals “nuclear,” “tradition,” and Freudian family romance,

and that lack is identified as the “alternative,” “non-traditional,” “post-family

romance.”  I think their fiction expresses the opposite, and I intend to engage the

novels to demonstrate how authentic power resides within families and

communities, the most intimate of all social configurations, in a society still

largely resistant to adopting ethnic and cultural practices.  Marshall, Morrison,

Garcia, and Alvarez use their novels to insure that values and practices they know

and understand from their own respective backgrounds will survive assimilation

attempts from the dominant culture.  Moreover, regardless of cultural position,
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readers of all backgrounds should look to these narratives as important

instructional aids concerning American families and communities.

Chapter One lays out the historical, social, literary, and political agencies

surrounding the nuclear family, responsible for keeping it centrally focused in our

collective consciousness and material productions, always discounting non-

nuclear family configurations.  I address a host of popular theories privileging the

nuclear family that typically omit African American and Latina-specific practices

as important elements for consideration or oppress them.  This history is exactly

what Morrison, Marshall, Alvarez, and Garcia write against, namely the

“superiority of White, middle-class culture and the devaluation of all other family

forms" (Roschelle 9).  However, as the second and third chapters demonstrate,

though the Freudian family still dominates postmodern America, non-traditional

family narratives are providing valid alternatives to the discourse.  The non-

traditional family scholarship that finishes the first chapter questions assumptions

that have become accepted generalities about family dynamics including, but not

limited to, how ethnicity, motherhood, fatherhood, femininity, masculinity,

children as independent agencies, class, gender, and power all inscribe meaning

within the texts (Coontz, “Introduction”xix).   I look to Coontz, Dana Heller,

Cynthia Carter, Jessica Benjamin, Judith Stacey, Angelika Bammer, Jerome

Bump, and Michele Barrett, who discuss how the Freudian family romance has

influenced cultural studies, feminism, the modern or post-World War II family,

and contemporary literature in terms of how authors structure their fictional

families’ values and beliefs.  These scholars stop just short of important ethnic
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and racial commentary; however, some of their ideas will resurface for crucial

sociohistorical context.  Therefore, implicit in this chapter are questions about our

national core beliefs, because an autocratic culture encourages power to reside

within one element, where a democratic culture fosters multiple points of power

spread out over all groups.  Concerning issues of the family and community I

regard our American culture as slow to change despite the great gains these

authors have made.

In Chapter Two I focus on how Morrison and Marshall draw upon their

respective cultural heritages to shift fundamental familial principles by portraying

a variety of beliefs and practices found in African American families and

communities.  Morrison’s The Bluest Eye and Marshall’s Praisesong for the

Widow depict contemporary African American families as sites where power is

distributed throughout their members regardless of age and gender and not located

exclusively in the Freudian patriarchy, emphasizing Stephanie Coontz’s idea that

social power forms a large part of the familial trajectory and is influenced by ever

shifting sources of social and economic control as well (“Introduction” x).  I also

discuss how Diaspora traditions, the dispersion of African and Caribbean people

from their respective homelands created by slave trading and their legacies, have

influenced contemporary African American family ideologies; and how cultural

beliefs inform Morrison and Marshall’s sense of extended family, fictive kinships

consisting of non-consanguinally related people who are treated as consanguine

relations by virtue of loyalty and love; and I also demonstrate how the authors use

their narratives to teach readers about the importance of maintaining
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responsibility to one’s community.  Incorporating heritage as a pedagogical tool,

celebrating and maintaining extended families comprised of a variety of members,

and keeping close communal ties are positive, useful elements that offer

tremendous opportunities in the effort to shift the contemporary family romance

away from Freudian influences to the non-traditional.

Morrison sets her debut novel, The Bluest Eye, in familiar territory, the

small suburban town of Lorain, Ohio where she grew up, and with it she speaks to

a theme very important to adolescent black female self development specifically

and black self development in general, that of how to resist self-loathing and find

worth in a culture that privileges the cult of white beauty.  She creates four

uniquely composed groups of family and assorted characters to form a

community, focusing on two children specifically, Pecola Breedlove who, with

her brother and parents, makes a nuclear family that resents outside influence, and

Claudia McTeer who, with her sister and parents, comprises a nuclear family that

interacts with the citizenry of Lorain.  Morrison’s text enters into many other

homes in the community as she represents several forms of family, thus

permitting readers the opportunity to form opinions and choose the best possible

familial/communal scenario possible.  From this narrative we learn how

oppressive and constant the pressure of white oppression is, how no one in this

all-black town can escape the images and ideologies, ranging from white dolls

and movie stars to the actual nuclear family system, streaming out from the

Eurocentric hegemonic society and insisting that all adore and accept.  In her

1993 “Afterword,” Morrison explains how this institutional desire for all things
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white creates a “racial self-loathing” that, despite efforts to (re)claim feelings of

beauty for all things black, could still “not be taken for granted within the

community.”  Morrison explains how she “focused on how something as

grotesque as the demonization of an entire race could take root inside the most

delicate member of society: a child; the most vulnerable member: a female”

(210).  This novel explains how no one, not the nation, entire town, small

communities within, or the families can escape the blame for what ultimately

destroys Pecola Breedlove, the girl who wishes for blue eyes so that she can

become what she is taught to believe is pretty.

Paule Marshall’s Praisesong for the Widow (1983), which I discuss in the

second half of Chapter Two, depicts a couple who abandon their working class

familial and communal legacies in favor of achieving personal success as a

middle class African American family.  Only after her husband dies does the main

character reflect upon her life and attempt to change her choices.  In this novel

Marshall stretches the definition of community to include a character’s extended

background so that when the protagonist, Avey “short for Avatara” Williams

Johnson, journeys in search of her historical and familial roots, she finds herself

not only examining her own choices, but also searching through nations, islands,

and continents to trace the “cultural unity [that] joins the black people of the Sea

Islands of the southern United States to the black people of the Caribbean and by

implication to all Diaspora people” (Pollard 285).  Like those in The Bluest Eye,

characters in Praisesong for the Widow are profoundly influenced by cultural,

historical, and situational ideologies, customs, and beliefs.  Marshall divides her
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characters into two specific groups: those who believe they are a cumulative result

of their cultural and ethnic legacies and continually pay homage to their past and

those who deny their connection to a cultural history, feeling that they broker their

own destinies.  Both groups implicitly reveal Marshall’s concern with “American

materialism and how upwardly mobile black people can fend off its spiritually

debilitating effects” (Denniston 127).  However, class distinctions should be

unimportant, because “non-traditional” families are present in both class

structures but the mistake the Johnsons make is thinking that must trade family

and culture for class mobility.

Jacqueline Jones notes that the black family has in most cases sought to

preserve its “highly developed sense of itself as an institution protective of the

community at large,” because slave family life “as the cornerstone of Afro-

American culture, combined an African heritage with American exigencies, and

within the network of kin relations [provided the structure] black women and men

sought to express their respect for each other even as they resisted the

intrusiveness of whites” (43).  I believe that her observation holds true even today

in many African American households, by either practice or belief.  Moreover,

most people see the family as a cornerstone of their respective cultures where they

can foster ethnicity, kinship structures, and communal power against the

“intrusiveness” of the dominant American hegemonic culture that still demands

assimilation over acculturation.

Additionally, in Chapter Two I discuss the theme of protecting the

intimate circle of the family by a community that acts as a buffer from the larger
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culture.  This trope can be seen repeatedly in the literature of African American

feminists from the 1970s onward, even in works that feature the nuclear family,

the latter a signal of the African American family’s vulnerability or adaptability to

a changing American culture.  Even though a Toni Morrison novel may feature

numerous nuclear configurations, these characters rarely experience the support

and personal success, as do her extended familial characters.
2
  Likewise, Paule

Marshall creates characters who may drift from their extended family and

community, but they wake from that malaise to find their way home.

My main goal in Chapter Three is to showcase specifically Dominican

American and Cuban American family plots and how each culture’s specific

mores also greatly enhance the American family.  For these two groups,

preserving cultural beliefs and practices centering upon family and community is

also a central goal, but the Latina perspective shifts to include additional factors,

such as ideologies that accompany the political exile and with English as a second

language difficulties.  Julia Alvarez and Christina Garcia each focus on the family

as a smaller segment of a community and ethnic group to demonstrate to readers

how marginalized groups function within a dominant culture.  Because American

hegemony has yet to create open and unconditional acceptance “for those who are

part of the communities based on extended family, religious beliefs, or country of

origin” (McAdoo 13), ethnic families generally must concentrate on retaining

elements from their past to provide comfort and a sense of belonging in their new

country.  Typically, immigrants must choose between trading one culture for

another, resisting that impulse, or becoming people of multiple heritages.  Alvarez
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and Garcia depict Dominican and Cuban families struggling to unravel mysteries

behind new traditions and beliefs in America while maintaining contact and

shared beliefs of the homelands and family.  The novels capture the emotional

turmoil immigrant families find themselves engulfed within while negotiating the

processes of honoring the ideologies they carry from the homeland and the

constant pressure to acculturate or assimilate the new beliefs and customs learned

in America.  Alvarez and Garcia write about multigenerational families

influenced by the convergence and production of origin, ethnicity, class, and

gender and how these elements contribute to familial and individual struggles for

identity in a new country.

In her debut novel Alvarez essentially answers the question implied in the

title to detail not only how the Garcia girls lost their accents but also why this

linguistic phenomenon might occur.  Because of his political activities, Carlos

Garcia, a young Dominican doctor must gather his wife and four children and flee

from their home in the Dominican Republic for the safety of the United States,

thus creating the clear distinction between the island culture and the American

that constantly nags her characters.  Alvarez uses a modified circular format to

permit each adult child a chapter in which to reflect upon the turmoil that erupts

from the pressure to assimilate, or “erasing the ethnic excesses” (Luis 94).  But

Alvarez complicates the issue of assimilation when the four Garcia girls begin

actively embracing American cultural mores and distancing themselves from the

island culture they learned as children.  As young immigrant children, they

struggle with language barriers, schoolyard taunts and name calling.  Their
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parents’ efforts to provide them the best result in all four attending an exclusive

prep school where they embrace the habits and customs of the elite children, such

as dating, ducking parental phone calls and covering for each other, and partying.

As adults each of the four Garcia girls experiences a range of troubling problems,

from Fifi’s long-standing row with her father to Sandi and Yolanda’s respective

mental breakdowns; these catastrophes demonstrate how traumatic the

experiences of separation from one’s culture of origin can be for people of any

age, and that identity is dependent upon race and ethnicity, class, and gender.

In Dreaming in Cuban Garcia focuses on three generations of women in a

Cuban family split apart by the revolution in which Fidel Castro assumes control

of the country.  Garcia intermingles narrative discourse methods to demonstrate

each woman’s individuality and personality, such as matriarch Celia who speaks

through letters to a former lover, her granddaughter and the novel’s protagonist

Pilar’s first-person observations and diary entries, and daughter Lourdes’s third

person accounts that resonate with her strong character.  Pilar shoulders the brunt

of the narrative duties to record the fallout from familial separation.

 Through a non-traditional narrative, readers discover that the rift between

mothers and daughters begins when Lourdes and Rufino Puente take their

daughter to America and renounce Cuba as well as Celia and daughter Felicia

who are revolution loyalists.  On one level, the novel fits into the pattern

established by Cuban American authors, that of the painful chasm created by the

revolution in which characters of political exile alternately make vitriolic

speeches denouncing Castro and his politics, and equally impassioned narratives
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honoring the country, the culture, and those relatives left behind in chaotic exile.

But Garcia tweaks this popular mechanism when Pilar, Cuban American child

defies the wishes of her beloved grandmother, staunch revolution loyalist, Celia,

and refuses to intervene in a cousin’s attempt to find asylum.  Pilar, we discover

at the end of the novel when she lies to her grandmother about the cousin, finally

understands her mother’s anti-Castro stance is as valid as her grandmother’s pro-

Castro beliefs.

Additionally, Dreaming in Cuban explains how extraneous circumstances

like politics enters into the family dynamic.  Again, as many Cuban American

authors discuss, the revolution has cut not just along individual beliefs and

opinions, but has literally forced apart families.  In this novel, Celia and Pilar

work together by telepathic communication for the purpose of a reunion that each

secretly believes will result in Pilar’s defection to Cuba, while Lourdes refuses

their entreaties and tries to protect her daughter from island influences.  Through

these lines of demarcation, the characters demonstrate the importance of an

extended cohesive family unit because, like Alvarez’s Garcia girls, without the

benefits of an intact extended family, characters misinterpret meaning, make

mistakes, and generally experience greater adversity when compared to those

integrated within a larger familial network.

Together these novels create forums for the discussion of Spanish-

speaking immigrant families and their tales of survival, adversity, and success as

citizens of a diverse American society negotiating the double jeopardy of

maintaining dual cultures.  Each examines, problematizes, and questions familial
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communities as a central component of identity formation while living in a

dominant American culture that places less value on extended kinship networks

and more on nuclear family networks.  The novels support the idea that the

American family defines itself in multiple ways by multiple ideologies, none of

which can claim to be exclusively “American.”  Finally, the characters resist the

essentialized and homogeneous representations of either a Cuban or Dominican

heritage as that which is fixed, featuring instead evolving, robust, and complex

hybrid families, communities, and cultures.

That ability to provide alternatives to such an important status quo as the

nuclear family simply by doing what is socially and culturally acceptable is the

linchpin that holds my dissertation together, because I see Morrison, Marshall,

Alvarez, and Garcia unraveling the patriarchal family dominance by

demonstrating the fragility of both social and power relations, disrupting the

nuclear family as prevailing social organization that privileges and insists upon a

closed, fixed organization and nexus of power mandated to the father and by

extension the mother, and releasing previously suppressed extended and

communal-based families from prevailing subordinated positions.  By analyzing

The Bluest Eye, Praisesong for the Widow, How the Garcia Girls Lost Their

Accents and Dreaming in Cuban, I aim to recover the hidden or implicit narratives

that express how valid and vital those texts that articulate extended families and

community support are to our American culture.  Additionally, or importantly,

power remains a central concern, because seating and deseating power within the

family and community is a vital concern to those in favor of a strong, traditional
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nuclear family, and the ones who support an extended and communal based non-

traditional family configuration.  As in most competitions, which I believe the

struggle for familial authenticity has become, acquiring power drives the

contestants.

Literary critic Raman Selden synthesizes an idea that interested both

Michel Foucault and Althusser, and one I find expresses an issue central to my

dissertation, that of how “human experience is shaped by social institutions and

specifically by ideological discourses” (189).  Both philosophers, Selden

concludes, agreed that social struggle activates ideologies, and once a set of

beliefs or values achieves the dominant position within a culture, that status is

preserved by a complex group of principles and ideas.  I see the American

familial experience as almost exclusively shaped by the Freudian/patriarchal

discourse which privileges a fixed, prescribed family configuration that consists

of a father, mother, and their biological child(ren).  This prevailing dominant

ideology is preserved through the disseminating discourse of many government

and private agencies that collectively range from religious organizations to Family

Services, thus creating a formidable social and judicial gauntlet against any entity

seeking to validate a variation on the nuclear family.  Because other types of

family configurations are suppressed, many African American and Latina families

discover their own cultural preferences concerning extended families and close-

knit communities are unnecessarily invalidated.  I believe Morrison, Marshall,

Alvarez, and Garcia wield their literary narratives to rearticulate accepted

American family configurations and reposition both social and power relations,
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because each author writes narratives depicting a variety of family systems, but

each obviously favors the extended family and creates situations to demonstrate

how a reliance upon the community or neighbors disperses both power and

responsibility to various members of a household in a responsible fashion.

Moreover, Morrison, Marshall, Christina Garcia, and Julia Alvarez populate their

novels with both nuclear and extended familial characters who have strong

communal bonds in order to remind readers that choosing to live in a close-knit

community consisting of extended family and people of similar ethnic

backgrounds is a viable option.

Two forms of discourse compete in this dissertation as, I believe, they do

in our culture.  On the one hand the dominant hegemonic with its powerful caucus

continues to control our nation’s discourse concerning the family.  But on the

other, women like Morrison, Marshall, Alvarez, and Garcia paradigmatic family

plots that express the double bind of maintaining culturally specific practices

unique to African American and Latina families and communities.   Their novels

confirm, however, that African American and Latina familial and communal

values are gaining on the status quo and being absorbed into a mainstream culture.

Such acts, which do not penalize the minority enriches, enlivens, and helps foster

healthy relationships.  Their narratives write beyond the patriarchal plots and

endings and afford these women control over their narratives while helping to

create agency to those previously disenfranchised by virtue of ethnicity.
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1
 Border politics will be explained in detail in Chapter Three, but for more, see Gloria

Anzaldua’s seminal text Borderlands/La Frontera: The New Mestiza, which spawned a

flurry of theoretic work by Ilan Stavens, Jesse Aleman, Carmel Delia Lanza, Isabel

Alvarez Borland, Maria Lugones, Yvonne Yarbro-Bejarano, Cherrie Moraga, and so on.

Practically every theorist, author, academic, and artist concerned with Latina/o cultural

politics must consider the hybridity and borderland issues, such as creating a third space

in between two borders for marginalized persons to occupy.

2
 Aside from the Breedlove/McTeer comparison that I discuss in this dissertation look at

Beloved and Sula for examples.  In Beloved, Sethe permits the ghost of Already

Crawling to push away the community and Paul D.  Sethe, Denver, and Beloved hide

away in the house and thus their demise begins.  If Denver had not escaped and enlisted

the help of the women in the community, Beloved would have certainly killed Sethe.

Additionally, Sethe’s first mistake is not to honor her deceased mother-in-law, Baby

Sugg’s community connections, spurning the community with the gluttonous feast that

puts on airs.  In Sula, Eva Peace runs a boarding house, which I believe symbolizes a

small community because the inhabitants are family and people who need the intimacy a

familial and communal home provides.  Though the Peace family is non-traditional

(Plum abuses drugs, Eva keeps adopting children and naming them Dewey, and Hannah

enjoys sex with various men) and certainly has their problems, they are far stronger and

healthier than Harriette Wright’s nuclear family.



CHAPTER ONE

The Oedipus complex would go to its destruction from its lack of success, from

the effects of its internal impossibility.

Sigmund Freud

The history of the family is more like a tug-of-war than a long march.  All the

evidence that we have put together here suggests that the struggle between the

family and the “alternative family” of brotherhood—Church, State, or

commune—goes back as far as any recorded knowledge.

Ferdinand Mount

Many of the practices I cover in this chapter are exactly what Toni

Morrison, Paule Marshall, Julia Alvarez, and Christina Garcia write against, wish

to derail, or at the very least, desire to augment, namely the “superiority of White,

middle-class culture and the devaluation of all other family forms" (Roschelle 9).

Regardless of how each individual represented in this chapter feels about the

Eurocentric family configuration, none outright reject its basic premise in

exchange for other versions.  For example, the MacTeers and Breedloves in The

Bluest Eye are nuclear families; likewise the Johnsons in Praisesong for the

Widow; the Americanized Garcias in How the Garcia Girls Lost Their Accents;

and the Puentes in Dreaming in Cuban.  Their differences can be distinguished in



how the authors rework the Freudian family romance into more suitable

frameworks that take into account “historical experience[s] of difference”

(Bammer xiii).  The main players, consisting of at least parents and children keep

their parts in the drama.  The rescripting adds extended family, community,

gender variations, homosexuals, people of color, ethnic variations, and multi-

religious people so that the family romance Freud created still exists but has the

added dimension necessary to reflect a pluralistic, dynamic family that evolves

with a pluralistic, dynamic culture.  Nowhere in the four novels I discuss do the

Freudian family narratives experience success.  The way Morrison, Marshall,

Alvarez, and Garcia write beyond the Freudian ending is to show how limiting the

family romance is to those outside its realm of experience.

With few exceptions, I believe the theories presented below confirm that

the Freudian family still dominates postmodern America, but that does not mean

that society always privileges hegemony over difference.  I begin with a brief

history of the Freudian family romance as it began in 1924 and trace its evolution

into the traditional family that began unraveling in the early 1950s “when postwar

promises of domestic unity began to degenerate with the emergence of an

African-American civil rights movement” (Heller 7), and then discuss the

postmodern or non-traditional family romance that has continued to gain

popularity when those supporting the women’s rights movements, gender equality

in the workplace, and greater visibility of ethnic and racial minorities began

agitating for power to be equitably redistributed throughout all segments of

society.  The ethnic specific chapters to follow demonstrate how some of the ideas



presented in this chapter have been either refashioned to reflect ethnic diversities,

or, specifically in the novels I study, to more accurately represent African

American and Latina familial ideologies.  In an effort to examine the many

influential discursive customs concerning contemporary American novelists, I

briefly discuss the Freudian family romance as the origin of the nuclear family

ideology, and then comment on work by Coontz, Dana Heller, Cynthia Carter,

Judith Stacey, Angelika Bammer, Jerome Bump, and Michele Barrett, who

discuss ways the Freudian family romance has influenced cultural studies,

feminism, the modern or post-World War II family, and contemporary literature.

To reflect changes, these scholars have greatly improved upon the work Freud

began, but essentially they focus on non-specific (Eurocentric) ethnic and racial

ideologies.  I then shift to more culturally specific discourses that work with

African American and Latina scholarship to examine how la familia and

community function as members of an extended family in many African

American and Latina novels.

Two of the most intriguing elements in family romance theory, and what I

believe Freud himself would find interesting, are both the longevity of his family

romance as he wrote it and how contemporary critics choose to revise instead of

move beyond his ideas, especially in light of his less famous “The Dissolution of

the Oedipus Complex,” where he dismisses his famous nuclear family theory by

claiming, “the Oedipus complex would go to its destruction from its lack of

success, from the effects of its internal impossibility” (173).  Freud also adds, “It

must be admitted, however, that in general our insight into these developmental



processes in girls is unsatisfactory, incomplete and vague” (179).   Despite

rejecting his own ideas concerning familial development, his work is the

benchmark nuclear family theorists continually begin with as psychoanalysts try

to rework many of Freud’s theories to include the feminine (Weedon 53).  These

psychoanalysts provide valuable extensions and methods to rework the nuclear

family ideology in order to comprehend its influence over American fiction and

psychoanalytic theory but typically omit race and ethnicity as vital elements in

identity.  For example, applying theory from this chapter to the novels discussed

in the forthcoming chapters is similar to using American Indian theory and

criticism to explicate an African American or Latina novel.  Yes, similarities can

be drawn because of ubiquitous elements and certain tropes that unite readers and

authors of differing backgrounds, and portions of these particular cultures may

share specific geographical points, common beliefs, and even speech patterns.

However, such an exercise will always end up just shy of a culturally specific

reading because ethnic specificity that speaks to authorial intention remains

unconsidered.  I believe such readings that still occur with steady frequency result

in cultural erasure and suggest assimilation as an alternative to acculturation.

Like an exquisite pair of shoes that rub a blister only on one heel, eventually the

owner must find a better fit.  This chapter explicates theories that create blisters of

various sizes.

Rescripting an American family history is not necessarily the central

agenda to Morrison, Marshall, Alvarez, and Garcia, but I do see them writing

family romance narratives that, like familial scholarship in their respective



chapters, promote the acceptance of what Ferdinand Mount, Stephanie Coontz,

and Linda Nicholson call “alternate” families and ethnicities.  Contemporary

authors like Morrison, Marshall, Garcia, and Alvarez who write fiction and non-

fiction consistently position their fictional families as umbrella subjects that

shelter many types of families while attempting to represent and reshape current

opinion surrounding the American family.  However, as they use their novels to

feature families in various stages, culled from their respective pasts and cultures,

each must always contend with the very popular nuclear family as the measuring

stick by which readers and critics judge their fictional families. Moreover,

because fiction writers are expected to perpetuate characteristics of the novel in

the European tradition after which they are free to alter plots and change formats,

Morrison, Marshall, Garcia, and Alvarez take risks in utilizing their fiction to

redefine the composition of the American family to include variations on the

nuclear family like extended families, fictive kinships, communal support, and

open systems of power that balance families.  I believe that Morrison, Marshall,

Alvarez, and Garcia redefine the composition of the American family,

traditionally valorized as nuclear, to include equally valid variations gleaned from

and practiced in African American and Latino cultures, such as extended families

who either live together or in close proximity, fictive kinships, the community as

an extension of the family, and open systems of power that are shared within a

family.

Non-traditional family scholarship question assumptions that have become

accepted generalities about family dynamics including, but not limited to, how



ethnicity, motherhood, fatherhood, femininity, masculinity, children, and power

all inscribe meaning for the subject (Coontz “Introduction” xix).  The family is

the site where competing forces battle, but I believe its image as a torn and

battered subject is symptomatic of the country’s social duress and lack of

cohesion because the family also represents early identity formation, an initial

stage in the education and evolution of the self as that which is independent of

parental control.  In essence, I see how control of the family as an image in

American culture offers tremendous political advantage in terms of determining

what is culturally acceptable in this country and what is not.  As Louis Althusser

observes, “state apparatuses,” or certain governmental, social, and religious

agencies create “subjects” under control by “summoning us to take our places in

the social structure” (Selden 155).  However, where these messages create

lockstep agreement from many, there will exist the “outsiders” who are

subordinated and oppressed (155).  All forms of identity compete for public

acceptance in familial politics.  So far, the normative acceptable ethnicity has

been Eurocentric in origin; the preferred genders are masculine for the father and

feminine for the mother to follow the heterosexual union of two biological

parents; the only acknowledged familial formation is nuclear; and power resides

foremost in the masculine but occasionally thought to be shared between the

parents.  Proponents of this nuclear family admire its ability to remain “fixed by

custom and convention” (Thum 82).  In comparison, those who use literature or

theory to present alternative perspectives of flexible, reconstructed families

understand that revising or tampering with any institution threatens the traditional



Freudian family (Thum 85).  On the other hand, questioning the traditional family

model opens the door for all elements that form American citizens, including race,

class, ethnicity, gender, power connections, and cultural resources, thereby

introducing the concept of multiplicity into a homogenous culture that masks

itself as heterogeneous.  Ultimately, the reason the family is such a contested site

is its power as an epicenter where all these elements collide, influence, and

preserve our beliefs about who we are and how we are valued in a greater culture.

I believe feminism, postmodernism, and the Freudian family romance, my

focus in this study, are powerful tools that contribute to any examination

concerning contemporary literature and speculation on authorial intent, because to

adequately understand a text means also considering the influences of the

moment.  Elizabeth Tobin articulates that certain information “engrave[s] upon

our culture the stories we tell to and about ourselves, the meanings that constitute

the traditions we invent, the dialogue through which we remake the normative

endowment that shapes current understandings” (140).  Therefore, rendering a

cultural critique or conducting a reading that applies ethnicity and race creates  a

robust and full textual discussion.  Accordingly, authors featuring alternative and

non-traditional family and community groups must create energetic plots,

dynamic characters, memorable scenes, and employ crisp writing, all while

considering “the Western grand narrative tradition of family romance [that] has

little relevance to a people [ostensibly the author and the intended audience]

displaced from their homeland, denied their claims to origin, separated from one

another, forbidden their language, and refused participation in the dominant



discursive economy to which they are subordinated” (Heller 129).  Like the

feminist comment concerning male domination of the movies in the 1940s, how

Ginger Rogers danced every move Fred Astaire did only in reverse and while

wearing heels, those whose identity is not a dominant, pre-established system

must work harder for deserved attention.  Understanding contemporary American

families means briefly returning to Freud and nineteenth-century bourgeoisie

ideologies to trace his discernable mark on familial theory.
1

Many critics examining sociohistorical influences on fictional families

begin with Freud because his “family romance and gendered logic is the

bourgeois doctrine of separate spheres” that still occupies the status quo position

of authority, meaning the nuclear family, though challenged by social theory and

fictional plots, still curries the dominant position of favor or is the most

recognizable (Heller 23).  Therefore, practically any work concerning fictional or

sociohistorical and anthropological families at some point addresses Freudian

beliefs.  I want to be clear that to bring him into the conversation is to either

support his ideas on the nuclear family or redesign them to appeal to those he

excluded, which makes for a long list that includes but is not limited to women,

non-Victorians, non-traditional families, gays, lesbians, and people of color, those

practicing a variety of world religions, and people of all class levels.  However,

contrary to certain traditionalist’s beliefs, no one is suggesting the nuclear family

should be replaced, and the family as we’ve come to understand it in late

twentieth century will not perish at the hands of the great unwashed.  Freudian

theory concerning the nuclear family can for some still engrave and shape how



Americans construct their own versions of family and view others, employed by

some as a measuring device by which to judge.  As Freud’s quote beginning this

chapter intimates, even he would not support his family romance theories being

implemented as measuring devices since during his career he too became

disillusioned with them, eventually causing him to write “The Dissolution of the

Oedipal Complex.”

Freud opens “The Family Romance of the Neurotic” with the observation

that “The liberation of an individual, as he grows up, from the authority of his

parents is one of the most necessary though one of the most painful results

brought about by the course of his development.  It is quite essential that that

liberation should occur and it may be presumed that it has been to some extent

achieved by everyone who has reached a normal state” (237).  He makes it

abundantly clear in this opening that he views the process of self-definition as that

which results from loss.  In other words, the paradox lies within the idea that

personal autonomy can only be the result of the rejection of one’s parents, and

only then after the child envisions or imagines a stream of personal injustices

having been imposed upon “him” by his parents.  What follows are the steps the

child incurs to prevent unhealthy object fetishization of a parent, usually the

mother figure, so that the subject/child may develop a sense of self that is unique

from the mother in order to mature into an ostensibly healthy human.  For Freud

then, the goal of any child is to renounce one’s parents and family and strike out

alone in order to gain selfhood.  David Spiegel observes that Freud focuses on the

individual instead of the family, “feeling that it was the unconscious fantasy life



of the patient rather than the realities of the family situation that constituted the

illness” (98).  This point is important because Freud favors the individual over the

group where the postfamily, non-traditional romance supports the opposite.

Additionally, the familial model Freud idealizes here is the nuclear family

arrangement, which he places all pressure upon for the care and well being of the

child and eventually the children.  “For a small child his parents are at first the

only authority and the source of all belief.  The child’s most intense and most

momentous wish during these early years is to be like his parents (that is, the

parent of his own sex) and to be big like his father and mother” (FR 237).  While

this scenario may apply to many families, this does not describe a universal

familial situation as it has historically been assumed.  And we must remind

ourselves that what Freud describes is a situation he finds endemic of his

particular moment in history, bourgeois Germany of the nineteenth century.  His

findings have transcended that time and been identified as ubiquitous with

exception to societies who privilege multifarious familial compositions.  Theorists

who read, quote, and otherwise utilize their personally preferred elements of

Freudian theory should responsibly place the analyst and his work within the

proper historical perspective instead of consistently drawing conclusions of a

ubiquitous nature.

Sixteen years later Freud recants somewhat his findings in “The Family

Romance” with the less popular “The Dissolution of the Oedipal Complex,”

another treatise based upon the idea of profound loss.  Here the female child again

loses on all fronts, for her lack of a penis confirms, “women were castrated”



(176).  He elaborates: “The comparatively lesser strength of the sadistic

contribution to her sexual instinct [to give her father a child], which we may no

doubt connect with the stunted growth of her penis, makes it easier in her case for

the direct sexual trends to be transformed into aim-inhibited trends of an

affectionate kind” (179).  In this piece Freud concedes that the Oedipal complex is

not life-long, as the looming threat of castration destroys the child’s erotic

feelings towards the parent of the opposite sex, thus setting the child on a path of

healthy development where he or she can find appropriate love interests.  This

particularly cogent point in terms of the perpetuated myth of the Freudian family

romance offers proof that the myth is based upon previous materials that Freud

himself later rejected.  Instead of the terminal state of Oedipal object desire, Freud

has essentially freed the children he doomed in “The Family Romance.”

I believe it is important to remember Freud’s own admission that he did

not understand the female child’s perspective or women in general, and referred

to females as the “dark continent,” an indication and admission of his inability to

objectively assess gender.  Perhaps Freud saw the developmental processes in

girls as unsatisfactory because he either didn’t analyze female children as

frequently as males, had inconclusive evidence, or through the studies he

conducted saw that the girl child recognizes the faulty logic behind identifying the

locus of authority within the father.  If she has already comprehended her identity

as separate from her mother and father, she may not have experienced the steps

described by Freud as the “neurotic’s family romance” and thus seen by him as

not in need of his therapeutic methods (“Dissolution” 238).  Moreover, if the



female child has had more contact with her mother than her father in experiencing

her mother’s abilities to protect, feed, nurture, and love, she may reject the idea of

her father as the “noblest and strongest of men” who lords over this

mother/protector (241).  Whatever the reasons, Freud’s theories “lack” in the way

of female development.

Throughout this second phase, the child reestablishes the biological

parents and begins to adopt sexual fantasies with the parent of the opposite sex.

Again, the male child is privileged within this stage, thus reinforcing the idea that

this is a historically-specific artifact, written at the turn of the century in Europe, a

time and place where the male was assigned the head of the household and that

standing’s commensurate privilege.  Considering this set of beliefs, preferences of

one gender over another can in no way be taken as proof as to the biological

superiority of any gendered being over another, and one needs looking no further

than our current propensity for women in successful single-parent households to

conclude power is blind to gender.  However, the doctrine of separate spheres

finds its support in this unequal sex ideology that helps maintain such rigid

control over women that, to a great extent, is still practiced today.  Men have

historically been granted a greater degree of freedom than women, the former

who move freely about the public sphere and the latter who remain in the home’s

sphere.

What assures the Freudian family romance its longevity as “one of the

central assumptions of modern social theory and metaphysical thought,” is quite

complex, but in Family Plots: The De-Oedipalization of Popular Culture Dana



Heller believes the distinct separation of the public and private spheres

contributes to its continued success (23).  She demonstrates that in “Family

Romances” Freud wants readers to see how the family/private experience works

in conjunction with the romance/historical/public experience only when the

public/private dichotomy is preserved.  “The family romance is thus defined as

the interpolation of the individual in patriarchal history and patriarchy in

individual history” (Heller 23).  In “Family Romances” Freud demonstrates how

the private sphere of the family draws upon the public sphere of history when a

younger child becomes determined to displace his older sibling and assume a

higher level of authority.  Freud assumes the younger child learns of this familiar

maneuver from “one of the historical intrigues” of his time, possibly a play, novel,

or oral tradition (Heller 25).  Here I wish to note that the four novels in this

dissertation demonstrate how sibling rivalry is less an issue for children outside

the recognized limits of power or the chain of command when the subject is a

person of color.  For example, in How the Garcia Girls Lost Their Accents, the

four girls cannot afford to lobby for power and domination between themselves

because they must maintain a unified front against outsiders who attempt to take

advantage of their poor language skills, limited cultural awareness, and their

parents.  Only later in life as adult women do they exhibit signs of authority and

sibling envy, which I think readers must assume stems from pressure to assimilate

to the dominant American/Eurocentric culture still conducting its love affair with

the Freudian family romance.  Moreover, these brief demonstrations of autonomy

quickly dissipate when one sister is scrutinized or attacked by someone outside of



the family and quickly the sisters reassemble as a power block.  Essentially, the

sibling rivalry that Freud observed works less when the subject cannot be assured

the privilege of white skin and advanced class position.

This public/private dichotomy that is so central to modern Western culture

keeps the theory popular and attractive, but is what Heller argues has been

dissolved by its own flaws as well as gender theory and feminism.  Even Freud

came to rethink his work as the quote located at the beginning of this chapter

indicates, and he found the nuclear family would ultimately undo itself.  When the

child enters Freud’s second stage and discovers just enough about sexuality to

understand that “Pater sempus incertus est,” or paternity is always uncertain, he is

free to reinvent his father into someone more heroic or less flawed after

convincing himself that his mother has been unfaithful to this man he previously

assumes is his father (qtd. in Heller 27).  If the child creates a man of greater

wealth, he demonstrates he’s taken his story out of the private sphere and applies

principles of class rankings.  If he imagines his birth father is of a race other than

his mother’s, the child demonstrates his ability to conceive racial and ethnic

divisions.  Likewise, uncertain paternity issues put the mother in an unflattering

light, presenting her as a potential whore whose silence becomes a perpetual lie

marking her mysterious and unreachable by language (Heller 32).

The male child, free to reinvent himself after determining his paternal

origins, may gladly imagine his rightful place as understudy for head of the

family.  The female child has no chance for a separate identity and autonomy

because her lack of a penis is read as castration and she must accept her social



position “characterized by lack, passivity, and inferiority” (Heller 31).  Freud’s

inability to provide an acceptable and equal role for the female child or mother is

the point where most feminists begin to problematize his theories and what most

authors write resistant plots to prove otherwise.  For example, Morrison’s Claudia

McTeer rejects her white baby dolls because they mark her as a passive recipient

of cultural prejudice, forcing her to accept that she is somehow inferior because of

her blackness and her female identity.  Claudia realizes that she must become the

purveyor of her own destiny because her parents fail to recognize that she

vehemently hates what the dolls they give to her each Christmas symbolize.  In

this example Morrison refuses to allow Claudia to suffer from the passivity the

Freudian family romance requires of its female children.  Instead, Claudia not

only possesses the sophistication to recognize, but she fights back against the

systematic racial prejudice she experiences within her own community that has

been influenced by patriarchy and skin color and symbolized by the recurring

motif of the cult of beauty.  Her character subverts the underpowered position she

would have been assigned in the traditional or normative family romance if

Morrison had invested in that belief.  Likewise I think Marshall’s Praisesong for

the Widow is a direct refutation of the Freudian family romance because the novel

centers upon a woman who abruptly discovers her role as the mother in a nuclear

family has cut her off from her extended family and her community, exactly the

situation the Freudian family romance encourages.  Avey Johnson’s previous

position as the passive wife and mother who doggedly protects her nuclear family

and forsakes her extended kin and community contributes to her dilemma and



identity crisis.  Marshall rewrites or expands the Johnson’s family romance so that

her protagonist can learn how to appreciate her children and grandchildren in the

larger communal and extended kinship circle she rediscovers from her journey.

Where Avey was once joyless, finding her connection to her communal past

empowers her with renewed happiness.  Alvarez and Garcia each fashion strong

women who reject the patriarchal authority and cultural machismo, centering their

plots on women who collectively and individually manipulate patriarchal and

cultural gender stereotyping by refusing to acknowledge these hegemonic devices.

These examples suggest, “that as romance exceeds its own generic limits it

dissolves into ‘other’ forms of identity and desire uncontainable within the

Oedipus” (Heller 27).

Freud was obviously restricted by his own historical time and culture.

Today, it is not uncommon for a child to be acquainted and well-versed in race,

class, and gender differences between the self and other and see little distinction

between the public sphere and private.  As Heller demonstrates, deOedipalizing

the family in popular culture can be achieved with postmodernism and feminism.

Here I would enhance her theory with ethnicity and race because she encourages

readers to meticulously apply theories other than what she covers in her book to

examine subjective agency in rhetorical narratives.  A cultural studies reading

demonstrates her idea of “multiple centers of knowledge and discourse” and

exemplifies how “these multiple centers compete with one another for public

space and cut across one another in their struggles for legitimacy before an

increasingly heterogeneous audience” (4).   So when Heller asks, “What has the



family romance come to mean within the context of our current cultural and

critical pantheons, and how are these meanings coded and transmitted for a

postfeminist, postmodernist age,” she invites readers to enlarge her question and

consider how meanings become coded and transmitted for all readers and authors,

women, and cultures, with the distinction that each differs from the next

regardless of the obvious similarities such as a parent/child dichotomy and

patriarchy/machismo.   Most Latino theorists choose not to apply Western

ideologies such as Freudian theory to literature written by or about Latinos and

Latinas, calling patriarchal domination machismo.  I have found that those

studying African American cultures make no distinct ideological connections with

African cultures and Freudian theory either.  However, theorists will erroneously

assume the family romance is a consistently written script in each of these

cultures because, importantly, these are minority groups within a dominant

Western culture who must contend with the shadow of the Freudian family

romance.  Since many African American cultural theorists apply feminist

perspectives to their discursive readings, some justify a Freudian reading is

plausible, but I disagree, as I see such an act as perpetuating the institutionalized

hegemonic domination African Americans have endured in this country.

My point is not necessarily to challenge these customs and traditions

originating from Freudian theory that have for so long influenced so many, but to

demonstrate how, like families themselves, public opinion about families should

adapt to external and internal circumstances that have developed beyond the

family romance.  Discovering fresh ways of reworking Freudian theory has been



the objective of many scholars, such as Linda Kerber who sees the language of

separate spheres as “a rhetorical construction that responded to a changing social

and economic reality” (185).  Like many aspects of our lives the separation of a

public and a private realm is created and maintained by a political and social

agenda.  Kerber finds it was industrialization and laissez-faire politics that pushed

women into the private or home sphere and men into the public or work sphere,

and these positions became essentially gender exclusive for whatever arbitrary

reasons (185).  She does note, however, that more current work supports

“domesticity to be an ideology whose objective correlative is the physical space

of the household” (196).  I believe that making Pauline Breedlove a servant to a

wealthy white family permits Morrison to accomplish two significant points.

First, Pauline helps transition or facilitate the evolution of woman as exclusively

homebound to woman capable of work outside the house.  Morrison is then free

to use this character as a vehicle of protest against the economic hardships that

forced black women out of the home and family and into someone else’s for

work.  Seeing the domestic space as an ideology suggests that the workspace is

ideological as well.  Essentially, if laissez-faire politics can successfully initiate

the ideologies of separate spheres and the nuclear family into the fabric of the

country, current sociohistorical events have equal opportunity to successfully

repackage the same.  Morrison, Marshall, Alvarez, and Garcia write their own

responses to these shifting discursive concepts of family by applying elements

and values from their respective cultures as new and recycled versions of

American culture, exemplifying the idea that ethnicity and race play cogent roles



in creation and reception of these texts.  To this end they expand the

homogeneous family romance into a labyrinth of complex relationships.

Chris Weedon believes the Freudian family romance can be useful by

remodeling its claim to be the universal of human experience with historical and

socially specific processes, and she states “there is no pre-given reason why we

should privilege [the Freudian family romance] above other forms as constitutive

of identity” (49).  Morrison, Marshall, Alvarez, and Garcia engage the Freudian

family romance only insofar as they include in their novels nuclear families that

typically incur difficulties stemming from their isolation.  The authors also

present variations of non-traditional models that because of their fluidity seem to

fair far better than the traditional, though none explicitly endorse privileging one

over another.  Not to say these elements form a ubiquitous plot recipe, but this

format appears in each of their texts.

In Family Plots, Heller invokes literature, television, and film to take

Freudian scholars to task and provides evidence to suggest that the nuclear family

no longer dominates American popular culture.  She “challenge[s] Oedipal

relations and paternal dominance, as well as the structural separation of public

and private spheres, a historical dualism that has significantly shaped family and

gender hierarchy in modern Western societies” (2). When Heller engages

postmodernism to respond to literature, she admits that there may be the danger of

obscuring rather than clarifying the “family romance,” her term for plots or

narratives centering on the family as topic.  Postmodernism typically disregards

boundaries by putting “scare quotes around any attempt to distinguish between



public and private space, community and individual consciousness” with its

“relentless flow of contradictory images, messages, and practices” to seriously

challenge our notions of what we’ve learned, accepted, and practiced (5).  I agree

with her idea that writers have the power to redefine social dogma, such as family

politics, by convincing the disseminators of cultural propaganda, not limited to

the media, academics, politicians, and religious figures, to send out a flurry of

contradictory messages, precisely what I recognize Morrision, Marshall, Alvarez,

and Garcia achieve with their novels.  Naturally, subsequent changes in discourse

occur during these evolutionary stages, and Heller makes clear the notion that the

family as a topic is not disappearing from culture but is still well represented (3).

She sees the postmodern family engaged in a struggle to supplant the Freudian

family romance with a “post-family romance” that “would assume the potential to

demonstrate that each of us has origins in multiple and contradictory places and

situations” (6).  However, Heller traces this gradual evolution as beginning with

the post-World War II late 1940s to the post-family of the mid-1950s, and finally

to the postmodern family of today, which is problematic in studies concerning

ethnicity as these years chart the continued rise in cultural and political power of

Eurocentric Americans and the continued subjugation of ethnic Americans (6).

That Heller doesn’t feature African American or Latina post-families is why this

important critic remains in this chapter.

Heller’s work is important and I shall refer to her continuously throughout

this dissertation, but for family studies in general but not to comment on ethnic

issues within the specific novels.  For example, in both Dreaming in Cuban and



The Aguero Sisters, Garcia creates family systems that fit Heller’s definition of a

post-family romance that defies the Freudian family, despite the fact that Heller

never makes reference to Latinas in her work.  In Dreaming in Cuban Celia, the

grandmother who lives in Cuba, and her granddaughter Pilar, living with her

parents in New York, challenge all notions of age and power within traditional

systems of familial hierarchy.  Garcia portrays Celia as an elderly woman

unafraid to share stories of her sexually active past with Pilar, and the two

communicate telepathically in their attempts to repair the fractured extended

family.  Grandmother and granddaughter, to apply Heller’s words, “challenge our

notions of what we’ve learned, accepted, and practiced” in many ways (5).

Though I view Heller’s work as invaluable for historicizing the Freudian family

romance and for envisioning a postfamily romance as well, her ideas must be

supplemental with ethnic-specific textual criticism where appropriate for a full

reading.

If cultural transformation shapes the family and encourages its durability,

who shapes the cultural transformations, the writers and their postmodern

quotation marks, as Heller suggests, or the readers and interpreters?  In examining

texts produced by non-Eurocentric authors, one concept remains clear:

postmodernism cannot be the lone theory, neither can Freudian theory, as Heller

distinguishes in the above quotation discussing the multiple and contradictory

places of origin each subject can identify.  Clearly race and ethnicity account for

places of origin, as does feminism, which Heller finds as the central point from

which her theories connect.  However, it is easy to see how ethnicity, until quite



recently has been ignored.  Consider the nineteenth-century white, female

suffragists, by and large women of affluence who joined the suffragist movement

in to lobby for social change.  Obviously, at the turn of the century that particular

group of women was the only ones in any position to march and picket for their

rights because they had their own maids and servants like Toni Morrison’s

character Pauline Breedlove in The Bluest Eye to shoulder the home

responsibilities (Jones 151).  Morrison’s novel demonstrates that while black

women like Pauline watched white women’s children and homes, their absences

had a profound and negative impact in their own homes.  As a fictional response

to the black nineteenth-century working class woman, Pauline demonstrates how

a black woman’s absence in her home can render irrevocable havoc on the rest of

her family, especially if she doesn’t participate in an extended kinship or

community.  I think Morrison, Marshall, Garcia, and Alvarez directly and

tangentially respond to the subjugation of ethnic families, creating situations that

concentrate on how race shifts the focus from the white, middle class suffragists

to what material feminists like Jacqueline Jones would consider as black women’s

attempts to structure their own social orders, specifically family and community,

and who were constantly thwarted by their class and race identities.  As laborers,

the nineteenth-century black woman (and women of color in general) simply did

not have the luxury of staying home and asserting their own needs and desires

within their families and communities because they were pulled from their homes

by economic needs that put their families second (Jones 152).  This point



reinforces my thesis concerning the axis of power as being recognized only in

within the white, nuclear family.
2

I consider the most effective and thorough reading of a novel engages

cultural criticism or cultural studies, redefines the family romance by employing

the author or text’s ethnic and cultural ideologies, beliefs, values, and mores to

determine meaning, and my discussions of the novels in this dissertation will

combine that approach, along with Rayna Rapp and Judith Stacey’s Marxist

readings, as well as important general theory from this chapter.  For example,

Heller believes most people are not acquainted with the heterogeneity of the day-

to-day, claiming “we certainly may read about it in the onslaught of contemporary

critical texts that seek to identify the diverse sources and agencies of

fragmentation in cultural production” but somehow individual cultural inscription

seems to get overlooked by the hegemonic “American” ideologies (4).  To study

cultural specifics in Morrison and Marshall’s blackness, and Alvarez and Garcia’s

Latina heritage is to become acquainted with a continual heterogeneity that can

certainly be fragmented but such destruction usually originates from the dominant

culture attempting to control the ethnic one.  This control, Anne Roschelle claims,

is historically evidenced in the extended kinship configurations slave families

subversively practiced to keep families intact through the destruction of the slave

period.  Roschelle argues that negative judgment about African American

extended families are “predicated on the assumption of a White, middle-class,

normative model” (9).  Positive black family traits, she believes, such as extended

kinship networks are viewed as “deviant and disorganized” (7).  As a



consequence, Freudian theory affects African Americans because it can be used to

devalue those families.  The Freudian family romance, feminism, and

postmodernism are a powerful collection of tools to examine fictional discourse,

but illuminate only a portion of the discourse written by or about non-Eurocentric

people.  Without rendering a cultural critique or reading, if my analysis would fall

short of authorial intention, and I would miss authorial values and beliefs

reflected in the text.  As Roschelle observes, the Freudian family romance could

be applied to an ethnic culture that may not subscribe to that particular set of

beliefs, but such a reading could also potentially contributing to the perpetuation

of dominant narratives and misreadings.  Combining postmodernism’s ability to

transcend boundaries and question the status quo with ethnic and cultural studies

provides a thorough textual reading and reduces erroneous assumptions.

Jerome Bump moves even closer to an ethnic-specific methodology by

grounding his method of studying novels that center on families in an offshoot of

psychoanalytical theory, the family systems theory.  He favors family systems

theorist Barbara Schapiro who reworks the family romance into one element.  She

stresses, “The basic unit of study is not the individual as a separate entity … but

an interactional field… (T)he psyche cannot be understood as a discrete,

autonomous structure….  The person is comprehended only within the tapestry of

relationships, past and present” (329).  This family systems theory Bump models

his ideas from became popular in family and marriage counseling from the 1960s,

and subsequently many of its features appeared in American novels of that time

(326).  Additionally, he admires the feminist suggestion that psychoanalysts must



at least comment on parental influences on literary characters, and some authors

like Morrison support that connection.  I particularly like his idea that Freud,

Lacan, and Foucault’s respective influences on postmodernism miss the mark in

terms of the family as each privileges “a relatively isolated individual in conflict

with frustrating Others” making Bump’s method a valuable approach though he

doesn’t explicitly discuss literature by people of color (328).  However, because

he traces these elements from the mid 1960s to the present, he also uses the

system to analyze Victorian literature, his specialty.  I support his idea that

marking off the individual from the family of “frustrated Others” is problematic,

and will engage some of his ideas as they dovetail with Barbara Christian’s

thoughts on the individual and community.

Like Bump, Heller also sees the individual preferenced over others as a

problem, but believes postmodernism’s fragmentary nature reconciles the

individual within the group, a belief I favor as well.  In Beloved (1987) she

comprehends that the actions of a character like Sethe can only be fully

understood after one connects Sethe as an individual with her material conditions:

slavery, the relationships she had at Sweet Home with Halle, the Pauls, Sixo, her

mother, and with Baby Suggs, her children, and the greater community outside of

her family.  The novel takes place during the post-Civil War period termed

“Reconstruction,” when Americans were supposedly reconstructing a broken

nation.  Morrison concentrates on the freed slaves’ attempts to reconstruct and

recover their disparate families, communities, and cultures (Heller 130).  To

understand Denver, Bump would urge readers to examine Sethe’s influences.  To



understand Sethe, Heller would recommend learning about the slave period, most

specifically from the Civil War to Beloved’s literary present.  I intend to engage

Bump and Heller who share the idea that properly contextualizing the novel and

its characters will provide greater insight into authorial intent.

Nancy Chodorow articulates a slightly different approach to literary

explication by unraveling the relationship between text and reader.  She terms the

unwritten shared narratives people experience  “family psychodynamics,” those

conscious and unconscious cultural patterns and meanings that influence our

emotional growth (82).  These shared experiences are the elements that unify

author and reader when, for example, in Dreaming in Cuban (1992) the teenaged

Pilar’s struggles to preserve her familial history are thwarted by the fact that her

New York home is far away from her grandmother’s Cuban life.  The political

becomes the personal in this novel when family members choose to either support

the Castro regime or fight for its end.  In the personal, both women feel not only

an intimate loss from their separation, but a crucial didactic one as well.  For

Pilar, an integral part of her personal history has been taken from her, as Garcia

identifies her as the familial historian to one day receive from Celia the

responsibility and duty assuming the role of familial historian or a Latina version

of a “griot,” what Barbara Omolade defines as “the symbolic conveyor of African

oral and spiritual traditions of the entire community” (283).
3
  Pilar and Celia

conflate the miles by telepathic communication, which emphasizes Garcia’s belief

that the ties that connect a family are stronger than the cultures that divide it.

Also, the empowered Pilar catches a bus headed to Miami and the resources her



cousins can offer to assist her get to Cuba.  Only after an aunt phones home to

report the missing child has been found does her mother succumb to Pilar’s

wishes and schedules a trip for them to the island.  In this example, a child

overcomes her mother’s will and father’s lack of to reach out to the extended

network of kin when she initiates the successful reunion of a family torn for years

by politics and pride, Pilar fulfills her destiny to restore familial unity.  Though

she doesn’t explicitly cover ethnic American literature Chodorow’s idea

contributes to a  close reading of the novels because she identifies the shared

experiences that allow people of diverse backgrounds to identify with novels and

characters that are culturally and ethnically different.

Stephanie Coontz’s research on race, ethnicity, and American families

traces socioeconomic factors through a specific period of time, a practice I find

most useful.
4
  Her research indicates that throughout every historical period,

families “have had distinct but interconnected family systems, all of which form

part of a larger constellation of power relations, unequal access to resources, and

struggles over ideological representations,” suggesting the American family’s

exposure to and investment into additional familial configurations (x).  The power

relations Coontz refers to are those outside of the family that grant them access to

resources such as employment, housing, and goods an advanced class status

provides.  As the authors examined here demonstrate, ethnic and racial families

have responded to these “enforced inequalities” with amazing resourcefulness and

complex problem solving skills.



Maxine Baca Zinn and Bonnie Thornton Dill who will appear in the

second and third chapters observe that, “intersecting forms of domination produce

both oppression and opportunity” (237).  Additionally, there are power relations

within the family, albeit perhaps initiated by unequal power structures to warrant

consideration.  Alvarez demonstrates in How the Garcia Girls Lost Their Accents

that children find themselves in what proponents of the traditional family would

deem at the very least an awkward position, that of playing pivotal roles in

language negotiations, stepping in to translate or run interference with the grocer

and bill collector, or the landlord and the parent who has yet to quickly master

English as a second language.  This reversal of power can obviously present

negative side effects to those attempting to steady the nuclear family against

social change.  As each member of the family becomes acutely aware, language

acquisition signifies upward mobility and power.  Learning a new language can

spark a family drama when the speaker, freshly empowered, feels this new status

allows him or her to confront parents and family in the new dialect (Kaplan 59).

In How the Garcia Girls Lost Their Accents, the four children and their mother

master English much faster than their father.  In their eyes his position as head of

the family slips even further as time diminishes their memories of him as a

powerful and successful doctor in the Dominican Republic.  They replace those

thoughts with images of his struggles in America as an intern, a doctor’s helper.

During college his daughters become embarrassed at his “old school” clothing

and thick accent that contrasts with their accentless speech as well as their

mother’s current fashion and assured demeanor.  Several levels of cultural identity



exist in the novel to illuminate the complex negotiations people endure as ethnic

citizens.  The Garcia girls advocate assimilation as the right way to fit in with

their friends and schoolmates, their mother represents acculturation, the process of

keeping her Dominican heritage while remaining receptive to her new culture, and

their father prefers the Dominican way of life, perhaps viewing himself as a guest

in this country while the island’s political turmoil cools.  In shared power systems

like the ones Alvarez creates, there are times when extended kin may step in to

authority roles in the absence of a parent or when one or both become somehow

incapacitated, and often siblings parent one another or a parent.  All four novels

depict children breaking outside of traditional roles to participate in decision

making when a parent or elder cannot or becomes reluctant to do so.

Coontz insists that to understand power without denying the agency and

resourcefulness involves weighing all aspects of the power continuum.  The issue

divides those who have the power and those who desire it.  She exemplifies this

concept by discussing slave families and their owners, pointing out that the slave

family did not imitate its owner’s familial construction, was not a “helpless victim

of the traffic in human beings,” and neither was it independent of white slave

owners.  In a much smaller way, the slave owner’s family was also created as a

result of the human slave trade and was “profoundly affected by external racial

hierarchies and by anxieties about social control” (xii).  Coontz’s example of a

perpetuation of racial power comes in examining current white working-class and

middle-class families who enjoy unchallenged status because of workplace racial



inequality, while people of color struggle against the same barrier trying to gain

access to historically all-white jobs, companies, and professions (xii).

Again, this system of power filters into the familial system where various

members of a family play it out, and though Coontz implies that this ideology

applies to a Eurocentric family, I see it as exactly the belief system Marshall

writes in response to in Praisesong for the Widow.  Jerome Johnson believes that

to break the color barrier and achieve middle-class, he must renounce his cultural

identity, though his wife later discovers is not necessary and is, in fact, selling out.

Jay, Avey remembers, was a fun-loving, witty, playful, community-oriented man

who respected and honored his and his wife’s heritage.  Because of racial power

differences, he convinces himself that success means moving from Harlem to

White Plains.  He shaves off his beloved mustache, refers to himself as Jerome,

and ceases all cultural observances and habits from old.  Jay admires Avey’s

“Gullah behind,” medicates himself after a hard day with blues (Ida Cox, Ma

Rainey, Big Bill Broonzy) and jazz records (Coleman Hawkins, The Count,

Lester Young). Jerome grouses about the “trouble with half these Negroes” and

vows that closing the Harlem dancehalls is the only way to “get them to make any

progress” (Marshall 132).  What Jerome fails to recognize and Jay fails to achieve

is the balance between characteristics that are valued by a larger African

American community and economic success typically associated with a

Eurocentric, white community.  I believe Marshall attempts to make clear that

Jerome did not have to purge Jay in order to make money; however, as she also

portrays, cultural pressures of the time persuaded the Jays of the country to



become Jeromes in order to be judged successful by peers, associates, and in

general.  Essentially, Praisesong for the Widow focuses on reconciling familial

and communal pride within a larger hegemonic culture.

Several scholars who consider race and ethnicity as important elements,

but still focus on a larger Eurocentric subject and audience.  One such theorist,

Bonnie Thornton Dill, believes that American families have been obsessed with

race since the first arriving on this continent, and both white and African

American contemporary family structures are distant holdovers from the colonial

period (2).  Briefly recapturing the past, Dill finds that white colonists were

primarily concerned with establishing a new nation and less with keeping strong

familial ties.  White families were strongly patriarchal and women were protected

for their reproductive abilities, which translated into their almost exclusive roles

of creating and maintaining a family and the capacity for labor.  Black families

too were oppressed by this racially patriarchal society but received no social,

legal, or economic support for work equally important to the success of the young

nation (2).  As a method of control, slave owners trying to increase their pool of

labor protected the woman/child tie, thus eschewing the patriarchal system they

practiced and instead encouraged a system that privileged a women-centered

environment.  Within the slave family, those times outside of white intervention,

men and women worked hard to maintain their African culture, which, among

other aspects, supported the maintenance of extended kinships, of marriage, of

acceptance of women who had children out of wedlock, and gender-separate roles

as a means of cultural autonomy and resistance to the hegemony of the plantation



(6).  Dill’s research supports the idea that a system of equal enslavement between

husband and wife implied a sense of equality between them, an “equality of

oppression” (6).  When the slave families were emancipated, many continued the

sense of equality by established a system of joint labor where tasks between men

and women were not divided by gender but were thought of as joint work towards

a common goal.  Whether this sense of equality continues through African

American families to the contemporary will be explored in greater detail in

Chapter Two.

Lawrence Clayton’s family saga theory looks at family narratives from a

folklore perspective, believing that each family’s stories fit in a universal

framework of action, antagonists, co-protagonists, and observers who swirl

around a central figure or figures (113).  Like Chodorow, Clayton believes we

find comfort in recognizing patterns of behavior within the framework of a family

narrative, “lore that tends to cluster around families, or often the patriarchs or

matriarchs of families, which is preserved and modified by oral transmission, and

which is believed to be true” (113).  Typically, these family sagas are supported

by a predictable set of events.  As new members enter the family by marriage or

birth, “the same spate of stories would be retold in no particular order over a

period of several gatherings,” presumably to acquaint the newest member with the

family or, in the case of a birth, to celebrate the perpetuation of the lineage with

heralded events (116).  Clayton also cites a pattern in the distinct types of stories,

such as growing up or surviving the Great Depression (or other catastrophic event

like a war), stories involving jokes and pranks, “remarkable occurrences or tales



of adventure,” and those related to historical events and people (118).  Though

Clayton’s ideas are not race-specific, I find that all four authors in this dissertation

focus on the types of stories he mentions.  However, where Clayton claims the

main purpose is to “acquaint the newest members with the family,” I believe

Morrison and Marshall’s characters seek to preserve a lineage threatened by racial

discord and prejudice. Likewise, Alvarez and Garcia’s characters attempt to keep

culturally specific customs and beliefs while fighting ethnic stereotyping under

the additional pressures of language barriers and the diaspora, loss of homeland.

Rayna Rapp’s Marxist approach determines that class, above all other

identifying elements, determines not only the individual’s ideological identity, but

the family’s as well (170).  Rapp also makes a clear distinction between a

household and a family.  Census takers, field anthropologists, or demographers

will agree that “the entities in which people actually live are not families, but

households,” which are units where people “pool resources and perform certain

tasks [and] may vary in their membership composition and in their relation to

resource allocation” (170).  Her research also indicates that Americans feel that

their nuclear family groups are under certain cultural restraints to appear as

private and autonomous, but this “ideal autonomy of an independent nuclear

family is constantly being contradicted by the realities of social need, in which

resources must be pooled, borrowed, shared” (174).  Morrison skillfully scans

both sides of this dilemma in both The Bluest Eye and later in Sula (1973) where

the characters’ class identities work in tandem with their race.  The McTeer

family may appear to be a nuclear group of two parents and two children, but all



four members participate in kinship type relationships with their neighbors and

the community in Lorain.  They survive on two incomes, Mr. MacTeer’s pay and

extra money they make expanding the nuclear household with boarders, but like

many subvert class oppression by sharing food, and babysitting.  In contrast, the

Breedloves reach out to no one and encourage no contact with their children.

Though there are two wage earners in the family, which ostensibly implies more

income than the McTeers, the Breedloves emulate the nuclear family’s historical

behaviors that encourage autonomy and independence.  Morrison appears to echo

Rapp’s findings in that the nuclear configuration might appear to be independent

but it should be a part of a larger community of shared wealth.  Likewise, part of

the problem folks in the Bottom have with Eva Peace in Morrison’s Sula is her

lack of discipline in keeping her family independent from the community.
5

Though there are many aspects of the Peace house that incite fervor among the

neighbors, the Deweys, a number of boys Eva unofficially adopts and names

Dewey, seems a glaring example of the community’s resentment over Eva’s

disregard for nuclear conformity.  Her home, thought to be the historical symbol

of the nuclear family instead represents group autonomy over the individual

because Eva boards people from the community, creating a hash of humanity,

young and old, who come together as an extended family, content to share and

pool their resources for their collective benefit.  For Rapp, this sort of

arrangement serves its participants best, for to leave this network means to stop

sharing and that can be “unfamilial, unfriendly, and quite dangerous” (179).



Maureen Thum believes that many writers who seem to support the

nuclear family actually use them to deconstruct the idea of separate spheres to

provide a more preferable set of alternatives (81).  Morrison obviously takes this

approach and uses her novels to problematize the decision to favor one familial

choice over many.  Marshall’s Praisesong for the Widow and Daughters reveal

how the pressures of conformity can do more harm than good.  Alvarez and

Garcia each suggest that a nuclear family arrangement is not actually absent but

less common in their respective cultures.

As previously suggested, a problematic hurdle seems to be acknowledging

the legitimacy of multiple family formations instead of treasuring just the nuclear

family configuration.  Essentially, the Freudian family romance proves difficult to

shake, as are its linguistic tentacles.  Therefore, the dilemma contemporary

Americans face today is acknowledging they live in nontraditional or

“alternative” family formations, terms clearly signifying that somehow something

has gone wrong and there is blame to parcel out, that these “alternative families”

continue to compare themselves to the “normal nuclear family” (Carter 186).

Cynthia Carter traces media representations of the American family and believes

that the belief in the nuclear family as a norm is a recent development, “the

complex (always provisional) product of ongoing social processes through which

certain preferred definitions of the ideals or the promise of family life have been

constructed and policed” (188).  In addition to popular literature, these ongoing

processes target both women and men but direct their messages towards women.

Radio shows from the 1930s forward stressed the importance of the domestic



sphere.  Films centering on the theme of romantic love supposedly encourage

women to desire the domestic life of marriage and children.  In addition to

literature, television has had the most impact, in presenting themes that for most

Americans are impossible to achieve.  Carter cites the very popular 1980s

nighttime drama, thirtysomething as a major influence in the return to the

traditional family values during a time when the nuclear family wasn’t at the

height of popularity (192).  The show revolves around two married couples and

several of their single friends and relatives.  Though the couples have their

problems with growing pains, infidelity, and childrearing, the single friends are

always hanging out with the married ones or talking about them and how

wonderful their lives are.  The two married wives met their future husbands at

college and though each has a degree and once held a career-tracked job, they are

full-time housewives who privately complain about sacrificing their careers and

their husbands did not.  Carter finds the show’s “narrow focus on the ‘normal

family’” a significant example where the public sphere heavily supports one

ideological area over all others (192).

Essentially, these public displays of support for the nuclear family seem

rather bland in what has been considered the time of the postmodern family.

Judith Stacey believes that the types of families endorsed in shows like

thirtysomething are the modern family of yesteryear, aspiring to a “single

culturally dominant family pattern” historically held so high in cultural

significance, but that sociohistorical and socioeconomic conditions make

replicating them difficult.  “Instead, Americans today have crafted a multiplicity



of family and household arrangements, which we inhabit uneasily and reconstitute

frequently in response to changing personal and occupational circumstances”

(93).  Stacey joins other theorists in suggesting the postmodern or non-nuclear

family’s malleability makes it adaptive to its members and their needs, thus

reiterating what seems to be a common refrain: the non-traditional or postmodern

family appears to be more forgiving system than its predecessor, but people still

have difficulty convincing themselves the two systems are equally viable.

Measuring up to the patriarchal version is difficult because, as Steven

Mintz and Susan Kellogg find, redefining the family to include “any group of

people living together, including such variations as single mothers and children,

unmarried couples, and gay couples” makes people nervous and generates “a

profound sense of uncertainty and ambivalence” (204).  Add rising divorce rates,

single parent births, teenage births, AIDs, people who put career before family,

and recent trends of couples waiting longer to marry, and there’s a recipe for

disaster brewing, Mintz and Kellogg contend (209).  These so-called disaster

alarms fueled by the nervous are recent manifestations that ignore the dynamic

potential a restructured family offers its members and the idea that family

relationships have always been “flexible and capable of the very changes that

official discourses of the period proscribed” (Thum 93).

Angelika Bammer defines fiction as the link “through the present, of past

and future” that Simone Weil identifies is the basis of social community (92).

Bammer sees Spiegelman’s multiple tales of his life and family destroyed by the

Holocaust as a text that “replaces the stories of these lives by remembering and



(re)inscribing them into a composite family history” (93).  This composite family

history, similar to Clayton’s family sagas, is a ubiquitous element of most family

groups and serves many functions, depending upon the circumstances and

purpose.  For the economically and socially disenfranchised and those who feel

they have little in the way of a distinguishing history, like the Boatwright family

in Dorothy Allison’s Bastard Out of Carolina, family sagas boost morale even if

they are mostly tales about people serving prison time, surviving on little money,

or cheating bill collectors by constantly moving.
6
  Family sagas preserved by

immigrants of first, second, third, and generations beyond generally contain tales

where kin triumph over adversity and institutional prejudices, but they also

preserve important ties to the group’s country of origin.  Both Alvarez and Garcia

write about the turmoil surrounding cultural displacement where families are

uprooted from their homelands and deposited in America.  While the Garcias

awkwardly try to fit in at school and work in their attempts to endeavor a smooth

acculturation into New York from the Dominican Republic, they assuage their

anxieties and injustices inside the home with memories of the family compound

on the island, each girl and parent remembering a specific event.  As Yolanda

explains, her mother, Laura, maintains a special collection, her composite family

history featuring each girl as the subject of an entire story.  Even in their

adulthood the girls request these stories to be perpetuate the preservation of their

heritage.

While nineteenth-century families viewed the separation of spheres as

authentic and natural, Morrison, Marshall, Alvarez, and Garcia formulate



different “metaphor[s] for complex power relations,” by looking for more variety

than just the nuclear configuration, such as extended kinships and communities

for distribution of familial power (Kerber 192).  Therefore, I believe these four

ethnically diverse authors draw upon their own cultural mores in order to slowly

change public opinion by depicting families that are less static and unwilling to

submit to the role of rigidly defined as bastions against social change.  The family

has indeed become a “metaphor for complex power relations” because families

are more varied than just the nuclear configuration, such as extended kinships and

communities for distribution of familial power.  These fictional family narratives

improve the prototypical patriarchal endings because they are narratives that

navigate the dynamics of gender, class, and power.  The plots deliberately disrupt

the desire for and preservation of the nuclear unit, offering instead a myriad of

possible familial groups.  By presenting a fictional version of life from the

perspective of non-white Americans, the space “beyond the ending” is comprised

of situations many indigenous and immigrated families negotiate on a daily basis,

such as language acquisition, unknown and new customs and societal mores,

racial, gender, and class prejudice, and a change in personal identity as a result of

major life alterations.

For all our progress, the social climate and political rhetoric displayed in

this country still favors whiteness as more powerful than non-whiteness and the

nuclear family over any other forms thus keeping the dominant discourse popular.

However, Morrison, Marshall, Alvarez, and Garcia continually generate themes in

which survival, growth, happiness, and success depend not on the nurturance and



support from the dominant culture but from the ethnic or racial family.  Equally

important but absent from the Freudian family model, is a sense of needing a

community.  Practicing cultural beliefs and surrounding oneself with social

units—family, community/tribe, and society at large help ease cultural conflicts,

most particularly those at odds with one’s own, and help to facilitate a

relationship between what Barbara Christian sees as originating in the “self as

central” and radiates out to family and community, because “Self-knowledge was

critical if black women were to develop the inner resources they would need in

order to cope with larger social forces (“Trajectories” 237).  Determining which

cultural mores influence an author when she creates a fictional family and

assessing the message that her narrative conveys should involve the panoramic

view a cultural studies approach offers, because theorists should always locate the

character’s ethnicity as a prominent position in any reading.   For example, in her

novels, Toni Morrison’s characters are almost always reacting to or recovering

from slavery and subsequent dominance by hegemony (Heller 130).  She uses her

writing to responding to the negative imagery I discuss below that has been

directed towards African American individuals, families, and communities, and

creates characters that exhibit the depth and complexity stereotypes cannot reach.

Paule Marshall’s characters consistently question their identities and undertake

elaborate quests to situate themselves within their familial and communal

heritage.  Her fiction places the African American character in conflict with a

contemporary nation that cannot reconcile the historical and the present, so her

novels search for acceptable ways to bridge past and present.  Cristina Garcia’s



plots surround political exiles, doomed to love their native Cuba from a distance

and commiserate with fellow Cubans and Cuban Americans.  Like many authors

of Cuban descent, Garcia’s characters confront complex emotions surrounding the

revolution and their love for their country, as well as the complications that arise

when politics divide families.  Those in Julia Alvarez’s novels find themselves

reacting to hybrid identities, cross-cultural alliances, and multiple realities that

arise when a dominant culture suppresses a minority one into powerlessness,

silence, and denial.  If growing up is difficult, growing up ethnic registers next to

impossible as Alvarez’s novels imply.  Like Marshall and Garcia, Alvarez’s

characters scrutinize the homelands and families they left behind for a sense of

belonging and validity or the Diaspora condition.

As evident in the following chapters, authors who write beyond the

traditional ending and whose families do not fit any prefabricated mold create

fiction as paradigmatic plots and intentionally reconceive the family as a

politically charged entity capable of enacting social change.  Marshall, Morrison,

Garcia, and Alvarez write of families and extended kinship circles that can no

longer be contained within the privatized sphere, thus they challenge the dominant

hegemonic forces.  Their literature ruptures the fabric of an American ideology

intent on presenting the familial institution as a serene, soft, non-political entity.

Such a one-dimensional viewpoint diminishes the muscle and power families are

capable of wielding in cultural and social situations.



                                                                                                                                                      
1
 Obviously, the Freudian family romance should only apply to those cultures acquainted

with and subscribing to Freud.  For example, traditional Native American cultures would

not find his theories applicable.  Also, Freudian theory draws on elements that transcend

cultures, such as patriarchy, because he focused on generalized elements that exist in

other cultures and are not exclusive to his theories.  Such an example is Latino machismo

that is equivalent to the patriarchy but isn’t an exact match.

2
 Morrison acknowledges this inequity in Sula when Hannah asks Eva, her mother,

“Mamma, did you ever love us?  Did you ever play with us?”  Eva explains how she had

three beets to her name and three hungry children, a dilemma that supplanted any desire

she may have to “tinkle you under the jaw and forget ‘bout them sores in your mouth”

(69).  Eva Peace proves, however, that even a black woman without a husband, any

money, or authority can hold her family together.  The cost may be in her own sense of

personal autonomy.  Jacqueline Jones urges readers not to valorize fictional characters or

historical accounts of real people, because to view them as sacred cows stops the learning

process.  For more information, see Labor of Love, Labor of Sorrow: Black Women,

Work and the Family from Slavery to the Present.  New York: Basic Books, 1985.

3
 Barbara Omolade finds that typically middle-aged and older females are the keepers of

the stories, and they periodically select a younger female to train for the position.

Though the term, griot, is rather African American exclusive, the position transcends

cultures and races because in many cultures a person, typically a female, bears the

familial and communal oral tradition.  For Garcia, Celia is the griot and Pilar her pupil;

Marshall’s griot is Aunt Cuney and Avey her student.  For more information, see

Omolade’s “The Silence and the Song” in Wild Women in the Whirlwind Wild Women

in the Whirlwind: Afra-American Culture and the Contemporary Literary Renaissance.

Braxton, Joanne M. and Andree Nicola McLaughlin, eds.  New Brunswick: Rutgers

University Press, 1990: 282-295

4
 If Coontz had written from an ethnic perspective instead of a generalized approach

designed to speak to ALL families of ALL ethnicities, I would have positioned her work

as the most superior.  Coontz’s contributions to the American family are tremendous.

5
 The main problem her neighbors have with Eva is her refusal to conform on many

levels, making her character a delight to study.  She chooses to stay unmarried but

entertains many gentlemen callers, permits her daughter Hannah to sleep with men

regardless of their marital status.

6
 Allison seems acutely aware of the importance of preserving familial history, especially

for the “downtrodden.”  Her narrator, young Ruth Anne “Bone” Boatwright attempts to

assuage her mental and physical pain from an abusive stepfather by reveling in stories

about her fearless and brave immediate and extended family.  The sagas as tincture

remind Bone that like those before her, she will survive and eventually triumph over her

personal tragedy.  See Dorothy Allison’s Bastard Out of Carolina.  New York: Plume,

1993.
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CHAPTER TWO

The Bluest Eye and Praisesong for the Widow: The Extended African American

Family and Community

The narrative of family is as unpredictable as families themselves.

Mary Helen Washington

In a society ordered by hierarchies of power based on race, class, and gender, no

one is more powerless and vulnerable than a poor black girl.

Cheryl Wall

In this chapter I focus on how Toni Morrison and Paule Marshall draw

upon their respective cultural heritages in order to create narratives that shift the

focus away from a Freudian family romance to the way in which fictional African

Americans depend upon the extended family and community to help solve

problems, perpetuate cultural values and beliefs, and maintain social positions and
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ties to a greater body of people.  Perhaps the most important point I wish to

emphasize is how I believe that within much of the African American community,

as well as the Latina/Latino community I discuss in Chapter Three, there

implicitly exists the idea that extended family and community are interchangeable

elements, idea nowhere present in the application of Freudian/traditional family

perspective.  That is, as I assert in Chapter One, so-called non-traditional families

reinforce the idea that consanguinity flows across familial and communal borders,

which is the central idea behind fictive kinships, those relationships that non-

related individuals and groups forge and treat as authentic.  In these novels

characters with strong kinship networks and ties to their community are protected

against prejudiced and stereotypical practices and messages disseminated from

“state apparatuses.”  Conversely, those who do not make connections outside their

traditional nuclear families do not possess the resources necessary to fend off

negative attacks and diffuse the power from those state apparatuses, which

include certain films, radio shows, literary texts, major retail agencies, and

organized religious groups, and others that appear implicitly drawn from the

authors’ personal experiences.

In order to comprehend the import of these post-family plots, we must

consider Morrison and Marshall’s views of race relations in the years leading up

to their respective publication dates of 1970 for The Bluest Eye and 1983 for

Praisesong for the Widow.  The 1969 report about the African American family

written by Daniel Patrick Moynihan that sparked vitriolic debates within many

circles certainly influenced Marshall and Morrison.  The 1960s stressed “the
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necessity for Afro-Americans to rediscover their blackness, their unity in their

blackness” (Christian, “Trajectories” 241) Barbara Christian believes that in such

discoveries authors like Morrison, Marshall, and their contemporaries begin

consciously writing to their extended communities in addition to white audiences,

enabling them to create characters outside racial profiles and stereotypes so that

they may connect the fiction to a larger, less exposed history.   My main point in

this chapter is that, regardless of culturally imposed practices such as an implicit

cultural preference of the traditional over the non-traditional family, African

American familial and communal mores vitally influence the ubiquitous

American family ideology by providing healthy, productive alternatives to the

nuclear family arrangement like extended kinship, fictive kinship, and strong

communal configurations, the ability to diffuse power throughout the family.

Morrison’s The Bluest Eye and Marshall’s Praisesong for the Widow

contain literary and rhetorical techniques that depict African American families

and communities as sites where power is distributed throughout members

regardless of age and gender, none of which are located exclusively in the

Freudian patriarchy, confirming Stephanie Coontz’s idea that social power forms

a large party of the familial trajectory and is influenced by ever shifting sources of

social and economic control (“Introduction” x).  Importantly, as I stress in the

previous chapter, though there exists for Americans of every ethnic background

an extensive pressure to adhere to the Freudian family, readers who are not

African American will most certainly recognize and acknowledge their own

emulations of these fictional families as positive influences, perhaps believing
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these traits exclusive to their own ethnic origins.  Additionally, readers will see

the positive elements of “alternative” and multiple versions of their families that

include: extended groups of relatives outside the nuclear mother, father, sibling

group who cohabitate in one dwelling or in close-knit communities; “fictive

kinships” consisting of unrelated people who are treated as consanguine relatives

by virtue of loyalty and love; proof that economic success is not contingent upon

mimicking a nuclear family configuration an idea dispelled in the novels as a

pernicious myth; that communities are made up of people who share common

bloodlines, beliefs, values, economic and other methods of support, and live in

close proximity; that the African Diaspora, the dispersion of African people from

their respective homelands created by slave trading, and its legacies has

influenced contemporary African American family ideologies and their

configurations; that as an institution the family is malleable and not fixed.  Finally

I intend to show how these novels define communities as extensions of multiple

family forms, or people who live closely to one another as in neighbors, who pool

their resources and childrearing responsibilities, consider each other as blood

relatives, and generally look out for each other, because they share connections

and the belief that “no family matter exists undetermined by public consequence”

(Heller 131).  This emphasis on community is what I believe sets apart African

American and Latina, families from Eurocentric ones, because of the

majority/Eurocentric versus minority/ethnic dynamic where unity provides a

number of positive elements.  As I hope this chapter demonstrates, the

family/community as an entity has been influenced by all racial and ethnic groups
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that come to the United States, is less static and unchanging, more malleable and

cross-cultural, and deserve appropriate recognition.

Though Morrison’s debut novel, The Bluest Eye (1970) is set in territory

familiar to her, the small suburban town of Lorain, Ohio where she grew up, it can

be seen as both a general reaction to the often turbulent and confusing 1960s and

as a specific reaction to black self development and how to resist self-loathing and

find worth in a culture that devalues dark skin.  Though most critics focus on her

messages concerning the cult of beauty identified as whiteness, which I concur is

the dominant message of the text, I concentrate more on her post-family romance

narrative about how African American families and communities seek to preserve

beliefs and instill within their members pride in specific customs and values that

protect them from assertions drawn from certain white hegemonic beliefs.  Her

first novel “startles the reader with its straight-arrow aim as well its

experimentation,” for it speaks to a theme very important to adolescent black

females, the “psychic trauma” of growing up in general, but specifically how to

resist self-loathing and find worth in a culture that values your antithesis, the cult

of white beauty (Christian, Criticism 25).

Morrison creates four uniquely composed family groups and assorted

characters to form the community which, through storytelling devices such as

backyard conversations and the gossip and news exchange sessions that occur

between people “in kitchens or living rooms, or on porches,” allows characters to

“comment upon situations and provide exposition for crucial events in the novel,”

thus making the story/novel about extended family and community a communal
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event (Harris 23).  Morrison replicates the same community she remembers, a

tightly knit group who cared about one another and would rise to aid those who

were “put out” or “put outdoors” (Weems-Hudson 4).

The modestly successful MacTeers may be seen as the “good poor,”

consisting of a father and husband who defends his family from unsavory

intruders like Mr. Henry, a wife and mother who is “the spark of healthy fertility

in the world of stagnation and a light in so much spiritual darkness” (Harris 41),

and their adolescent children.  The MacTeer family is well connected to the

community, helping members in need by taking in the occasional homeless

person, such as Pecola Breedlove, or boarder, like Mr. Henry.  Their willingness

to expand the nuclear family boundaries to include members of the community

identify this nuclear family as an “alternative” or “non-traditional” group.

Through their mother, Frieda and Claudia grow up understanding how

participating in rituals of gossip and information exchanges strengthens the

individual presence within a community, and separates the well-integrated

MacTeer family from the isolated Breedlove family.  Power seems equitably

distributed between the parents, and they encourage their children to forge

relationships with extended family and the community.

The Breedloves, Cholly, Pauline, Sammy, and Pecola, represent the

traditional nuclear family because they prefer to keep disconnected from their

community and maintain little to no contact with neighbors or extended family.

Non-nurturing parents, Cholly and Pauline also pass on to their children their

belief that they are ugly to the point of debilitating, a terrible legacy Trudier
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Harris describes as a “myth of unworthiness, the Breedloves can only live the

outlined saga to its expected conclusion” (18).  This legacy of the lack of self

worth worms itself into each character, rendering them paralyzed from reaching

out to one another or to others for support.  As a young girl Pauline views her

deformed foot as the reason why she will never find an attractive man to love her.

She falls for Cholly immediately because he is the first man to pay her attention

and promises to spirit her away to new adventures.  But as we discover, Cholly

also has a myth of unworthiness beginning with his mother’s unwanted

pregnancy.  Together these two tragic figures instill their children with the notion

that they are unworthy of attention, love, and support.  There is no distribution of

power in this marriage, and the Breedloves consider power as a physical entity

instead of a mental one.  In violent exchanges that terribly disturb their children,

they administer brute force in order to determine even who gathers coal to start

the stove.  Unlike the family sagas Lawrence Clayton studies that support and

bolster a familial group, the stigma of ugliness hanging over the miserable

Breedloves eventually leads to their collective destruction because they remain

cut off from a community that repeatedly demonstrates its ability to support those

in need.  When Cholly rapes his own daughter he violates an essential code

maintained in all familial relations, one that can never be repaired even should

there have been a last hour intervention from the community he rejects.  Pecola,

Barbara Christian observes, serves as the community’s scapegoat, “the dumping

ground for those feelings of helplessness and horror people have about their own

lives.  Pecola’s madness makes everyone feel sane” (Criticism 26).
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The town’s three “magnificent” whores, China, Poland, and Miss Marie

are also an “alternative” or “non-traditional” family comprised of the fictive kin,

women who join together as a family of outcasts by virtue of their occupations.

Their power comes from their “disinterested wrath” towards the community and

their customers and, ironically, they are the family Pecola is drawn to for comfort

and kindness, the only people she knows who provide her love and safety (BE

56). Finally, Geraldine, her husband, and son Junior add to the traditional families

in the novel.  Though the Breedloves avoid the community because they feel their

ugliness is a deformity to be shunned, Geraldine abhors her neighbors and

townspeople, preferring to see them as beneath her class and social status.

Geraldine demonstrates the problematic, quintessential nuclear or traditional

family as that which rejects anyone outside its immediate boundaries, cares only

for its personal future gains, and willingly discriminates against anyone who

threatens its progress.  As such, Morrison vehemently attacks “the hollowness

surrounding women like Geraldine, their blind, unquestioning pursuit of a vapid

existence that, though outwardly secure, can last for only one generation” (Harris

32).  It seems as though Morrison mocks the Geraldine types who trade family

values for class mobility.

The two main characters in The Bluest Eye are eleven-year-old Pecola

Breedlove, whose unfortunate parentage plunges her into a family strangled by

their belief in their own ugliness against the cultural backdrop of the cult of white

beauty, and Claudia MacTeer, who understands the only way she will become a

victim of racism is if she permits others to control her beliefs.  During Claudia’s
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narratives, Morrison infuses a maturity within this character that gives her a

believable sophistication and determination to do right that exceeds her young

years, as exemplified in her understanding that the white baby dolls she received

for Christmas each year were tools of oppression purchased with hard saved

money.  Because her parents continue to give her the dolls, thus literally and

figurative buying into the cult of white beauty, it is obvious that Claudia does not

glean this particular realization from them; however, she comprehends the

problem of racism from other lessons the MacTeers teach their daughters, as well

as those learned on the sidewalks, in school, and at the local candy store, all

communal spaces and extensions to family where children and adults experience

and test life experiences.  Additionally, though she struggles with her desire to

destroy actual white girls, she discovers that “the best hiding place was love,” the

love that radiated from her parents and relatives, and her community (BE 23).

Pecola, in contrast, prays each night for blue eyes because she grimly

resolves that short of a miracle, “she would never know her beauty.  She would

see only what there was to see: the eyes of other people” (BE 47).  With this,

Morrison exposes the opinion of the time that for a black girl to think herself as

beautiful, she must imagine herself as a white girl (Kuenz 422).  This categorical

denial of dark skin as beautiful explains Pecola’s obsession with blue eyes and

why, for example, she chooses Mary Jane candy in a misguided effort to ingest

what is wrapped in the image of a white girl so that she may come closer to a

culturally defined beauty (Fick 18).  In contrast to Claudia and Frieda, Pecola’s

travels through the community are marked in silence because she is shunned as
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are her parents.  She has no parental or sibling support system to protect her from

mean children like Junior and destructive adults like Soaphead Church, a strange

man bent on evil who may symbolize how within a community all levels of

humanity coexist in easy and uneasy circumstances.

Essentially, Claudia, Pecola, their parents, and siblings demonstrate how

relations of power are the immediate effects of cultural and ethnic identity, which

naturally informs the way they perceive and order their versions of the world.

Morrison divides the chapters into four seasonal sections that balance the

devastating consequences of systematic racism incurred by the Breedloves, and

the strength and resolve to combat racism practiced by the MacTeers.  With her

debut novel Morrison portrays families within a communal network developing

shared systems of power and relying upon one another to promulgate ethnic

ideologies and heritages threatened by erasure from the culture at large.  In doing

so it is important to note that Morrison doesn’t explicitly privilege one familial

construct over another; she problematizes each in terms of its shortcomings and

advantages.

Where the community rejects the Breedloves in The Bluest Eye, Paule

Marshall’s Praisesong for the Widow (1983) depicts a nuclear family who

abandon their working class familial and communal legacies in favor of achieving

personal success as a middle class African American family.  Jerome and Avey

Johnson structure their marriage in the Freudian sense because Jerome is chiefly

responsible for their finances, the power resides in him exclusively, and Avey

fulfills the role as nurturing wife and mother who acquiesces to her husband’s
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demands.  Only after Jerome dies does Avey reflect upon her life and attempt to

change her choices.  In this novel Marshall stretches the definition of community

to include a character’s extended background so that when the protagonist, Avey

“short for Avatara” Williams Johnson, journeys in search of her historical and

familial roots, she finds herself not only examining her own choices, but also

searching through nations, islands, and continents to trace the “cultural unity

[that] joins the black people of the Sea Islands of the southern United States to the

black people of the Caribbean and by implication to all Diaspora people” (Pollard

285).  Like those in The Bluest Eye, characters in Praisesong for the Widow are

profoundly influenced by cultural, historical, and situational ideologies, customs,

and beliefs.  Marshall divides her characters into two specific groups: those who

believe they are a cumulative result of their cultural and ethnic legacies and

continually pay homage to their past, and those who deny their connection to a

cultural history, feeling that they broker their own destinies.  I believe this novel

clearly redirects the family romance into the postfamily narrative by redefining

the familial social space to include extended family, community, and fictive

kinships to demonstrate what Heller describes as “origins in multiple and

contradictory places and situations” (6).

Marshall tells her praise song in a loosely reverse order punctuated with

flashbacks and instances of magic realism, permitting Avey to speak to the dead,

reexperience the Middle Passage, and find herself in a parallel world that is at

once reassuring in familiarity as it is disconcerting in strangeness as she attempts

to find her extended identity.  The novel opens with recently widowed Avey on
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board another cruise she enjoys with her two closest friends.  Her three children,

Sis, Annawilda, and Marion are adults with families and careers; her leave request

with the Division of Motor Vehicles secure, she locks up her house in White

Plains, New York, and heads out for this annual cruise with two friends.  Through

the use of ancillary characters Marshall exemplifies Avey’s lethargy and lack of

enthusiasm with her current life. Her traveling companions, Clarice, is a co-

worker Avey used to enjoy but who now annoys her with “dullness, her rampant

flesh, her blackness …” (Marshall 24), and Thomasina is a light-skinned woman

Avey used to consider a close friend but whose boastfulness and racist anthem,

“That’s why if I’ve said it once I’ve said it a thousand times: it … don’t… pay

…to …go …no  …place …with …niggers!  They’ll mess up ever’ time!” angers

Avey (Marshall 27).  I believe Marshall uses Clarice’s submissiveness and shame

and Thomasina’s overt prejudice to symbolize the opposite ends of a spectrum of

emotions African American women are familiar with, and these two anger Avey

because they not only remind her of the disparate realities she is constantly

pressured into choosing but, more importantly, make her aware that she has no

feelings or emotions about herself or her life.

While on the cruise Avey experiences strange physical feelings of being

bloated though she eats very little, and a dream about her Aunt Cuney, someone

she has scarcely thought about in years but was quite close to in her youth.  In a

strange and desperate act to be rid of the discombobulating dream and the

thoughts of Cuney, she abruptly departs the cruise in mid passage and begins a

convoluted journey back to her home.  Through a series of frustrating travel
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snafus she finds she must stay the night on the island of Grenada while waiting a

connecting flight to New York, during which time her husband Jerome, nee Jay,

several years dead from presumably working too hard chasing the spoils of money

makes a posthumous visit to Avey in the first chapter of the section entitled

“Sleepers Wake.”  Through the visit and subsequent flashbacks, Marshall permits

Avey to piece together her life as a young wife and mother in Harlem to so that

we may understand why she has become so lost and culturally disenfranchised.

After clarifying Avey’s malaise to underscore the urgency of the remaining action

of the novel, that of undertaking a spiritual journey to reunite Avey with those

aspects of her African American heritage she once celebrated, Marshall

culminates the widow’s journey with the introduction of new people and beliefs

that have and will continue shaping her life.  After reverse journeying through

cultures, the end finds Avey reuniting with her familial heritage, symbolized by

taking back her full name, Avatara, and the widow’s promise to perpetuate the

lessons she learns to her children, grandchildren, and any interested in honoring a

rich African-island-American lineage.

  However tempting it may be to categorize this novel as “predictable in

the sense that it describes the spiritual decay and self-annihilation of the black

nouveau riche, who ‘make it’ in the United States” (Scarpa 95), that myopic

reading merely focuses on the first section and does not take into account the

transcontinental cultural connections, the particular attention to African

cosmology and ritual, as well as African American ritual and belief and the power

of possessing a moral and spiritual integrity that Marshall encourages her readers
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to comprehend.  Keith Sandiford believes Praisesong for the Widow is

distinguished by Marshall’s creation of a fictional drama where “the worlds of

history and myth are placed in open and explicit antagonism, and the central

character consciously apprehends the dilemma of a personal choice as a

confrontation between the claims of history and myth” (372).  Accordingly, in

order to reconnect with her past, Avey must accept her spiritual and familial

destiny, participate in a reenactment of the Middle Passage, travel to foreign

lands, submit to and participate in centuries old rituals, dance with African gods

and goddesses and, most importantly, return to Tatem, South Carolina, where she

will instruct new generations in their cultural, familial, and historical legacies she

has gathered through her journey.

Throughout the novel, the Johnson family and by extension the reader,

must learn how to negotiate economic success without accepting “false values

that supplant and/or obviate spiritual needs” (Denniston 127).  By having the

novel center upon the Johnson family’s failure to recognize the value of such a

support system, Marshall demonstrates how class ranking should not diminish the

importance of the extended family as a network of relatives not necessarily

residing in the same dwelling but exchanging goods and services (McAdoo 10).

In a 1979 interview with Essence, Marshall expresses her concern about “the

materialism of this country, how it often spells the death of love and feeling, and

how we, as Black People, must fend it off” (qtd. in Christian Criticism115).   She

focuses this concern as well as the response to the 1980s and the struggles

experienced by black middle-class people to write this cautionary tale, suggesting
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the importance of regulating the pressures of a contemporary culture impressed

with class status by recognizing history within a continuum of cultural and

familial unity.  Clearly her problem is not on African Americans achieving

economic success and rising out of impoverished conditions, but forgetting their

cultural legacies in the process.  Throughout the novel, she disparages the

Johnsons not for making a more comfortable life with the money they earn, but

for letting go of their old practices, beliefs, their values, and their cultural

appreciations.  To forget the past is unforgivable.

Perhaps for no other ethnic or racial group in American history does the

theory that human experience is shaped by social institutions and ideological

discourses apply more than to African Americans who have had Eurocentric

political, social, juridical, and educational institutions claim dominance over their

cultural conditions (Selden 189).  In novels written during the 1970s when critics

began actively publishing work by persons of color, authors and theorists such as

Morrison and Marshall focused on the important task of reclaiming historical data

concerning the African American presence in America.  Understanding certain

references found in The Bluest Eye and Praisesong for the Widow requires

revisiting the issues of slavery and institutional racism, and in order to examine

these references in the context of their communities requires tracing migratory

patterns of movement back to Africa, Jamaica, Cuba, the Bahamas, and other

island countries.  Additionally, in this chapter I enlist theorists, critics and authors,

Jacqueline Jones, Cheryl Wall, Niara Sudarkasa, Alfred Lee Wright, Patricia Hill

Collins, Joanne Braxton, Joanne Gabbin, Barbara Christian, and Alice Walker to
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provide essential information concerning these complex histories of African and

African American families.
1
  This chapter also rejects the approach to studying

the African American family, and one discussed at length in Chapter One, that

seeks to identify black people and their kinship structures as those having been

forced to mimic the dominant hegemony’s patterns, a practice that can place the

African American family outside of its culture.  I support the ritual Barbara

Christian claims Marshall creates for her characters, that which centers upon the

struggle to understand the people within the familial structure that is within the

context of a specific community and its cultural mores, beliefs, and habits

(Christian, Feminist 104).  Likewise, I support Morrison’s depiction of elaborate

communities, those extensions of the family, which Barbara Christian identifies as

“the people from whom the major characters derive their sense of themselves as

memorable [and] finely drawn as the focal characters (103).  Therefore, in The

Bluest Eye I think Morrison cues us to carefully observe Pauline Breedlove in

order to understand her daughter, Pecola.  As Christian points out, Morrison’s

novels connect readers with her dedication to place, and we identify with these

“villages in which kinship ties are woven into dreams, legends, [and] the

subconscious of the inhabitants” (Christian Criticism 48).   Like Morrison,

Marshall centers her novels, such as Praisesong for the Widow, on “a black

woman’s search for personhood within the context of a specific black community

rather than in reaction to a hostile white society” (Christian Feminist 104).

The decade in which both Morrison and Marshall lived and wrote these

two novels gave rise to Daniel Patrick Moynihan’s report, “The Negro Family:
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The Case for National Action,” which I discuss in detail below, the Black Panther

Movement, the Women’s Rights Movement, and an organized African American

feminist movement.  Each author cites the turbulent times and constant challenges

between power factions as influences in their work.  Of that time at the end of the

1960s, Morrison believed that black women “had nothing to fall back on: not

maleness, not whiteness, not ladyhood, not anything” (qtd. in Jones 315).

Because these women write about historically marginalized, prejudiced, and

disregarded people set against the backdrop of the 1960s and, I find that their

work clearly features African American characters caught up in the dramatic

struggle of having to create familial and communal systems that will always be

judged against the nuclear family, constantly negotiating the systematic racism

that is a holdover from slavery, and essentially always being judged against

almost five hundred years of complex forms of economic and psychological

oppression from the white cultural hegemony.  As Jacqueline Jones so aptly

demonstrates in her Labor of Love, Labor of Sorrow: Black Women, Work, and

the Family from Slavery to the Present (1985), African American women have

historically been “forced to labor outside their homes—forced first by

slaveholders and then by the threat of starvation and homelessness that plagued

their families after emancipation” (323).  Though these women Jones writes of

looked to a time when they could become stay-home mothers and keep their own

homes, those days have been long in the making.  Jones chronicles the players and

the results of this “unique form of capitalist exploitation that elicited from its

female victims unique strategies of resistance” (323), but the fervor with which
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novelists like Morrison and Marshall write about black women and their families

suggests that well into the 1970s exploitation still threatens African American

social structures.  Pauline or “Polly” as she is called by her employers, serves as a

housekeeper employed in the modern day “Big House” so that Morrison can

demonstrate the strain on the family unit as well as the individuals when a woman

must leave her own home and children to take care of a stranger’s house and

offspring.  Morrison demonstrates a valuable point because this character,

however, instead of remaining concerned about her family and slipping away to

check on her children or pocket food she has left at home, buys into the idea that a

white family, her employers, can somehow save her from her home.  Though the

contemporary African American writer’s script might change, she somehow must

tend to a legacy involving a fractured family or blighted community that,

inevitably, originates from racial discord.  Therefore, instead of creating

characters carrying out typical plot complications like class and gender that their

white contemporaries might write of, Morrison and Marshall find themselves with

a duty to build within their plots and themes examples of racism.  Thus, it seems

that African American authors of which Morrison and Marshall are examples,,

can never simply launch into a novel without simultaneously taking issue with

centuries of old news.

Forms of negotiating systems of power have long been integral and highly

influential elements of the African American family, beginning with forced

enslavement, followed by coping mechanisms to combat hostile and dangerous

situations, to the highly contested debates about the composition of the
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contemporary family to gendered accusations.
2
  Marjorie Pryse believes that black

women writers “affirm the wholeness and endurance of a vision that, once

articulated, can be shared” in order to return power to the culturally

disenfranchised (5).

Barbara Christian observes that in order to understand the achievements of

female African American authors like Marshall and Morrison, as well as other

African American authors like Alice Walker and Gloria Naylor, “one must

appreciate the tradition from which they have come and the conflict of images

with which their foremothers have had to contend” (“Trajectories” 234).  Early

African American women writers wrote to combat negative stereotypes and

images such as “all black people live in Harlem dives or in picturesque, abject

poverty” (235).  Additionally, Christian finds that until at least the 1940s black

women writers had to contend with the negative gender images of black women

as masculine, focusing instead on their lesser acknowledged beauty, purity, and

class status (235).  Despite attempts to redirect stereotypical beliefs, literature that

Marshall grew up reading contained a dangerous mixture comprising “the

refutation of negative images [that] created a series of contradictions between the

image that black women could not attain, though which they sometimes

internalized, and the reality of their existence” (237).  By the end of the 1950s

when Marshall herself begins publishing, there exists a discernable shift “in point

of view and intention that still characterizes the novels written today [which

focuses upon] more emphasis on reflecting the process of self-definition and

understanding women have always had to be engaged in, rather than refuting the
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general society’s definition of them” (237).  Marshall, Christian believes, writes

her first novel, Brown Girl, Brownstones (1959), as a reaction against the racism

that threatens her community, to the culturally dominant thought that “black

women were matriarchs, domineering mothers who distorted their children who in

turn disrupted society—a vortex of attitudes that culminated in the Moynihan

Report” (239).  Essentially, Marshall’s later work, like Morrison’s, speaks against

Moynihan’s accusations that “at the heart of the deterioration of the fabric of

Negro society is the deterioration of the Negro family” (qtd. in Stewart 239), and

against the legacy of black mothers as either mammies or aggressive women who

chase their husbands from the home.

The 1965 treatise Daniel Patrick Moynihan wrote entitled, “The Negro

Family: The Case for National Action,” prepared for the United States

Department of Labor certainly became a topic of consideration for Morrison and

Marshall, then young, politically active women in the 1960s.  Moynihan’s

misguided research reinforces legacies and the author, himself a white man of

privileged background and at the time a Harvard University sociologist who

would go on to become a prominent senator from New York, attempted to study a

small segment of urban black families, identify what he assumed to be problems

that prevented the black community from socially and economically progressing,

and then wrote a study about a population he had little understanding of even after

completing the project.  Commonly called “The Moynihan Report,” his findings

read much like 1920s anthropological reports on American Indians, where

someone from an outside group enters into a community (clearly uninvited),
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gathers information, applies the data to his own culture’s rubric, blames the

oppressed for not rising above their material conditions instead of looking at the

oppressor, and makes pronouncements and suggestions.
3
  The report sparked new

debates and renewed aged ones that have echoed through African American

sociohistorical and academic groups who cite it as an explicit example of state

sponsored, implicit, organized, and institutional racism.  In essence, Moynihan

legitimated through the written word implicit racial prejudices, thus giving

credence to, in his case, myth and half-truths taken out of context because he did

not, as noted historian Clifford Geertz suggests, study his subjects within the

context of their own communities but instead applied his own sociohistorical

ideologies.  His pamphlet became divisive in that it served to confirm to the white

politicians who commissioned the study what they believed, that African

Americans had progressed very little since enslavement, and to blacks and others

fighting racism what they believed, that tolerance and acceptance of black people

had progressed very little since enslavement.  Moynihan’s central idea, and what I

believe Morrison and Marshall constantly contest and rewrite in their novels, was

that black female-headed households and black women who were successfully

employed created a situation that deprived black men of self-respect,

“disseminated a female culture to their children and thereby lessened their sons’

chances for healthy sex-role development,” finally creating a “tightening tangle of

pathology” (Moynihan qtd. in Jones 312).  As a result, black women, Moynihan

reasoned, drove their men away from this unstructured, undisciplined

environment; instead, black men, so Moynihan deduced, craved structure,
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discipline, and rewards based on performance.  He conveniently believed the

answer to untangling this pathology would to be for the men to join the military,

because “In the U. S. Army you get to know what it means to feel like a man”

(Moynihan 45).  Presumably, once black men learned the meaning of manhood,

they would return to the disorganized female-centered family, take charge and

create a Freudian family, and thus save African American families from their own

self-destruction.

Barbara Christian explains that Moynihan’s findings insinuate that black

men’s needs should be taken more seriously than black women’s, which would

further subordinates black women in both black and white cultural communities

(Criticism 124).  Furthermore, promoting the identity of black women as

domineering mothers and matriarchs who “distorted their children who in turn

disrupted society” is exactly the point contemporary African American women

novelists like Marshall and Morrison work against (Criticism 177).  In “An Angle

of Seeing Motherhood,” Christian further finds that for black women to work

outside the home during a time where mothers are not expected to do so creates

another wall of judgment with “the concept of strength, a womanly attribute in

African life [which] is imbued in American society with unfeminine

connotations” (Criticism 221).  She also believes in order for Marshall to

understand her maternal characters she had to reach back to and through her

maternal ancestors, skipping over “society’s attitude that black women were

matriarchs, domineering mothers who distorted their children who in turn

disrupted society—a vortex of attitudes that culminated in the Moynihan report”
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(Criticism 177).  Essentially, the report identifies how African American families

subvert the Freudian family restrictions in order to improve conditions but,

tragically, punishes this inventive redistribution of power.

Additionally a point central to my thesis is that Moynihan shores up the status

quo concerning the nuclear family’s proliferation by failing to consider how any

family configuration other than the patriarchal nuclear family could have credence

and value.  He clearly denounces as pathological any extended and communal-

based family configurations systems.  Michelle Pagni Stewart believes that

Morrison was so moved by Moynihan’s findings that she portrays in her novels

the many varieties of African American families and the reliance upon communal

support the Moynihan Report and its followers overlook.  Morrison’s novels

reiterate that “the family structure is not what leads to failed youth; rather, the

white society that constantly treats the African American as an object lacking in

human wants, needs, and rights is to blame for the cycles of dysfunctinality …”

(Stewart 238).  Like so many Moynihan finds the nuclear family to be the

measuring rod, he dooms any family that honors extended, fictive, communal and

non-traditional entity from the start.

As Carol Stack points out, Moynihan’s findings come at the end of a

rather lengthy segment of studies that tends to “reinforce popular stereotypes of

the lower class or black family—particularly the black family in poverty—as

deviant, matriarchal, and broken” (23).  Stack, herself a white cultural

anthropologist whose work, All Our Kin, chronicles her observations from a close

association with an extended family and community in an all-black neighborhood,
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believes that a spate of research spanning some fifty years has made attempts to

report how the black family operates within a complex range of cultural patterns

quite difficult (23).  The first and most pernicious problem involves “leading

scholars of black family life [who are satisfied with] pigeonholing black culture

into preconceived concepts of the mother-father-child (the nuclear model) or the

matriarchy (the matrifocal model), hardly questioning their cultural validity” (22).

Moreover, these studies ignore or fail to consider how black people interpret their

own life experiences or the statistical studies done (22).   To take accounts of

black women’s oppression and then manipulate them into an argument about a

strong black matriarchy is a “cruel historical irony” that overlooks the

fundamental fact that in taking on roles of family wage earner or head of the

household, black women “lacked the control over their own productive energies

and material resources that would have guaranteed them a meaningful form of

social power” (Jones 7).

So while they celebrate these complexly structured black communities and

kinship patterns, Morrison and Marshall also respond and resist systematic racism

and the hegemonic view that black families should and do simply mimic the

white, middle-class model by creating novels that celebrate African American

family and kinship beliefs while positively illuminating differences between

cultures and families.  In both Praisesong for the Widow and its precursor,

Browngirl, Brownstones Marshall explores how “the black community, its

customs and mores, affects the process of the black woman’s exploration of self

[and] stresses the importance of culture and language as contexts for
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understanding society’s definition of man and woman” (Criticism 177).  Both

engage literary and rhetorical techniques that draw from historical and folk

accounts to demonstrate that contemporary African American families stem from

culturally and politically specific communities with extensive histories, and the

burden rests with both author and reader to understand that this complex

relationship shapes characters, families, and communities.  The authors also focus

on how power dynamics affect African American families from without and

within their immediate and extended families and a greater community at large.

Finally, Morrison and Marshall succeed by the sheer fact that their novels

preserve important cultural practices while resisting the impulse to pass judgment

or favoritism for one practice over another.  I believe these two authors create

fictional communities fraught with conflict and leave judgment to their readers.

Who controls and resists these points of power, and how unequal and

inconsistent power affects individuals, kinships, and communities are two issues

The Bluest Eye and Praisesong for the Widow explicitly problematize in different

yet similar ways.  Each novel depicts multiple views of dominant cultural

ideologies that attempt to control the characters and the forces that become at

odds with and challenged by the individual familial and communal ideologies.

The families, kinships, and communities as found in the narratives have, when

judged against the dominant cultural and juridical versions, historically been

perceived as marginal even within their own closed communal boundaries, but

when closely examined prove to be literary portraits that positively enhance our

culturally constructed American family.
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  One such dominant version is what Alfred Lee Wright defines as a

“white value system” that comprised of “those social, political, and economic

tastes, fashions, and values which capitalism and popular culture promulgate and

which continue to demean, delimit, and regulate to the margins the contributions,

talents, and existence of African Americans in a larger white-dominated society”

(xxiii).  This contested terrain of politically sanctioned tastes, fashions, and values

serves the dual purpose of blocking entry to anyone who cannot fit the prescribed

demographic, and promoting that particular membership as superior in nature.

Wright indicates that many white Americans also fall victim to “mass media

(economic and political) attempts to define what beauty is (and any number of

other values and opinions).”  He goes on to say that anyone living in America is

“subject to the same forces, the same predations of mass marketing and economic

exploitation—not just racial minorities, although minorities may suffer from these

forces more acutely” (xxii).  To “de-romanticize” the family romance in African

American fiction is to overthrow the “complex forms of economic and

psychological oppression that black women and men have experienced both

within the nuclear family and within a larger economic structure” and how they

have been represented in contemporary narratives and plots (Heller 130).

Morrison deromanticizes the family romance in The Bluest Eye when she

demonstrates how fragile and vulnerable are the Breedloves, the nuclear family in

the novel, who resist the strength of an extended family and the support a

community can provide.  Marshall reinforces the extended and communal systems

by exposing faults within the nuclear family configuration.  Culturally bankrupt
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Avey Johnson learns that her husband’s quest for economic success resulted in

her disenfranchisement from her family and community.  Rather than perpetuate

this “tangle of pathology,” these novels prove that tangles and snags occur when

our choices are too restrictive.  Providing multiple familial configurations creates

healthy systems and preserves cultural heritage.

  The instinct to preserve the community, Jacqueline Jones believes, comes

from similar principles that exist in Africa and from the exploitation of black-

produced labor by whites (8).  There are many types of communities, but

generally speaking, and here I refer to communities in general and specific to

African Americans, an example of a positively shaped or ideal African American

community is “held together by shared assumptions, values, and desires that

influence if not determine what they see when they read and how they receive and

represent what they read” (McDowell 75).  This is not to say that there aren’t bad

individuals in good communities, just as I hope this dissertation demonstrates that

there are ideal and not so ideal family configurations.  Consider the pathologically

demented Elihue Micah Whitcomb, or Soaphead Church in The Bluest Eye, the

one member of Lorain that everyone steers clear of and who eventually strikes a

terrible bargain with Pecola.  Soaphead distances himself from family, neighbors,

and the community because he is repulsed by human contact.

Additionally, communities are places where African Americans who are

invisible in this culture can go to receive the “common consciousness” that can

replace a visible condition (Scruggs 170).  Certainly, communities and families

offer respite from a greater society of strangers.  Fictive and kinship networks,
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those bands of relatives and non-blood kin are considered relatives by virtue of

friendship, loyalty and love.  In her article about defining African and African

American family organizations, Niara Sudarkasa identifies families in two distinct

categories.  “Consanguinity, which refers to kinship that is commonly assumed or

presumed to be biologically based and rooted in ‘blood ties,’ and affinity, which

refers to kinship created by law and rooted ‘in-law’” (60).  Obviously, Sudarkasa

utilizes terms that are non-race specific to demonstrate the ubiquity of family

configurations.  However, to understand this racial dilemma is to remember that

historically families of color have been denied certain social, legal, and economic

support that white families have enjoyed; the denial of such valuable resources

naturally has taken a hard toll on African American families as Morrison’s

Breedloves and Marshall’s Jerome Johnson discover, but, as Bonnie Thornton

Dill observes, has also provided encouragement of “creative and adaptive forms

of resistance,” as evidenced in the MacTeers and the “family” of prostitutes who

live above the Breedloves (3).

The Bluest Eye and Praisesong for the Widow represent the many forms

families may take, such as dynamic, malleable entities as well as static, fixed

institutions, with the idea that the former reinvent themselves as members adapt to

changing times, and the latter remain outdated and unable to advance with

progress.  Morrison and Marshall feature nuclear families that typically flounder

in their isolation-- though some, like Marshall’s Avey Johnson, revise their

situations and work for improvement-- and extended groups that offer support to

those in need.  However, it should be noted that neither familial form explicitly
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denounces one for the other, because that type of critique is typical of interlopers

like Moynihan.  Rather, their examples suggest that flexibility in familial

construction in no way denounces or rejects historicity and traditional morals, but,

rather, adjusts them to changing currents; for example, there are multiple familial

configurations represented in Morrison’s Lorain, Ohio community, as there are in

Paule Marshall’s Harlem and Tatem, New York communities.  Some succeed

(MacTeers, the prostitutes, Josephs) and some struggle (Breedloves and

Johnsons), which may be interpreted as these authors’ respective attempts to paint

families as realistically varied works-in-progress, and as examples of the

devastation that comes from compromising one’s beliefs to fit within a family

value system different from one’s own.  Sacrifice for the chance to gain access to

the spoils of the white, middle class is a particularly strong plot element that

Marshall utilizes to define Avey and Jerome Johnston’s lives, as Avey discovers

they have been posturing, trying to adopt certain dominant white ways that

Jerome did not consider achievable by blacks in Harlem.  In hindsight she

discovers he believed and she by extension assumed that the way to enjoy a

comfortable middle-class lifestyle would involve rejecting their culturally specific

beliefs.  Marshall argues against the idea that in order for a black family to

become successful, they must reject all intrinsic beliefs and mores and try to

become “white.”  Morrison denounces the white hegemony symbolized by the

theme of the cult of white beauty with the theme of the continuous struggle to

succeed as an African American in a white society in The Bluest Eye.  She
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describes the definition of beauty as was popular during the late 1930s through

multiple examples of how this definition affected black communities.

Instead of presenting the nuclear family as the exemplary configuration,

Morrison and Marshall also identify the varied structures of the African American

family as cultural forms that most historians believe evolved from “familial and

kinship patterns emanating from the condition of slavery as well as from African

cultural attributes” (Roschelle 5).  Jones calls the black family the first workplace

where women expanded kinship to the community at large in order to advance

black people as a group (5).  This communal solidarity that grew out of the

exploitative slave system and their African heritage created the foundation for

contemporary African American social orders.  More importantly though, these

historical configurations have been adopted by non-African American families,

such as responsibility to aged parents and close relatives, practice of assisting kin,

and sharing resources with families and communities (Wilkinson 39).  I believe

this point supports my thesis that authors in general and Morrison, Marshall,

Alvarez and Garcia specifically redefine the Eurocentric, nuclear family into a

version that more adequately represents our multiethnic culture, thus making

reports like Moynihan’s obsolete.

However, as Jones observes and Marshall suggests with the Johnsons’ life

in Harlem, often class and race positions and poor job prospects have historically

thwarted any economic successes that extended kinships and resource pooling

may have awarded.  Unfortunately, communal obligations also sap money and

energy from chief earners, as Carol B. Stack argues in All Our Kin.  Black women
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in particular have a long history of getting caught in the double bind of race and

class prejudice, relegated to blue collar service positions where they can not enjoy

the privilege of staying at home to raise children, making their goal of achieving

higher class status prohibitive. Nonetheless, ample documentation of fictional and

non-fictional accounts exist about the women who attempted to subordinate the

demands of the job to the needs of their own families, a risky enterprise that

earned them respect instead of the “victimization perspective” with realistic

articulations of stories about black people’s struggles to earn a living and keep

their families intact (Jones 9).  These stories speak of several issues, such as the

human courage necessary to overcome the culturally complex obstacles of being a

working class African American, and how authority resides in all societal

stratifications, providing black people the opportunity to define themselves and

revise those definitions as necessary.  Both of these account for extensive

character development in The Bluest Eye and Praisesong for the Widow.

Working class stories typically chronicle the plights of ethnic and racial

groups of people whose “voices are seldom heard” (Rubin 13), probably because

working class concerns reveal the harsh social inequities of racial and ethnic life

in America, thus running counter to the Eurocentric Horatio Algerian myth that

many of the upwardly mobile believe implicitly governs American working class

economics.  With regard to the working class women and the upwardly mobile,

Mae Gwendolyn Henderson warns against privileging one element that comprises

a character over another to create what Frederic Jameson named “strategies of

containment,” those essentialist readings that, for example, show how reading for
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a gendered subtext may cloud the racial subtext (17).  Of working class issues,

author Dorothy Allison succinctly captures the assumption believed and

perpetuated by persons of cross-class, multi-raced identities.  She finds there is a

discernable division of the poor into two recognized types.  There exists the good

poor—“hard-working, ragged but clean and intrinsically honorable,” such as the

MacTeer family.  Allison describes the bad poor as “those who felt ashamed of

their poverty and angry at being despised by strangers” (18) and trapped by a

“heritage of poverty, jail, and illegitimate children” (21).  Though their children

are born from their marriage, the Breedloves fit this latter description. Typically,

it is the bad poor who bear the brunt of stereotypical opinions.  Allison reinforces

definitions found in Foucault’s second power principle that states, “Relations of

power are the immediate effects of the divisions, inequalities, and disequilibriums

which occur in economic processes” (Foucault 94).

Ben Shan observed that  “a society is molded upon its epics, and . . .

imagines in terms of created things” (qtd. by Dittmar 146).  Likewise, a novel

“urges awareness of the ideology inscribed in the artifacts,” so much that an

author makes the reader conscious of its form and theme (146).  In that way,

Morrison places upon her readers the same power structures that control the

characters, because her writing reveals those familiar splits and gaps in the homes

and communities where children are denied the pedagogical benefit of their

cultural epics, stories and myths.  One of the many inspirations behind her writing

and is as well a driving force behind Praisesong for the Widow is the need to

“bear witness,” that is, to circulate those lost cultural and generational tales that
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keep people connected to their pasts (Braxton 305).  I consider bearing witness as

a literary and metaphoric form of “laying on of hands,” the ancient ritual of

applying the healing powers of touch (Gabbin 247).  Laying one’s hands on

another for the purpose of healing, blessing, and nurturing is a deeply symbolic

act that occurs between people in familial and communal groups.  This ritualistic

method of showing support ties the individual to others and is implicitly found in

The Bluest Eye and is also a trope that literally and figuratively saves the main

character in Praisesong for the Widow.  The idea that the individual is a product

of her environment, her past, and her history is a concept both of these authors

continuously infuse in their fiction.

However, when none of the lifelines a positive family and community

extend work, a character’s subjectivity erodes into the abject and vacuous, as

Pauline and Cholly Breedlove exhibit is a lesson in discourse and subjectivity.

Chris Weedon identifies discourse as an entity that happens in “written and oral

forms and in the social practices of everyday life” (108).  For this complex system

of discourse that a subject receives from institutions like church, school,

courthouses, and the home, the individual subject governed by these agencies

must activate, or honor and believe, making “subjectivity [the] site of the

consensual regulation of individuals” (108).  Weedon distinguishes between

occasional agencies, such as law enforcement that might have little impact on an

individual, to the repetitious process of information that begins at birth and

continues throughout the subject’s life.  Effectively establishing an unchallenged

hierarchy of power relations requires a society comprised of individuals who
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understand their places by means of receiving the discourse instruction indicating

such.  The gaps or cracks in this system occur when the individual subject resists

the position it is “offered” and produces discourse that expresses a rejection (109).

As indicated below, the racial hierarchy of the 1950s successfully imprints a

specific message of subordination and shame on Cholly and Pauline Breedlove,

and they, explicitly, teach their children the same.  The Bluest Eye becomes a

series of gaps rejecting the dominant discourse theme imposed on the community.

THE BLUEST EYE

Implicit within The Bluest Eye are examples of power and how it

positively and negatively affects individuals, families, and the community.  First,

there is the assumption of the “superiority of White, middle-class culture and the

devaluation of all other family forms” (Roschelle 9).  Clearly, questioning this

myth is of paramount concern to Morrison, who opens the novel, not with her

own words, but with a powerful device that resonates throughout the novel and

the reader’s mind, that of the Dick and Jane Primer, the ubiquitous text that

molded generations of Americans such as Morrison and her readers, its popularity

so immense that it is known simply as “the reader.”  Reading about Dick and

Jane’s ordered world provided the nation’s children not only a tutorial in their

ABCs, but also a subversive lesson in race relations, familial, and communal

conduct.  Essentially, the primer presents power struggles in the form of textual

and subtextual messages that privilege the white, nuclear family and call into

question anyone outside of the parameters Dick, Jane and the family represent. In

short, the primer becomes a model for happiness, a given for contemporary life
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(Kuenz 422).  The quintessential nuclear family, consisting of Dick, his sister

Jane, their mother, father, cat, and dog, lives in a nice house in a nice

neighborhood.  Father wears a suit and Mother a dress, and the children and

animals stay perpetually clean, polished, and happy.  Morrison contrasts this

dreamlike, artificial white world sharply with the homes of her characters: the

MacTeer home, which Claudia describes as “old, cold, and green …[its rooms]

peopled by roaches and mice.  Adults do not talk to us—they give us directions”

(BE 10); the Breedloves’ place is carved out of an abandoned store that “foists

itself on the eye of the passerby in a manner that is both irritating and

melancholy” (BE 33).  Upstairs from the Breedloves, three whores share an

apartment.  Though its features are not directly described, there is a feeling of

warmth and safety in their apartment for Pecola who retreats to them for the

comfort she cannot find from her house.  Invariably, Poland sings in a voice

“sweet and hard, like new strawberries,” and all three fuss over the child,

demonstrating their concern about issues like whether she has socks or a coat,

details her mother ignores (BE 47).    However, Morrison does not attempt to

reconcile or merge these communities, but situates the primer and those it ignores

within a close proximity, by opening each chapter with the same verse, making

the white primer world the foreboding, judgmental “neighbor” to the African

American community of Lorain, a glaring reminder of the outside/inside

dichotomy.  As the action progresses, Morrison removes the conventional spaces

between words and all grammatical elements so that passages look like this:

HEREISTHEFAMILYMOTHERFATHER
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DICKANDJANETHEYLIVEINTHEGREE

ANDWHITEHOUSETHEYAREVRYH (BE 38).

This steady collapse of the primer’s narrative that opens each section

could be interpreted in several ways.  On the one hand, the compression of spatial

and syntactical elements may easily be taken as symbolic of the decay of the

Breedlove family, or Pecola’s impending dementia.  However, the dissolution of

the primer seems to also represent the community’s efforts to overcome the

media’s deluge of white images that oppresses anything black, perhaps a sign that

at least within this community the primer’s strength wanes and the citizens’

independence strengthens.  As the primer steadily declines and loses its legibility,

so does the currency of meaning of other objects that symbolize whiteness for the

characters.

When Pauline realizes she can no longer find comfort and escape at the

movies, staring up at canned, celluloid images and becomes aware that her fantasy

and her bid for power exceeds her reach, she returns to the reality of her own life,

rejects her black family, and insinuates herself into her white employer’s

household as the indispensable housekeeper.  Self worth for Pauline can only be

found in her reflection of white skin.  In contrast, Claudia rejects the white baby

dolls her parents give to her each Christmas and rues how Mr. Bojangles could

select Shirley Temple as his dance partner over herself or another black girl.

Because these two characters react to the hegemonic influences of whiteness,

Morrison seems to indicate that those within the community, like Claudia, are
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protected by its ability to shore its people up against unnecessary outside

influences.  But this neighborhood will not accept the Breedloves because Cholly

and Pauline first resist Lorain’s common cultural mores, such as living in a

traditional home instead of a storefront, or exhibiting proper parenting skills

instead of letting their children roam the streets without coats and socks in the

cold and with unkempt hair. Unfortunately, like a shadow under which much evil

and destruction has been committed, Pecola’s mind parallels the disintegrating

white narrative, because divesting the hegemonic forces of their hold comes too

late to save Pecola, Pauline, Cholly, Sammy, as well as the other outcast family of

Geraldine, her husband, and Junior. When the primer finally unravels into a

jumble of words, Morrison successfully divests the power from hegemonic world

Dick and Jane represent with their staged order and implicitly stated belief

system, displaces the historically constructed dominant society, and invests the

African American community with autonomy and authority.  The message

becomes clear: those who respect the power of the communal over the individual

and work for the value of that group may find strength and support; however, I

don’t believe Morrison identifies the community as a panacea for cultural ills but

simply a valuable, desperately needed support system.

The Geraldine section demonstrates how even African Americans can be

persuaded by the culturally implicit assumption of “the superiority of White,

middle-class culture and the devaluation of all other family forms” that is

mirrored in the Dick and Jane primer (Roschelle 9).  When her son Junior brings

Pecola into their home, Geraldine unleashes unabashed anger at Pecola’s
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uncombed hair, tattered dress, and broken shoes.  Readers must see that the

woman’s vehement reaction comes from recognizing that Pecola stands for the

working class mentality, “the unrefined and the uncultured, a symbol of

everything ugly, dirty, and degrading” Geraldine has rejected and worked

diligently to remove from her visage (Miner 186).  “Pecola potently reminds

Geraldine of the necessity of building nests against intruders, even those within

the home itself” (Harris 31).  The child’s authority comes from the fact that her

mere presence in Geraldine’s neatly ordered house threatens to upset the woman’s

carefully constructed existence that is quite above most in her community and

mirrors a white, middle-class position, by forcing her to challenge her own racism

and classism in the acknowledgement that the line between “colored and nigger

was not always clear; subtle and telltale signs threatened to erode it, and the watch

had to be constant” (BE 87).  Though Pecola must endure being called a “nasty

little black bitch” and ordered out of the house, I see Geraldine’s loss of

composure as Pecola’s windfall (BE 93).  The child creates a rush of negative

emotion and threatens Geraldine with her own past, thus disturbing the false sense

of consciousness the woman has about her identity and position within the family

and community.  Pecola reminds Geraldine that a woman is always just one step

from her past.  However, Miner sees the confrontation between poor child and

well-off adult as one Geraldine wins because, again, Pecola retreats from an adult

in defeat.  Together with the storeowner, Geraldine also serves as an example of

“visual imbalance [that] merely reinforce[s] a pattern of imbalance begun much

earlier in Pecola’s life . . . (186).  But Geraldine provides a negative view of the
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nuclear family.  “She plots her life, gets educated to catch a good man, nests,

begets a child, and . . . her husband becomes an outsider and her son a hateful,

vengeful child” (Harris 31).  Thus, when her son, Junior, lures Pecola into his

house, Geraldine sees her as a little reminder of those class differences, which

causes her to redouble her efforts to police those differences and insure that her

carefully constructed traditional, nuclear family, the backbone of the middle class,

remains intact and untouched by this low class child.

Clearly the Geraldine section is incredibly problematic.  In “ ‘Laundering

the Head of Whitewash’: Mimicry and Resistance in The Bluest Eye,” Gurleen

Grewal claims that Morrison sets up a comparison between Pauline and Geraldine

to show how each aspires “to the norm, the social, cultural, and material

privileges” the Dick and Jane primer espouses.  However, Grewal maintains that

Morrison must have been aware that “because privileged-class status in America

has been historically coded in white terms, the accession of black people to that

status is predicated on a disavowal of their race” (122).  Therefore, in order for

Geraldine to become, by her definition successful, she must steel herself against

interlopers into her dream, which Morrison defines as her husband, child, and

Pecola, her own family and community.  In contrast, the MacTeer family takes

Pecola in and cares for her after her father rapes her and destroys her family.

Though the MacTeers have not achieved the middle class status Geraldine knows

and would certainly desire an increased flow of income, they do have solid and

extensive ties to their extended family and the community, with the knowledge

that support exists at any moment. To this end, Morrison seems to criticize those
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members of the black community who believe success comes at a sacrifice of

personal values.  She also provides insight into her beliefs concerning those who

believe that economic success (at the very least middle class) is endemic to whites

and that in order for an African American person or family to achieve certain

higher goals they must mimic certain white characteristics, such as the closed-off

nuclear family.

Charles Scruggs says that like James Baldwin, Morrison writes about

intimacy, “the domestic, and the themes that Baldwin and Morrison share—love,

family relations, and the extension of these concerns into the larger

world—revolved around the house” (169).  But as in life, these communities and

their inhabitants are flawed, and with this novel she suggests that tragedy is

powerful.  Her opening line, “Quiet as it’s kept, there were no marigolds in the

fall of 1941,” and the “There is really nothing more to say—except why”

introduces the novel and young Claudia MacTeer the storyteller. This beginning

urges the reader and the families and community of Lorain to recognize that this

story must be told, repeatedly, and maybe not Pecola Breedlove’s life, but by

extension the family and the community’s fates are at stake in the retelling.

A healthy community’s aims and objectives should work in tandem with

its families and citizens to insure economic stability and prosperity.  Cholly,

Pauline, and their children do little to participate in that goal, and in fact seem

defiant, which their neighbors condemn as a malaise of laziness and shiftlessness.

Cholly occasionally takes odd jobs to support his alcohol habit and Pauline pours

all her energies into her job as a housekeeper at a white household, less for the
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money the reader discovers and more for the personal satisfaction she gains from

feeling needed by the family.  They neither speak to their neighbors nor do they

contribute to the well being of the town.  Essentially, their lack of usefulness puts

them “outside” of the community long before Cholly literally does the same when

he rapes Pecola and destroys the remnants of his family.  Since they offer little to

assist the common goal of personal and communal prosperity and instead are

viewed as pariahs who take without offering reciprocity, anything Breedlove is

considered non-essential to the good of the others by the citizens of Lorain.  No

one intervenes when Sammy repeatedly runs away or when Pecola wanders the

streets in tattered, disheveled clothes.  People care less that Pauline lacks any

motivation to keep her house presentable, or that Cholly drinks to excess, because

the Breedloves do not invite intervention into the lived dilemmas continuously

taking place behind the storefront that serves as their home.   The Breedloves

spend their energies in flight from this symbol of domestic stability, meaning they

consistently reject opportunities to function as a family within a supportive

community, proving that houses can only contain those who want to be held and

towns cannot keep prisoner their occupants.

In more than one instance Morrison illustrates how the private can easily

become public and the public private.  For example, the abandoned store, which

used to serve the public, has become a private house “foist[ing] itself on the eye

of the passerby in a manner that is both irritating and melancholy” (BE 33).  This

miserable dwelling resists serving as a home in any traditional sense for its

occupants, completely deconstructing the principles behind the intimacy
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associated with the concept of home, not because a public space cannot be

modified to serve a private need, but the Breedloves refuse to modify this space

for any comforts.  Morrison describes them as “festering together in the debris of

a realtor’s whim. . .making no stir in the neighborhood, no sound in the labor

force, and no wave in the mayor’s office” (BE 34).  In a house that could not

contain its people, “the only thing living in the Breedlove’s was the coal stove . .

.”(BE 37).  The town’s residents, who cannot even look at the building when

passing by, see this family as squatters who merely sleep there and choose to

spend their time elsewhere because, it seems, that the misery of the building itself

has settled into its inhabitants, and the misery of the inhabitants into the building.

I think Morrison takes great lengths to reinforce and modify a hierarchy of

power Zora Neale Hurston introduces in Mules and Men that in a society

structured by race and gender, the white man hands the burden to the black man,

who gives it to the black woman, thus designating her the “mule of the earth.”  By

extension then, a black girl child would occupy a subordinating space below the

black woman, the “mule” Hurston identifies as the lowest of all in human

existence.  In a conversation with Gloria Naylor, Morrison indicates her implicit

knowledge of Hurston’s equation as well as an interest in the Civil Rights

Movement, more specifically the social status blacks at the time occupied,

combined with her own experiences inspired the novel, saying about the 1950s,

“It wasn’t that easy being a little black girl in this country—it was rough.  The

psychological tricks you have to play in order to get through—and nobody said

how it felt to be that” (577).
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Morrison,however, takes the horrible travesty and devastation of being last

on the power totem pole and reconstructs a way for black female children to reject

and dismantle the Hurstonian hierarchy, because Pecola possesses a form of

unseen power.  At times, simply by merely being present, she has the ability to

force others into acknowledging what they choose to ignore, namely their own

culpability in her demise.  Her pathetic countenance, defeated body posture, and

sad eyes force people in the community to determine how a child could be so

broken so early in her life.  Accordingly, Pecola symbolizes not only her family’s

failure to provide proper care, but also the community’s failure to recognize

trouble and nurture its own (Scruggs 171).

Morrison saddles this particular character with a valuable purpose, to

remind her readers that a network of cultural inequities tied to race and gender

thrives.  Only Pecola travels in the space between the public and private, and her

anonymity provides her the ability to glimpse at the behind the scenes secrets a

family and a community attempt to hide.  Since the Breedloves do not have an

extended family to help them, their burdens fall on the community because no one

wants blight and failure to breed.  So by wandering around on a cold day with no

coat, no socks, and unkempt hair, Pecola thrusts her interior hell out into the

exterior community, and that becomes one of her meager claims to power because

she reminds her neighbors, the church women, and even her few friends that they

have failed her, neglected to wash her, clothe her, and care for her.  Where readers

see Pecola as a weak child at the mercy of a cruel world, I believe that view

speaks to only half of the story.  The child’s presence and her unfortunate ability
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to appear invisible and blend into the background permits readers to see

individual nuances, codes and mores at work within the communal system that

Morrison wants to act as an extended family and how these systems privilege as

well as deny.  As an artifice, power doesn’t necessarily always mean domination

or aggression; perhaps, even for one brief moment, controlling an outcome or

instigating an event are examples of how power can erupt from any entity, how

leverage may be used to subvert from an unequal position, how authority may be

an indirect and uncalculated condition rather than a purposeful position.  Also,

Pecola never actually benefits from these instances, but she nonetheless incites

action in others by her presence. Unintentional authority could possibly be a

catalyst for confronting one’s own volition and participation in a perpetually

communal act, such as intra-racist practices against a defenseless child.  An

example of Pecola’s implicitly strong presence occurs in the first chapter after she

is put “outside” and subsequently taken in by the MacTeers.  The memory of that

event sparks the adult Claudia to begin recording the tales of her childhood that

begin with the time her beloved community contributed to the mental breakdown

of one of its children, a child Claudia befriended, defended, and who lived briefly

with the MacTeers.  Recalling her friend’s plight jolts Claudia into recognizing

the connected underpinnings of family and community, initiating the need for

Pecola’s story to be told and learned from.  Therefore, someone whose very

existence is tenuous and who believes herself inconsequential can find the

receiving end of a clear redistribution of power and manipulate events without

exerting any purpose or effort, and children can wield non-traditional elements of
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power over adults.  Sadly, Morrison does not permit Pecola to recognize this

ability, which might have provided a different outcome entirely.

Another example of how power gets distributed throughout members of a

family is evidenced in the scene where Pecola goes to the grocery store for candy.

Trudging down the sidewalk, her invisibility becomes an asset, like one whose

loss of sight might heighten her hearing.  This lack of visibility provides her with

the chance to comprehend the systemic relationships between nature and self,

creating within her a new feeling of kindred appreciation for the simultaneous

beauty and usefulness of the dandelion.  Passing down the same sidewalk she sees

the crack in the concrete and the clump of dandelions with improved vision.  “She

owned the crack . . . she owned the clump of dandelions . . . .  And owning them

made her part of the world, and the world part of her” (BE 41).  Within that

moment the y-shaped crack in the sidewalk becomes a miracle, and she the mirror

that reflects the beauty which she sees before her.  Madonne M. Miner believes

that upon entering the grocery store, the mood shifts and Pecola loses this

reflection of the beauty of nature and must refract the persistent ugliness of racism

as it glares down from the countenance of the white male storeowner.  Miner

echoes Morrison’s prose, writing, “Mr. Yacobowski does not see her,” and then

remarks that before contact with this white, male storeowner, Pecola felt akin to

her small world.  After he ignores her, Miner believes “her conjuring powers [are]

impaired, she abandons the effort” (185).   Though Miner’s point is substantiated

in the text where after she leaves the store, Pecola believes those same dandelions

are “weeds,” I believe Pecola’s power, regardless of whether she can feel it or not,
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comes in the ability to force adults to acknowledge the undesirable, which, in this

case, means the white storeowner must first confront his racist beliefs and then

balance them with his capitalistic desires to make money by selling candy to a

black child.  In other words, Yacoboski may wish not to see her, but he has no

alternative because she forces him with the “quietly inoffensive assertion of a

black child’s attempt to communicate with a white adult,” and with the coins

pressed in her hand (BE 49).  Then, in an even more surprising turn that makes

this scene germane to my point about power, Pecola inadvertently takes control of

the transaction by forcing Mr. Yacobowski to touch her hand in order to receive

the money for the selected merchandise.   Hence, Pecola’s un-presence literally

requires the white storeowner to first acknowledge, then communicate with a

black girl, an act that disputes the implicit supremacist idea that “for him there is

nothing to see” (BE 48).  And better, the transaction, though quite painful in the

consistent reminder it gives Pecola that she is inconsequential, provides her with

the power of anger to replace the helplessness of her shame.  She leaves the store

hot as fury supplants shame, and if only Pecola had enough strength to convert

that anger into a positive method for intervening within her broken family or

interaction with others in the community, perhaps the novel would have ended

differently.  However, dealing with this individual, on some level that is less for

Pecola and more for Morrison’s readers, provides a way to rechannel racial

prejudices, as well as small relief in comprehending the misery of those daily

reminders that speak of the child’s overwhelming ineffectiveness as a daughter

and a citizen within a society.  Though she will not feel triumph, that day Pecola
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makes an adult succumb to her, and she leaves her mark on someone instead of

the other way around.

We discover early on that Pecola’s demise begins long before her birth.

Pauline and Cholly transfer their shame and anger concerning their own

fragmented families and identities to both their son and their daughter, essentially

committing metaphoric infanticide leading to the act that ultimately destroys the

family when Cholly rapes Pecola.  Morrison takes great pains to chart the legacy

of shame, oppression, and anger both Cholly and Pauline experience throughout

their youth and adult lives, causing Alfred Lee Wright to surmise that The Bluest

Eye not only confronts the African American fascination with white ideals of

beauty, but also the legacy of abandonment within the African American family

(76).  In discussing what he refers to as “the legacy of flight” Wright connects the

themes that many African American women write to record the devastation

women feel when attempting to maintain and support their families without

assistance from a husband or father, and historical accounts of the pernicious

destruction of the African and African American familial units by slavery.  When

plantation owners routinely sold familial members, especially male slaves, this

cruel disruption of the family created a condition that left these men with what

Wright describes as an “unbound” or detached feeling, thus creating the flight

from familial responsibility that has also historically plagued the welfare of the

African American family unit because when one feels the calling to flee, there

must be someone left behind to shoulder any burden of responsibility (79).
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Cholly Breedlove embodies some of the ideas Wright presents above,

because he comes from a father who runs away from his family, and a mother

who does the same by leaving her infant son, not with a relative or at a hospital,

but on a garbage heap.  Those who know Cholly are not surprised to see that as a

young adult he cultivated a perverted belief system.  Years later, as a young man

out to find his father, Cholly discovers this man shooting craps, thus creating for

readers a pervasive fetid, rotten, trashy metaphor with which to associate Cholly.

The one relative who commits to him is an aunt who claims to love him, but her

own need to feel superior requires her to continuously shame him with his legacy

of abandonment.  As a man and a father, Cholly is continually described as

someone who has a wasted life, an example of everything gone sour.

Pauline Breedlove, nee Williams, has her own legacy, that of the woman

artist who, by class position or other prohibitive circumstance, cannot practice her

art and hone her talents; and thus she joins so many poor women who

“missed—without knowing what she missed—paints and crayons” (BE 111).  She

is a woman who has four years of formal schooling, who takes comfort in feeling

needed.  As a young girl she reasons that being needed is contingent upon the

organizational skills she perfects in her family’s pantry.  And so that is how

Pauline develops her special gift of arranging canned foods and other household

items, a talent she will unfortunately have to parlay into a job in someone else’s

home instead of making a successful living as a design artist or architect.  But this

frustrated artist also has another stultifying problem.  She possesses a “crooked,

archless foot that flopped when she walked” that “explained for her many things
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that would have been otherwise incomprehensible: why she alone of all the

children had no nickname; why she never felt at home anywhere, or that she

belonged anyplace” (BE 111).  This deformed foot also brings Cholly Breedlove’s

life course to collide with hers, forever changing their respective histories.

And so together these wretched people create children, but not the

traditional or “normal” family that Cynthia Carter defines as “middle class, white,

heterosexual” (187), and that Dana Heller expands to include purpose as “a

mediating device, a border patrolling agent in the socially constructed spaces that

serve to differentiate and build relations between inner and outer, the feminine

and the masculine, as well as successive generations” (10).  Cholly, Pauline,

Sammy, and Pecola come together for simple survival and share the living space

and food for the shortest amount of time possible.  Like the Freudian family, they

are isolated individuals in conflict with “frustrating Others” (Bump 328).  They

have no interest in building relationships within their family unit or the

community, and certainly do not appear at all concerned with progeny.

Therefore, if they are creating a “family psychodynamic,” what Nancy Chodorow

calls “those conscious and unconscious cultural patterns and meanings that

influence our emotional growth” (82), then Pecola learns both explicitly and

implicitly to distance herself from all others, especially her nuclear family, and

her perceived aloofness mirrors her parents.  Pecola parlays her unfortunate

family psychodynamic into a privilege of silent mobility, rescripts her own family

romance, and forces citizens to admit their misgivings about the Breedloves.  At

home she curls into the tightest ball possible, whispering, “Please make me
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disappear” (BE 45).  At school her classmates implicitly understand that “when

one of the girls wanted to be particularly insulting to a boy, or wanted to get an

immediate response from him, she could say, ‘Bobby loves Pecola Breedlove!

Bobby loves Pecola Breedlove!’ and never fail to get peals of laughter from those

in earshot, and mock anger from the accused” (BE 46).  Though Pecola’s version

of a family romance is no better or any less painful to her, in many instances I

believe she takes an active presence instead of a passive role.  Where her mother

hides behind her anonymity as a servant in someone else’s home, Pecola ventures

out in some attempt to find love and acceptance.  Despite being so wrecked with

shame, feelings of inferiority, and pain from lacking parental love and support,

and her invisibility to others, she leaves the Breedlove household in search of

opportunity.  However, I believe Morrison stresses a point that the ugliness that

the townspeople identify as Pecola’s is really a reflection of their own respective

prejudices gleaned from a society that summarily dismisses each other by virtue

of class, race, and gender positionality.

Easily, Pecola mirrors her parents and her community’s failure on multiple

levels.  She is an unloved child desperate for affection and without familial

support and much communal assistance who continuously reminds Pauline and

Cholly about prejudice against dark skin.  However, both parents, but more so,

Pauline must be held responsible for this daughter.  From the child’s birth,

Pauline begins knitting the anxious and inferior identity Pecola must wear inside

and out.  In the Pauline’s narrative she recalls her infant daughter suckling like “a

cross between a puppy and a dying man.  Head full of pretty hair, but Lord she
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was ugly” (BE 126).  Thus begins Pecola’s first lesson in construction of shame.

Later, through an unfortunate coincidence, when Pecola appears at the Fisher

house where Pauline is employed as a domestic with Claudia and Frieda in tow,

she unknowingly flexes her authority over her mother by conflating the

Pauline/Polly egos her mother works diligently to keep separate, forcing the

woman to choose an allegiance between the idyllic white world and the misery

she suffers at home with her dark family, between her alter identities of “Polly”

and “Mrs. Breedlove.”

At the Fisher’s house, Pauline is at the very least a much-appreciated

employee, praised continually for her housekeeping and mothering skills to the

Fisher girl.  Even as a child Pauline wanted a nickname, because “to have been

assigned a nickname in the tradition that is old and venerated in the black

community would have given Pauline a much more definite personality as a

child” (Harris 19).  When the Fishers select for her the nickname “Polly” she

revels in feeling accepted by this white family.  They give her what her own

family cannot.  When Pecola, Claudia, and Frieda bring Pauline the wash, Pecola

becomes the eyewitness, the only Breedlove who crosses over into the white

world to see what kind of alter life Pauline/Polly has created for herself.  And

because she is the face that reminds Pauline of her status as paid employee in this

polished white house that contains a polished white family, Pecola must bear the

brunt of Pauline’s anger.  Her daughter unwittingly shows up as a persistent

reminder that her own house is like the dank, moldy movie theaters she once

frequented, while the life she desires as a woman of affluence with a loving
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family is as temporal as the images on the screen before her.  Though Pauline

ultimately rejects her daughter so that she can resume her fantasy of living as the

beloved Polly to the Fisher child, Pecola’s presence exposes the split in Pauline’s

personality.

Pecola brings the community’s hopes, fears, and flaws out of the

protective shadows so that the reader may examine certain beliefs that help create

collective ideologies, such as the movies featuring white actors and actresses and

the debate over who is prettier, Hedy Lamarr or Betty Grable (BE 69).  As

Maureen Peal, Pecola’s classmte notes, Pecola gets her name from a mulatto

character who “hates her mother cause she is black and ugly but then cries at the

funeral” in the film, Imitation of Life (BE 67).  The child’s power lies in her

visible invisibility as Morrison’s character keeps showing up at school, on the

playground, in the candy store, at someone’s house, just barely there and quick to

“fold into herself like a pleated wing” at the first notice (BE 73).  When spoken to

or teased, Pecola becomes some sort of glaring, alarming example of the spectacle

of blackness because the community, so immersed in its white media images, is

stricken between the disparities of difference.  Pecola makes obvious that the

dichotomy between what the community, like the nation, has come to view as

success, found in white, glamorous dolls and movie icons, and its definition of

failure, manifested in the images of black, ashy skin, ratty pigtails, tattered clothes

is not only flawed but disparaging to its inhabitants.  In this example Pecola’s

power then comes in her ability to bring this communal shame to the foreground,

and she brings dread to the people of Lorain who believed themselves passionate
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in their care for one another because she reminds them of what failure looks like

in the flesh, how it reflects upon the sheen of one’s skin, and how close to home

despair really lives.  Therefore, their rejection of blackness as beauty and desire

for the Eurocentric version turns the community out for inspection so that readers

may examine their habits and beliefs to then try to comprehend why they let a

child fail.

Where Pecola’s role in this novel is that of the catalyst to spark action and

reaction from the community, Trudier Harris names Claudia a “griot, communal

rehearser of tragedy,” and identifies the child’s role as that which, as a storyteller,

provides a perspective on life for black Americans in the 1950s, tumultuous,

difficult and painful time for black communities (16).  Barbara Omolade finds

that the contemporary “Black woman griot historian is not a reflection of the

‘griot’s’ historical role in West African traditional society, where they were

usually male, and attached to the courts to praise royal lineage” (284).  Rather, the

griot of our time “must be a warrior breaking down intellectual boundaries along

with the destruction of political limitations to her people’s—and indeed all

humanity’s liberation” (284).  With that assignment, Morrison at once extends to

the youngest MacTeer, another black female, the ominous responsibility of

recording and re-telling the tragic story of a child who is, like herself, also black,

but different in that Pecola is completely divested of any semblance of personal

autonomy or communal possession.  I contend that placing these two similar yet

markedly distinct children in pivotal positions confirms how children possess

some authority to persuade adults to reexamine their decisions.  Children
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exemplify the complexities and hierarchies of a community, and force the reader

to question the inherent or cultural differences between the MacTeers and the

Breedloves.  Morrison uses this perspective in order to probe the way families are

culturally constructed by virtue of their specific positionalities.  Though told

through several narrators, the majority of the task of recording, remembering, and

retelling the tragedy of Pecola is Claudia’s charge, indicating how Morrison

proves power and authority can come from multiple sources such as a child.

Though Morrison places those responsibilities on Claudia, The Bluest Eye

is nonetheless a written communal event, predicated on Pecola’s ability to

instigate action and filled with countless examples of the myriad of human

behavioral complexities found within this fluctuating, fluid community.  Shared

stories determine how family borders blend into communal ones, and as Madonne

Miner observes, Morrison skillfully creates these fictional worlds, complete with

street signs, stores, vacant lots so convincingly that readers feel they too “have

been over the territory traversed by the eleven-year-old black girl [Pecola] as she

skips among tin cans, tires, and weeds” (BE 177).  And if readers can envision

themselves moving through the community with Pecola, there is considerably

greater pleasure in joining Mrs. MacTeer and her backyard neighbors for some

titillating conversation.  Communication is a highly orchestrated, didactic, and

rule-laden aspect of Lorain’s community, and readers enter into these kitchens,

living rooms, backyards, and onto porches, learning infinitely more about

characters and intimately personal beliefs than simply one narrator could provide.

In addition to young and older Claudia MacTeer’s dialogues, these other voices
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jockey for position, engaging in gossip or “small-group tale-telling sessions” that

provide crucial ritualistic exchanges of information, confirming the concept of

knowledge is a multiply constructed, constantly evolving entity (Harris 23).

When Cholly’s Aunt Jimmy dies, Morrison writes pages of old women’s

whisperings which, when carefully attended, provide the reader with important

communal beliefs that lend valuable information about its inhabitants.  For

example, we discover that it is widely assumed that Aunt Jimmy dies from eating

peach cobbler, one of those unusual events that is destined to become a regularly

told folktale.  This dialogue signifies that the speakers care about Aunt Jimmy and

are interested in incorporating her memory into the greater fabric of other

communal stories.  Also, adding a touch of scandal to her death is the fact that she

didn’t have enough insurance money to get “laid out,” which is the proper

presentation of the body prior to burial and an essential ritual in many African

American communities.  Tongues clucking over this scintillating gossip indicate

that though an esteemed and respected member has passed on, she is still

vulnerable to criticism for not having her affairs in proper order.  Aunt Jimmy,

though ripped off by a sham insurance agent, will be properly laid out not only

because the members of the community loved and respected her enough to

provide that courtesy, but because it is the right thing to do for one’s own (BE

141-143).  These multiple narration groups, from Mrs. MacTeer and her

neighbors to the whores who live above Pecola, down to Aunt Jimmy’s bereaved

friends, reaffirm the dispersion of power that “reflects responsibility, and

questions the efficacy of the story-telling act” (Dittmar 143).  Finally, readers get
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the sense of how Morrison creates intricate relationships and interdependencies

between the individual, the family, and the community.

But in order to fit within the community, the individual must also fit

within her family as well.  Pecola gleans bits of lore and conduct advice not from

her mother, the “traditional” figure, but from her adoptive, or fictive family,

members of the community.  Marie, Poland, and China, the “merry gargoyles,

merry harridans,” the whores who lived above the Breedlove place.  The three

women are not related, but they pool their resources and perform tasks that

cement them as a household and enable them to achieve economic means

otherwise unlikely should they form independent entities (Rapp 170).  Rayna

Rapp’s research into class struggles within the American family also indicates

that nuclear family independence runs counter with “the realities of social need, in

which resources must be pooled, borrowed, shared” (174), realities that three

prostitutes in Lorain, Ohio understand implicitly.

Pecola takes refuge with these “three magnificent whores, each a tribute to

Morrison’s confidence in the efficacy of the obvious” (Kuenz 421).  The

obviousness that the whores supply, according to Kuenz, is the historical aspect of

ownership as indicated in naming practices.  That is, Poland, China, and the

Maginot Line “literalize the overall conflation of black female bodies as the site

of fascist invasions of one kind or another, as the terrain on which is mapped the

encroachment and colonization of African-American women, particularly those of

its women by a seemingly hegemonic white culture” (Kuenz 421).  These

magnificent whores defy, however, any attempts at ownership, and if there is an
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element of the communal system that can save Pecola, the three whores are it

because they actually care about her well-being, which seems a subversive textual

element where Morrison is asking her readers to question their own versions of

“right” and “wrong” family groups. “Pecola loved them, visited them, and ran

their errands.  They, in turn, did not despise her” (BE 51). Sadly, though, they

cannot hold her, love her, braid her pigtails, and keep her shattered mind intact

because they are stigmatized by the upstanding community as represented here by

the church ladies. They in turn pity her, give her respite from her life in the hell

that lies below their feet, supply her with lessons about life, love, and men with

their spicy dozens and signifying, and teach her what her parents either cannot or

will not.  Because there are insiders and outsiders within any community, the

whores fair almost as badly as the Breedloves, victims of a morally righteous

community but at the very least they set for Pecola a more positive example of

how alternative families are not signs of deviancy but simply indicate a need for

adaptation and change (Zinn and Dill 232).

Though they sell sex, Marie, Poland, and China comprise a far healthier

version than their downstairs neighbors live up to because they observe the

unwritten rules families govern themselves by.  They argue, tease, cajole, and take

genuine interest in one another and in Pecola.  Where her parents cannot be

bothered to insure that Pecola leaves the house dressed properly and fed, the three

upstairs neighbors accept that responsibility.  By living in immediate proximity to

an example of a nuclear family, the women, in effect, question the superiority of

the traditional family over the non-traditional as defined in the previous chapter.
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In this way, Breedloves cannot best three prostitutes, the latter who gather their

power in their refusal to be affected by standards set by their community or the

culture at large.  Marie, Poland, and China subvert outside power in each knowing

her personal sense of beauty and being comfortable in her body, which clearly

contrasts the discomfort Pauline feels with her broken foot, and Geraldine’s

abhorrence over sexual intercourse with her husband.  Because they are the only

ones who voluntarily intervene in Pecola’s life, Morrison causes the reader to

question the prostitutes’ abjection from this “morally” righteous community who

show no signs of saving this small member of their fold.

In yet another example of the importance of ties to the community, like

her daughters, the reader as interlocutor listens in on Mrs. MacTeer’s back fence

gossip sessions.  These scenes not only function as important information

exchanges, but also as informal conduct tutorials for Claudia and sister Frieda,

children who are expected to comprehend the importance of engaging in such

events and later replicate the cycle as adults who preserve the family/community

ties.  Already veterans of the ritual, the exchanges of information and stories are

rather predictable to Claudia and Frieda.  Claudia observes how these backyard

gossip meetings consist of “words ballooned from the lips [that] hovered about

our heads—silent, separate, and pleasantly mysterious” (BE 12).  The sisters

implicitly learn the differences between signifying, what Claudia Mitchell-Kernan

defines as a “Black verbal behavior ... [which] refers to a way of encoding

messages or meanings which involves, in most cases, an element of indirection

and is often used to poke fun at an individual (311), and the dozens, what John
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Dollard defines as “a pattern of interactive insult which is used among some

American Negroes, [and] is a collective game [that] takes place before a group

and usually involves two protagonists [because] group responses to the rhymes or

sallies of the leaders is crucial” (279).  The girls learn how to “listen to and watch

out for their voices” because within minutes they become privy to knowledge

about such worldly events as the fact that Miss Della Jones on Thirteenth Street

has become of late too addled to run her boardinghouse since “that old crazy

nigger she married up with . . . run off with that trifling Peggy—from Elyria . . .

one of Old Slack Bessie’s girls,” when he couldn’t take any more of Della’s violet

water, because she was “just too clean for him.”  The eavesdroppers also find out

that the failed marriage may also be part Della’s fault as assumptions about her

genetic mental capacity come into question, because her sister is “grinning Hattie”

who never was quite right, and their “Aunt Julia is still trotting up and down

Sixteenth Street talking to herself”(BE 13).  Morrison’s investiture in the

importance of community conversations is quite evident in the language she

employs, such as when she refers to the chat sessions and how they enthrall the

girls in a “gently wicked dance [where] sound meets sound, curtsies, shimmies,

and retires” (BE 14), describing intricate maneuvers Claudia and Frieda will

themselves become fluent in and regularly perform as they mature.  But the

import of these sessions is not lost on these two characters, because interactions

within the community enable family members to maintain ties with neighbors and

citizens, as well as learn and pass on important communal information.  Claudia

and Frieda learn how the undercurrent of authority rests within these storytellers.
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The children practice among themselves, gearing their whispering sessions to

more age-appropriate matters, such as whether Shirley Temple or Jane Withers is

the cuter of the two (BE 19).  And such is the way that the community maintains

its shared identity and leads its youth by example.

These polyvocal deployments “affirm the rehabilitating gift of sharing and

belonging, [as] its orchestration also disperses power, reflects responsibility, and

questions the efficacy of the story-telling act” (Dittmar 143).  From lessons

gleaned at their mother’s feet most of Lorain’s children utilize language to

manipulate their own circumstances.  For example, in an after school incident

involving Pecola as again the catalyst for action, Claudia stands by as Frieda

becomes this magnificent version of her mother, completely taking control of a

playground fight in which three boys are tormenting Pecola.  Her sister’s “set lips

and Mama’s eyes” as Frieda swoops down upon Woodrow Cain and his friends to

rescue Pecola from their cruel taunts awe Claudia.  She slams her books on

Woodrow’s head and in her best loud, authorial voice booms, “You cut that out,

you hear?”  Before the boys can recover, the little warrior calls upon her mama’s

knowledge to shore up her force by threatening to reveal some damaging

information that Woodrow would prefer she kept to herself (BE 66).

Once again, Pecola, albeit victimized, instigates this action in which

Frieda must respond, thus each child possesses, exchanges, and disseminates

points of power and authority.  However, had Pauline taught her daughter the oral

skills of defense communication, Pecola would not have needed Frieda’s

intervention.  Because the only non-family member Pecola observes her mother
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engaged in conversation is the white girl “Polly” works for, Pecola only knows

subservience as her conversational tool.   But as evidenced in a later incident,

Frieda’s authority is restricted to her contemporaries because she fails to defend

herself from Mr. Henry’s probing hands.  In yet another example of the power

exchange between relatives, her parents take their turn at confronting Mr. Henry,

the adult bully, while Frieda stands by.  This interplay with various forms of

power and control exemplifies how power gets shifted and distributed to various

members of a family for a variety of reasons, such as the need or desire to

establish dominance, protection, and reasons prompted by a variety of other social

influences.

Mrs. MacTeer’s lessons don’t just end at the back fence, for within her

home she repeatedly instills within her daughters the right to move “from silence

into speak,” reclaiming a voice, talking back, invoking the “defiant gesture that

heals and restores” (Wall 73).   It is obvious in young Claudia’s account that the

lesson has not yet become part of her, because, in childlike angst, Claudia still

sees her parents as people who react to her actions.  Their anger must be

something she has done, she reasons.  By her own admission, she has “not yet

arrived at the turning point in the development of my psyche” (BE 19).  This lack

of maturity is evidenced Claudia’s confused response to her mother’s coping

mechanisms, and how, when pushed, Mrs. MacTeer talked herself out of the

blues.  Sometimes Claudia became annoyed but other times inspired by Mrs.

MacTeer’s moods.
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My mother’s fussing soliloquies always irritated and depressed us.  They were

interminable, insulting, and although indirect (Mama never named anybody—just

talked about folks and some people), extremely painful in their thrust. She would

go on like that for hours, connecting one offense to another until all of the things

that chagrined her were spewed out.  Then, having told everybody and everything

off, she would burst into song and sing the rest of the day. (BE 24)

This dialogue seems to connect to Mae Gwendolyn Henderson’s suggestion that

black women’s writing incorporates an “interlocutory, or dialogic, character,

reflecting not only a relationship with the ‘other(s),’ but an internal dialogue with

the plural aspects of self that constitute the matrix of black female subjectivity”

(18).  Henderson draws from Mikhail Bakhtin’s theory of dialogism, particularly

the idea that social groups employ their own “social dialect” characterized by

unique mores, perspectives, values, and ideologies that form the “languages” of

heteroglossia (18).  When Mrs. MacTeer cannot solve a problem by herself or

with her husband or peers, she feels comfort in knowing that through a dialogue

with herself she can connect with and privilege the “other” within her who can

fuss, harangue, and work through complex and multiple events in a protected,

non-confrontational manner, explicating my idea that the individual African

American draws upon an extensive heritage and, as demonstrated immediately

below, the arts that families and communities absorb.

Singing, especially the blues, has been long viewed in the African

American community as celebrating the music that reflects a message or

comprehension of a larger social consciousness.  At times the blues serve as a
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coping mechanism to decenter oppressive power and authority.  Often the singer

relates a story where she/he has been left by a lover or who is broke, but the lyrics

indicate that these troubles cannot keep a good person down.  Angela Y. Davis

finds that music has shaped a “collective Black woman’s consciousness” (3).  She

sites Ernest Borneman’s eight different types of social songs that “regulate the

community’s cultural patterns,” and among them are the “mother’s educational

and calming” songs; if unity “is the community’s saving grace,” then the unified

message comes from various communicative methods (16). Mrs. MacTeer’s

melodic message finds her audience in Claudia, who found her voice “so sweet

and her singing-eyes so melty I found myself longing for those hard times,

yearning to be grown without a ‘thin di-i-ime to my name” (BE 25).  Talking back

and singing the blues not only provides Claudia and Frieda with a positive image

of the power a black woman can achieve with her voice and the lexicon, but it

also places Mrs. MacTeer into a larger, literary community.  As the Walker quote

suggests at the beginning of this chapter, Morrison’s Mrs. MacTeer connects with

her literary foremothers and contemporaries, such as Zora Neale Hurston’s Janie

Stark who reclaims her life in Their Eyes Were Watching God by specifying

husband Joe; Alice Walker’s Celie in The Color Purple when she refuses to take

Mr. ___’s abuse and finds her own autonomy; and Gloria Naylor’s Miranda

“Mama” Day in Mama Day when she stands down Dr. Buzzard’s attempt to usurp

her as the island’s spiritual leader.  As Linda Dittmar suggests, literature “urges

awareness of the ideology inscribed in the artifacts we allow to shape and unite

us.” (146).  In this case, the artifacts are the creations of African American
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authors who understand how their characters are defined by their race and

ethnicity, their gender, their families, and a social position within a community

that recognizes shared connections of identity.

We must note, finally, that The Bluest Eye exists within certain power

structures that monitor all our lives, economic and social ones that families cannot

always fight against.  An element that suggests the implications of power

dynamics as found in The Bluest Eye is the infusion of white cultural icons,

mainly film stars, and the absence of African-American popular culture stars.

This motif indicates that the African American community in Lorain, Ohio, has a

rather truncated knowledge of their ancestral histories, or that “the black

community is fragmented and overwhelmed by the deluge of images from white

mass culture” (Scruggs 176).  In that light, Claudia fulfills her function as the

traditional keeper of the stories, taking the initiative to put to memory and to

paper what happened in 1941, the year the marigolds didn’t grow.  Where the

Dick and Jane primer fractured from the pressure and finally proved its myopic

uselessness and inability to connect with a wider audience, I maintain that

Claudia’s narrative symbolically replaces Dick and Jane’s story.  Clearly

Morrison comprehends this literary event packs a powerful wallop of symbolism

when a young black girl talks down and proves useless what was considered a

cultural icon.  The author finally proves that not everyone profits from the

example Dick, Jane, the children, and the animals set in the primer, permanently

sealing its fate as a document that has outlived any perceived usefulness.
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If the family is a site of power, what do the Breedloves have?  Before the

readers’ eyes the Breedloves rise up in the morning, take the licks they believe are

deserved, and get beaten back into their home, a museum of the barely existing.

Like the citizens of Lorain, Morrison urges us to loathe them because “they” are

not a part of “us,” yet we cannot summon any other emotion with which to view

them.  They have come to know themselves as ugly people who, on some primal

level, have been forced to bear their mantle of ugliness “as though some all-

knowing master had given each one a cloak of ugliness to wear, and they had each

accepted it without question” (BE 39).  As readers manipulated by the this text,

we try to believe that though Cholly and Pauline had the potential to excel far

beyond where their lives took them, they found one another, not as hopeful young

lovers with unimaginably joyous events to follow, but broken souls whose surface

appearance belied their inner starvation.  The exterior world as represented by the

primer has already stripped Cholly of his strength.  That world dooms him and

anyone who comes in contact with him.  If Pauline appears already tainted, her

fate is sealed when he comes to her house, compliments her, woos her, and

marries her. Theirs will not produce a happy union because they refuse to connect

with each other, with their children and extended family, their neighbors, or their

community.

If, as Judith Stacey finds, “African-American women have always had to

work and to devise alternative, cooperative kin ties in order to sustain their

vulnerable families (Brave New 117),” how could Pauline Breedlove even expect

to survive without her community and family to help raise her children and assist
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her make ends meet?  With no one to care for her, Pecola drifts through the

community in an inherited legacy from a mother whose own unhappy attempts to

make friends in Lorain force her further into the dark and soothing safety of a

movie cinema.  Pauline and Cholly fail by refusing to devise an alternative family

to help them.  Their determination to keep their family in the nuclear arrangement

so the neighbors and the community will not intervene is their ultimate undoing.

And as we join Claudia in finishing the story of the season the marigolds

would not grow, an ominous cloud of blame settles upon the pages,

overshadowing those who feel they have contributed to the demise of the

Breedloves.  What then have we learned about such a sorrowful but important

tale?  Clearly, everyone fails the Breedloves as they fail themselves.  The

dominant white society, symbolized by archetypal white movie stars, imposes its

views from outside of the community and clearly foists negativity on those it

determines are outsiders.  The African American community waits for an

invitation to intervene and when none is issued they let the Breedloves suffer in

silence.  In an interview with Charlie Rose, Morrison lines the guilty up so she

can mow them down when she explains how a child learns self-loathing.   “You

learn it from a society that lies . . . But more important than that, at a certain time,

the self-loathing can be reinforced by one’s own family, one’s own community.

You know, the concept of what is ugly can just be reinforced by the people next

door.”

On many levels this novel exposes (just) some the complexities African

American women, men, and children experience in living in what has been
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identified as a white world; on many other levels Pecola’s tale exploits systematic

acts of prejudice heaped upon individuals by this white world and within the

black community; this is a story about how oppression stratifies into thick layers

that keep people down; but finally, The Bluest Eye offers redemption through

engagement, help when solicited.  The author’s “use of a multi-voiced community

affirms the rehabilitating gift of sharing and belonging” (Dittmar 143), but she

seems to be quite clear that the community does not intervene unless invited.

Readers of all backgrounds come away with valuable lessons, many recognizing

themselves or their own family or community’s habits and customs reproduced in

the MacTeers from Lorain, Ohio.   And so this novel presents more sides of the

American family, examples that hold the power to hurt as well as to protect.  One

message suggests that all families are vulnerable to evil as are the individuals

within them.  Moreover, that by and large African American communities,

families, and individuals face a continuing battle against a demographically white

dominated society that has yet to consider non-whites their equal; this hegemonic

society erroneously insists that ethnicity should wash into a greater homogeneous

pot, yet freely borrows cultural practices, religions, and mores from non-white

groups without giving credit.  Morrison warns readers to view our society as an

organism fraught with mistruths and outright lies so that we may chart how those

lies bleed into communal and familial ideologies, and she asks us to then lay plans

to outwit, survive, and alter the power and authority the larger society holds over

smaller factions.  The Bluest Eye then stands as Morrison’s lesson, her warning to

readers about the dangers of not resisting the persuasive lure of a larger society, of
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not banding together to assist the weaker members, and lastly, of participating in

the demise of our fellow humans, because watching another succumb to a larger

power is really the weakest act of all.

Though difficult to see in the wake of Pecola’s madness and her family’s

demise, by presenting examples of the various degrees of racism and how it

affects people, Morrison does provide hope for African American families in a

novel that covers the spectrum of human emotions.  If Pecola and her family do

not possess the skills and resources necessary to function as citizens in a diverse

population, those in the community do, such as Claudia and her family.  Readers

should consider Morrison’s novel as literature that calls into question “the

dominant cultural and historical patterns of family romance”  (Heller 145).  Like

Claudia, readers must consciously observe how outside influences shape our

thoughts and feelings about ourselves.  Perhaps power and control reside in the

ability to arrest or control objects, like white baby dolls and images of white

movie stars bombarding the screens, to render them harmless so that a young

black girl has choices in her playthings, her friends, her family, and in how she is

treated by others.  The Bluest Eye “urges awareness of the ideology inscribed in

the artifacts we allow to shape and unite us” (Shan qtd. in Dittmar 146) so that we

can perform our own culturally specific readings, our own textual debates, about

what constitutes a “real” family (Heller 145).

PRAISESONG FOR THE WIDOW

 Where The Bluest Eye bears witness to a family and community failing to

save one of its own, Praisesong for the Widow records the opposite, describing
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extended family and community reaching out to the individual who previously

rejects them.  In her second novel, Paule Marshall conceives her family plot

around a fictional, middle-class African American family that centers upon the

surviving spouse, Avey Johnson, in order to create a narrative depicting African

Americans articulating how extended family and community help solve problems,

perpetuate cultural values and beliefs, and maintain social positions and ties to a

greater body of people.  Marshall creates a rigid nuclear family that eventually

sheds its inflexible boundaries to allow extended kin and communities scattered

by African and Caribbean Diaspora movements to remodel, influence, educate,

and share positions of power.  More than any in other novel in this dissertation

this one draws explicit dichotomous distinctions between the traditional nuclear

family and non-traditional family systems, and requires characters to make

decisive choices.  More overtly than Morrison in this chapter or Alvarez and

Garcia to follow, I find Marshall’s message concerning the nuclear family more

urgent, forceful, and at times vitriolic, in her efforts to stress how crucial the

extended family and community are in formation of the healthy, wholly integrated

self.  Consistently Marshall identifies the Johnsons’ nuclear family as weak,

vulnerable, and in desperate need of help; likewise, she makes Avey Johnson’s

extended family and their disenfranchised communities the soothing balm needed

to rejuvenate the widow so that she can spend the rest of her days singing praise

songs about her heritage and for her renewed family and community.

Very early in the novel Marshall initiates the action with a device to cue

readers about her intention to assemble a plot that reconnects a culturally
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disenfranchised person from New York with her African American, African

Caribbean, and African ancestry.  This device, an epiphany that the widow

experiences while on a luxury cruise, reveals how she and her late husband

systematically rejected their familial and communal practices, rituals, and

heritages.  More importantly, I see the epiphany as the moment Avey seizes the

power from her deceased husband and begins to repair her broken family.

Through this scene we discover that Avey Johnson’s disconnection with her

heritage actually distracts her from her inherent purpose, a quest she has yet to

understand—“to supervise child socialization and impart values and traditions to

future generations,” reflecting what Gay Wilentz identifies as “the African

woman’s traditional role in the community” (4).  The novel opens with a very

traditional Freudian family romance, moves quickly into the widow’s epiphany

that begins her quest to comprehend her role in her immediate and extended

family, then moves her into the quest for equitable power in her family, and lastly

into her place within a larger community.

This family narrative explicitly focuses on how fictional African

Americans rely upon shared balances of power, as opposed to a central locus of

power the Freudian family supports, within their extended families and

communities to help solve problems, perpetuate cultural values and beliefs, and

maintain responsibilities, social positions, and ties to a greater body of people.

The African-Caribbean cosmology and ritual that the main character becomes

acquainted with when she meets and follows a spiritual guide to Carriacou, the

many African American rituals and customs are motifs the family initially
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practices and later rejects, and the power of maintaining a moral and spiritual

integrity are themes in this novel that support my thesis about family and

community: how narratives preserving multifaceted family and communal

ideologies, specifically extended families and reliance upon communal support,

rewrite the Freudian family romance to more appropriately apply to our pluralistic

culture.  Additionally, Marshall exalts the positive elements of “alternative” and

multiple versions of family, such as extended groups of relatives outside the

nuclear mother, father, sibling group who cohabitate in one dwelling or in close-

knit communities, and “fictive kinships” consisting of unrelated people who are

treated as consanguine relatives by virtue of loyalty and love.  Avey Johnson

learns the hard way that economic success is not contingent upon mimicking a

nuclear family configuration.  By the end of the novel, Avey’s journey through

distant places confirms that communities can be neighborhoods or separated by

thousands of miles, but they are made up of people who share common

bloodlines, beliefs, values, as well as economic and other methods of support.

In addition to exploring how power is a commodity exchanged between

family members, I believe Marshall also tries to understand the sovereignty of

one’s cultural, social, and to a lesser extent, economic position, and how

distancing oneself from that connection results in a loss of authority. This

relationship between the self and family/community can be seen when Avey’s

husband Jay, after reinventing himself as Jerome, makes a conscious decision to

sever historical and mythic ties concerning family and community he and his wife

so ardently honored because he sees a conflict between late capitalism and the
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dominant (white) social class and his own previous history of working class black

man.  As discussed in detail below, Avey remembers Jay as a man in love with

her South Carolina Gullah and Ibo lineages, concerned with honoring and

championing African American blues, jazz, poetry, and literature, and always

supportive of black-owned businesses in the neighborhood.  Jerome shuts himself

off from all these cultural practices and dedicates himself to advancing his

family’s class status.  I feel that in his quest for economic power he sacrifices the

balance of power that used to operate his marriage.  However, readers must resist

the temptation to categorize this novel as “predictable in the sense that it describes

the spiritual decay and self-annihilation of the black nouveau riche, who ‘make it’

in the United States” (Scarpa 95), to instead recognize how Marshall uses this

class/race conflict to create the problem of the disaffected nuclear family that she

resolves in lengthy transcontinental cultural connections that are crucial elements

towards spiritual connectivity.  I believe her intention is to demonstrate how class

should never interfere with heritage and commitment to family and community.

I begin with the class conflict Marshall describes between “American

materialism and how upwardly mobile black people can fend off its spiritually

debilitating effects” (Denniston 127) before unraveling the novel’s messages

concerning the individual’s duty to honor and protect family and community.

Certainly Marshall makes obvious that Avey Johnson does indeed begin her

psychic journey fraught with “spiritual decay and self-annihilation of the black

nouveau riche.” Throughout the novel, she disparages the Johnsons not for

working hard to achieve a more comfortable life with the money they earn, but for
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sacrificing their annual trips to Tatem, the Sunday radio programs, playing blues

and jazz records, divining inspiration from African gods, admiring the famous

Harlem dance clubs, and instilling the importance of all these rituals and acts in

their three children.  Marshall aims a larger blame at the “oppressive society that

demands one’s identity as a price for success” (Wilentz 9).  Essentially, the

Johnsons are powerful and power is equitant in their marriage when they honor

their places in a cultural continuum, but once they give that power over to

American materialism, they are weak without their vital and perpetual support

system.  Importantly, she ends the novel with redemption, showing Avey

spiritually reconnected to her past with a resolve to utilize those resources her

husband left so that her extended family and her community may learn about their

cultural legacies.  With that ending, I think Marshall instills in her audiences the

importance of African Americans achieving economic success and rising out of

poverty while preserving their cultural legacies, they must use their resources to

keep the culture dynamic.

If Marshall begins by drawing a distinction between achieving economic

prosperity and maintaining familial and communal heritage, it seems obvious that

her goal is to conflate them within her characters, because the novel evolves

through this heroic tale, complete with flashbacks where the heroine chronicles

her culturally enriched practices, rituals, and observations “rather like an

underground stream constantly refreshing the surface and spurting out at intervals

to take its place in the story” and a cultural connectivity that “joins the black
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people of the Sea Islands of the southern United States to the black people of the

Caribbean and by implication to all Diaspora people” (Pollard 286).

During those moments Marshall permits Avey to explain the importance

of cultural icons and memories as ways to achieve a connection to history, readers

become acquainted with the Johnson family’s psychodynamics.  Avey remembers

“…those small rites, an ethos they held in common, had reached back beyond her

life and beyond Jay’s to join them to the vast unknown lineage that made their

being possible” (PW 137); and we understand that the thrust of the novel resides

in a cultural continuum that is infinitely larger than the couple.  Though her

readers are varied, we must recognize the importance unifying elements play in

various cultural beliefs, practices, and mores illustrating how the fictional family

and community employ cultural icons to maintain continuity.  At every turn Avey

in her journey confronts coincidences, parallels, and similarities, so connectivity

is the first leitmotif Marshall uses to link confraternal communities of people by

showing commonalities and parallels between heritage and values, music,

literature, historical experiences, religion, and dance.  Whether as a child in South

Carolina tentatively learning the Ring Shout, a religious dance practiced by

members of Aunt Cuney’s congregation, dancing to “Stompin’ at the Savoy” on

nights she and Jay turned their living room into a makeshift Harlem dance club, or

learning the Carriacou Tramp and Big Drum in Carriacou, dancing in this novel is

one metaphor for connectivity.  Paulette Brown-Hinds believes each example of

these dances derives from the West African Circle Dance, and that Marshall’s
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intent is to convey the healing power of cultural dance as well as “unique spiritual

ties which bind blacks together throughout the Diaspora (PW 107).

Another important section of the connectivity trope occurs in the

Diaspora/heritage connection.  Gay Wilentz claims that, like Morrison’s Song of

Solomon, Marshall, too, employs the legend of escaping slavery through

supernatural powers (4), expressed in an ancestral tale passed to Avey by her

great-aunt Cuney.  The tale originates with Cuney’s grandmother who saw the

slave ship dock in South Carolina at a place that would forever be called Ibo

Landing.  As the slaves disembarked from the ship, replete in ankle, wrist, and

neck iron, they stopped at the shore and began to look at “things you and me don’t

have the power to see. ‘Cause those pure-born Africans was peoples my gran’

said could see in more ways than one” (PW 36).  The Ibos saw “slavery time and

the war my gran’ always talked about, the ‘mancipation and everything after that

right on up to the hard times today” (PW 38).  As the story went for young Avey,

the Ibos then turned around, disregarded the slave masters, the boats, and

everything, and began walking on the water back to Africa, singing their

happiness to leave a land marked with so much pain.  Aunt Cuney would always

end the story with her ‘gran’s signature comment: “Her body she always usta say

might be in Tatem but her mind, her mind was long gone with the Ibos” (PW 39).

In From Trickster to Badman: The Black Folk Hero in Slavery and Freedom,

John W. Roberts traces the long-held tradition of telling trickster tales as methods

to subvert white oppressors.  The point of the heroic folktale like Cuney’s, as

opposed to the animal trickster figures, Roberts finds, is about situating power
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while maintaining legacy, replicating a “coherent system of beliefs” within the

black community that circumvents systems where members are rendered

powerless by a hegemonic entity (67).  In Black Feminist Criticism, Barbara

Christian calls legends of flying Africans or those able to walk on water

“touchstone[s] of new World Black folklore” that enables contemporary African

Americans to understand the process of affirmation and empowerment enslaved

Africans engaged in to gain solace in the face of oppression (152).  Marshall

permits her character, Lebert Joseph, himself a trickster figure and spiritual guide

for Avey, to express the sentiment best when he describes his Grenada island’s

ritual of going to Carriacou.  He explains that the islanders return to find family,

to dance, and to remember the “Long-time People.”   He warns, “I tell you, you

best remember them!  If not they’ll get vex and cause you nothing but trouble”

(PW 165).

In addition to the legacy of the Ibos, Marshall emphasizes the idea of the

similarities that exist among the children of a Diaspora.  After leaving the Bianca

Pride in mid cruise, Avey finds herself in Granada, forced to wait overnight for a

plane.  As a well-traveled American, she expects the usual sort of activity in an

oppressed country, predicting any moment the “little ragtag boys who served as

unofficial guides” will panhandle for change, looking for the “noisy, sweaty

stevedores, the souvenir vendors peddling their cocoa bean necklaces and Zulu

balancing dolls, the women hawkers with their trays of fruit, [and] the droves of

idlers and hangers-on you had to guard your pocketbook against….” (PW 65).

Instead and to her confusion, she finds a crowd of about two hundred men,
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women, and children, all dressed in clean and pressed clothes, carrying suitcases

and wrapped gifts.  When she recognizes their Patois her memories immediately

fly back to Tatem, South Carolina, and to her great aunt, which confirms the idea

of the inherent similarities between the islanders and Avey’s own family, as if

Marshall confirms for readers that Avey is among family on this dock.  She

discerns “a familiarity, almost an intimacy, to their gestures of greeting and the

unintelligible words they called which she began to find puzzling, and then even

faintly irritating the longer it went on” (PW 69).  An islander mistakes her for

someone familiar and when he realizes his mistake he apologizes and explains,

“Don’t ever let anybody tell you, my lady, that you ain’ got a twin in this world!”

(PW 72).  This familiarity, which suggests that Avey has been reunited with

missing family and community though she has yet to comprehend such, becomes

perpetually engrained throughout the remainder of the novel in instances like Mr.

Joseph’s explanation of how important knowing one’s ancestral history, or what

he refers to when he asks “what’s your nation” and becomes chagrined when

Avey cannot respond (PW 175).  Later the same part of the whole occurs when

Lebert Joseph convinces Avey to join the excursion to the island.  She boards the

ship to see a group of women who look exactly like “the presiding mothers of

Mount Olivet Baptist Church (her mother’s church long ago)” (PW 194).  We

discover that these archetypes are there to help Avey through her Middle Passage

voyage and illness.  Once she understands what is happening Avey also draws

parallels to the Robert Fulton, a passenger ship from her childhood that her family

would take up the Hudson River to Bear Mountain, and the Emanuel C that takes
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her to Carriacou.  The final connection exists in Rosalee Parvey, Lebert Joseph’s

daughter, and other islanders whose ritualistic laying on of hands begins Avey’s

reintegration with her nation, her heritage, and her family.

Music and literature, most specifically within the Johnson home when Jay

and Avey play records, recite poetry, and listen to music and gospel on the radio,

also play vital roles in emphasizing the theme of cultural connectivity.  Angela Y.

Davis believes “song and dance have informed the collective consciousness of the

Black community in vital and enduring ways” (3).  As Davis indicates in her

article, “Black Women and Music: A Historical Legacy of Struggle,” people of

African descent have employed music and oratory recitations for a variety of

reasons; music, specifically jazz and the blues, “resides on a cultural continuum

which has remained closest to the ethnic and socio-historical heritage of African-

Americans [and] has been our central aesthetic expression, influencing all the

remaining arts” (4).  Among people African and island ethnic identities music has

been employed to preserve stories of cultural heritage so that those removed from

their original homelands “bore witness to and affirmed their African cultural

roots” (5).   In the center section of the novel when Avey replays events from her

marriage, she recalls how central a position the phonograph played in their home.

The couple had their favorite performers, and depending on whether he needed

“their magic, their special mojo” to soothe the “fatigue and strain of the long day

spent doing the two jobs—his and his boss’s” (PW 94), Jay may select Coleman

Hawkins, Lady Day, Lil Green, or Ella.  Other days Avey recalls Jay not

bothering to remove his coat and hat before cueing up Ida Cox, Ma Rainey, Big
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Bill Broonzy, and Mamie Smith.  “In his hands the worn-out album with it many

leaves became a sacred object, and each record inside an icon” (PW 94).  Like

family photographs, letters, and memorabilia, Avey and Jay rely these esteemed

performers to bolster them in their time of need.

Keith Sandiford believes Praisesong for the Widow is distinguished by

Marshall’s creation of a fictional drama where “the worlds of history and myth

are placed in open and explicit antagonism, and the central character consciously

apprehends the dilemma of a personal choice as a confrontation between the

claims of history and myth” (372).  Marshall’s use of the journey as a second

leitmotif enables her character to recognize her estrangement from her extended

family and community, accept a spiritual guide whose purpose is to reintegrate

her with her personal memories and cultural past, participate “in a ceremony that

encodes centuries of accumulated and preserved lore” (Kubitschek 106), in order

to achieve memory of a communal past, and finally to be “re-membered” by her

community (108).  In order to reconnect with her individual, familial, and

collective past, Avey must accept her spiritual and familial destiny, participate in

a reenactment of the Middle Passage, travel to foreign lands, submit to centuries

old rituals, dance with African gods and goddesses and, most importantly, return

to Tatem, South Carolina, where she will instruct new generations in their

cultural, familial, and historical legacies.  This novel, essentially, demonstrates

how personal choice can either isolate or integrate the individual from her family

and community.
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This particular work of Marshall’s holds a rather unique status in African

American studies even after sixteen years of scholarship and literature has passed

since its first publication.  That is, on several levels Avey is a rare figure not often

found in literature, because she defies the typical black female character that

grows up with strong beliefs concerning her role in her community only to later

find herself connected to those same families and communities, responsible for

providing emotional and economic nourishment.  In The Bluest Eye Claudia will

certainly age into her pre-destined role of griot, responsible to the community and

her own family to tell the stories, among which their collective failure to save

Pecola.  Likewise, in Beloved the watchful Denver, present through all the

nightmares Beloved renders to her mother, is the one to enlist the women of the

community when Sethe could not.  In Alice Walker’s The Color Purple Celie

endures horrific abuse from Mr. __ because of a strong responsibility to his

children.  Even after Shug frees her to find her own happiness, Celie continues to

maintain her position as pillar to the family and community.    Pre-epiphany Avey

avoids this double-edged sword by checking out of the responsibility to a past and

to a community, and Marshall inverts the trope of the black male figure’s flight

from the family to the black female.  Additionally, Pauline Breedlove’s attraction

to or idolization of white women plays out as tragic but not unbelievable, given

her lack of emotional sustenance and connection to family and community while

growing up, yet she grimly remains with her family instead of fleeing them in

search of a better life.  Cholly, on the other hand, is expected to abandon those

who he perceives tie him down and follow the example his parents left with him.
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However, in Marshall’s novel both Avey and Jay/Jerome symbolically flee.  But

Avey has more invested in her flight, for she has a rich and extensive familial and

communal past.  She rejects her predestined role as familial griot, and instead

moves far away from her origins and becomes placated by a middle class life

(FTNT 5).  Like Marshall herself, Avey was raised to see the individual as simply

a part of a much larger community that is rich in heritage, so her fall from her

familial ideology has far greater import, which is one reason Marshall spares

nothing in punishing the character for her contrived cultural amnesia, for

forgetting the rituals and observances she and her husband used to celebrate.

Also, Avey is unique in that she is an older figure, an adult, and a mature, even

post-menopausal woman.   These combined characteristics assist Marshall in

breaking out from under the plot devices that more commonly utilize a child

narrator or protagonist to navigate through the familiar themes of the female rite

of passage, maturation, and acceptance within the community. She resists casting

the middle-aged woman as the traditional dowdy housewife and instead brings to

light a woman who though ostensibly wiser than a younger narrator, yet Avey still

rejects her communal and familial heritage. For that, the consequences of Avey’s

choices become far stronger and the message more didactic.

In Praisesong for the Widow, Marshall creates a character to exaggerate

the Moynihan stereotype of the harpy black female known for chasing away her

men with her overbearing ways to assert, I think, that though Avey has nothing in

common with this stock, erroneous stereotype, the legacy Moynihan helped

sustain within public domain proves difficult to dissolve.  More importantly, I
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think Marshall’s scenario demonstrates how the report has contributed to a rapid

unraveling of the black family. This character lives near the Johnson’s place on

Halsey Street in Harlem, and unfortunately entreats all her neighbors to her

embittered life by loud outbursts that begin each Saturday morning, “Sometime

between midnight and dawn when Halsey Street stood empty and the trolley had

all but ceased to run” a woman not any older than Avey would leave her

apartment in search of her drunk husband who, undoubtedly would be drinking

“rotgut in the false-bottom glass [that] would have already eaten into his Friday’s

pay” (PW 106).  But Jay and Avey wouldn’t be privy to their conversation until

after the woman snatches her husband off the barstool (a show of power meant to

shame him).  She will hold her admonishments until they are under the streetlight,

in public and near their home, so that all, including Jay and Avey, could hear the

shrill voice when she begins her ritualistic shaming, “Spending damn near your

whole paycheck on some barfly and a bunch of good-timing niggers and your

children’s feet at the door . . ..”  If he attempts to hit her, she ducks and

contemptuously shoves him to further conclude his defeat (PW 107).  With this

desperate couple, Marshall subverts the Moynihan report by showing not just the

public humiliation the man might receive at his wife’s frustration, but she writes

beyond Moynihan’s ending, expanding the scene to include more women

“waiting, all of them, for some fool to come home with his sodden breath and half

his pay envelope gone” (PW 108).  They plot to leave him, “take my babies and

go,” or kick him out, but at the end of the battle always receive him back into

their home and bedroom.  I think that describing this continuous cycle of damage
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in which the family remains intact though under tremendous duress on both fronts

(hegemony and within) shifts the blame for a family’s distress from the

overbearing matriarch, away from the foolish, weak man, and out to, perhaps, the

system that instigates economic depravity and a system of African American

ghettoized poor. In contrast, Marshall recognizes what many writers in the 1970s

and 1980s discovered, that in addition to the problems and racial prejudices from

the white society, “the black community’s attitudes towards women must be

revealed and revised” (Christian, “Trajectory” 241).  She creates a central

character who is neither a stereotypical mammy or a matriarch, but a faithful wife

and mother.  Avey’s sin, as is Jay’s, is not that she wants a higher tax bracket or

to live in another neighborhood, but that she is willing to sacrifice her familial and

communal heritage in order to achieve these material gains.  Wilentz believes

Avey does not blame Jay altogether for his transformation, but “on the oppressive

society which demands one’s identity as a price for success” (9).  Marshall is very

clear that in order for Avey Johnson to repair her tattered soul, she must reject her

attitudes towards wealth and materialism, attitudes that contribute to her

husband’s early demise, and she must renew her relationship with her community

by accepting a journey to people from her communal and spiritual past who

respect and love her as an African American woman.

As the novel opens, Marshall invites her readers to bear witness as Avey

Johnson, the widow of the title, awakens from a complacency her middle-class

life has blanketed her in.  In almost a participatory act, we are invited to follow

her as she struggles to make sense of her dilemma that sets the plot in motion,
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regain her sense of self through learning and relearning important cultural,

familial, and historical roots that take her on a journey rich in historical and

cultural artifacts. The extensive flashbacks to guide readers through her main

character’s life, which demonstrates Marshall’s technique in invoking non-linear

storytelling to break traditional and patriarchal literary technique.  The action

centers on the confusion the character feels between her middle-class materialistic

values and her rejection of a cultural heritage she and her husband previously

honored.  We learn that in their later years she and Jay/Jerome turn their backs on

the “cycle of poverty” (Wilentz 8) they associate with their apartment in Harlem,

and by extension they reject the practices of actively debating their heritages,

reading black poetry and literature, and listening to radio shows and music.  By

choice this character has ceased to engage her rich legacy of storytelling and

mythmaking to counter the Eurocentric male hegemony that dominates her life

(Gabbin 247).   Our introduction to Avey finds her further weakened from having

just reached a critical period where she begins to feel the results of a long-term

case of spiritual bankruptcy.  This is evidenced in her obvious detachment from

her immediate surroundings and an astounding lethargy she exhibits about her

present life as a widowed black woman living in North White Plains, New York.

Her husband Jerome, nee Jay, has died leaving her well cared for, yet Avey

continues to plod away in a middle-management position in a New York State

Motor Vehicle Office, more out of habit than necessity, a way to justify the one

yearly extravagance she permits herself, a cruise with her two closest friends who,

she later observes, are people she really dislikes.  Instead of a spirited, highly
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active woman, proud of her heritage and Gullah roots, secure in her selfhood and

marriage, this Avey has “developed a special silence” that insulates her from any

emotion expenditure, save the carefully constructed neutrality she bestows on

friends, her own children, and strangers alike (PW 14).  As her youngest daughter

Marion observes, Avey has evolved into someone who prefers the safety of a

banal, repetitious existence to the excitement of daily life (PW 14).  This character

differs vastly from the images Marshall grew up with and discusses in her article,

“The Poets in the Kitchen.”  Unlike the silent Avey, the women in Marshall’s life

filled their lives with talk, “therapy, the cheapest kind available to my mother and

her friends,” which helped them recover from the day’s indignities and “restored

them to a sense of themselves and reaffirmed their self-worth” (Marshall,

“Kitchen” 6).  As evidenced in the overall message found in Praisesong for the

Widow, there is the sense that Avey and Jay Johnson’s demise could have been

avoided had they had the support of their own poets in the kitchen, their own

group of trusted extended family, like her great aunt Cuney to remind them of

their rich lineage and connection to an important heritage, fictive kin to lend

support, perhaps watch the children or help with meals, and perform other

intimate familial functions, and community to assist them in their adversities and

celebrate their triumphs.  Obviously, Jay and Avey’s nuclear family proves too

thin for their needs, which is why they initially turn to music for comfort.  Only

after the records and rituals of the past have been ignored do they spiral out of

their own control, eventually to Jay’s early death and Avey’s emotional

discombobulation and eventual crisis.
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The event that occurs on the yearly cruise begins the crisis and exacerbates

an already heightened feeling of anxiety Avey experiences following repeated and

profound episodes of disequalibrium strong enough to register through the pages

and into the reader.  Abena Busia insists that the widow’s journey is one that

requires active participation from the reader to insure that we, too, either discover

for the first time or are reminded of how cultures are infused and connected, such

as Tatem, South Carolina and the Caribbean islands, presumably to understand

the context Marshall presents and, I would add, to insure we travel the journey

with Avey; therefore, she recommends that readers must commit to the “same

active process of recognizing and reassembling cultural signs” (Busia 196), which

will include the journey that instigates Avey’s “reintegration of collective with

personal memory” (Couser 108).  I find that following along with Busia’s request

is actually quite simple because, like Avey, the reader begins the novel equally

disenfranchised from the surroundings, unable to call upon family for help, and

estranged from the community.  Like Morrison’s gift for creating realistic places,

Marshall excels in bringing the reader into this series of disquieting assaults to

Avey’s consciousness by propelling both character and reader through dizzy

spells, panic attacks, and dreams about a beloved aunt she thought she had all but

forgotten.

The entire first chapter explores Avey’s fragile mental countenance, and if

we follow Busia’s recommendation, we are rendered fraught with the same

anxiety over the mysterious feelings.  Like Avey we are unable to gain relief. The

sudden spurt of events that jolts Avey out of her complacency and into the fight or
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flight mode provides the impetus to launch her and by extension the reader

through the first series of flashbacks, then to the remainder of the novel which

focuses on an island community that is at once familiar, foreign, and populated

with people who assume roles as long-lost and treasured family members.  A

series of sacred ceremonies eventually restores Avey into Avatara, a woman

named after her great-aunt’s grandmother, namesake of the woman who witnesses

the Ibos walking on water, and who was once well connected to a glorious and

honorable past.  Like the Ibos who recognized they could not live so far from their

own families and communities, Avey reconnects with hers.

While on the luxury ship, Bianca (White) Pride engaging in their third of

what Avey’s daughter Marion describes as a “meaningless cruise with a bunch of

white folks” (PW 13) and during a dessert course in the main dining room, “for no

apparent reason, the long-forgotten past of Avey Williams Johnson tumbles forth

in bits and pieces to startle and sometimes paralyze the sixty-two-year-old

widow” (Denniston 126).  Apparently years of keeping her old life at bay have

culminated into an uncontrollable fury within her body, which precipitates the

initial journey back to spiritual connectedness, prompting Avey to end the

vacation immediately.  Accordingly, we find her quietly packing her suitcases (all

six) in the middle of the night as to not awaken her two traveling companions.

While she cannot quite explain it, something has gone quite amiss within her

mind and body, and her instincts tell her she must quit the cruise and retreat to her

home or what represents to her as safety in North White Plains, New York.
4
  Like

a case of environmental pollution, Avey’s physical world is poisoning her.  There
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are signs to indicate the magnitude of the issue, very “illogical and absurd” like

recently dreaming of her great-aunt Cuney, a figure who represents familial,

communal, and cultural stability, from Avey’s childhood of whom she was very

close to, but someone she “had scarcely thought of in years” (PW 31); the evening

following this dream found her plagued by the persistent feeling that after eating a

dessert parfait she had suddenly grown a huge, unmovable tumor in her stomach;

and then the waves of extreme anxiety and exasperation at not being able to find

any peace or solitude on board in order to regroup and squelch these problems

exacerbated her near-panic situation.  Feeling completely alone aboard a crowded

cruise ship, ill and bloated by unknown ailments, Avey rapidly approaches crisis,

which we must eventually interpret represents punishment for the wholesale

rejection of her cultural heritage that consists of African female deities like

Yemoja and Oya, jazz, blues, poetry, and her immediate heritage as a descendant

from the Ibos who were enslaved in South Carolina.

Because Avey’s destiny requires her, through the help of strangers, to

identify the problem, her illness symbolically summons her to mend her broken

connection to a larger, spiritual past, requiring her to endure a journey to repair

her spiritual connections.  The prevailing quest method Marshall chooses is to

send her character on an excursion, but to provide little dialogue or interaction;

that is, Avey rarely speaks aloud as Marshall focuses on this griot in training’s

emotions, memories and her internal reactions to the spiritual journey.   Missy

Dehn Kubitschek believes this internal dialogue helps readers focus on Avey’s

identity as an individual and not as one within a community (87).  At this point
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Avey clearly sees herself in terms of her individuality and not as a part of the

larger social network of immediate and extended family as well as community she

was raised to support and honor.  According to Paulette Brown-Hinds, Avey’s

reunion with her extended family and community cannot occur until she joins the

“circle dance, [a form of a sacred West African circle dance] allegorically

employed by Marshall to illustrate a conjunctive diasporic experience” (107).

Once Avey escapes the angry probing from her friends and then from the

Bianca Pride, she begins what is essentially the next rational step of the quest

motif, the personal reassessment.  It also seems that for this crucial event to occur,

she cannot retreat to what she sees as the protection of her home in New York, for

to do so would simply postpone her inevitable spiritual journey.  Fortunately, but

unbeknownst to Avey, the island of Grenada is but a small ride from where the

Bianca Pride floats, a vessel we may now interpret as spiritually bankrupt but rich

in “symbolic properties of wealth, ease, and the myth of individual happiness”

(Sandiford 375).  I don’t believe Marshall is critiquing Avey’s materialism or her

position as an African American middle class person, but it seems that she does

want her readers to understand that Avey’s all or nothing position, that of

disowning her culture instead of enjoying her class status and her familial and

communal heritage, is the problem.  Avey embodies the cautionary message

Dorothy Denniston claims Marshall cautions against, such as succumbing to false

values, disrespecting one’s “nurturing ground,” and supplanting spiritual needs

(127).  Denniston’s claim seems to support what Keith Sandiford cites as the

author’s need to “exercise the option to remove her heroine from the linear,
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causative environment of the Bianca Pride and place her in a cosmos whose rules

are determined by a radically different mythology” (375).  This traditional African

cosmology, which operates within a non-linear ontology of time (373), does not

recognize that the living and dead occupy separate worlds but does distinguish

between past and present, and is where Marshall can write beyond the traditional

with “dreams, memories, hallucinations, rituals, and ceremonies—interactions

that derive from religious beliefs and traditional practices of African societies,”

which influence African American communities and families (375).

Thus, Marshall utilizes the entire first chapter to build upon the idea that

she identifies in the second chapter, “Sleeper’s Wake,” as Avey’s condition,

which stems from the Johnsons’ wholesale rejection of their familial and

communal support in favor of the higher power they assumed middle class

success would provide, and which operates as the catalyst of the novel’s action.

Like so many before them, Avey and husband Jay begin married life honoring

their respective cultural practices involving religion, family, music, and literature.

At some point Jay believes he must substitute their extended families and familiar

communities for the goal to rise in class status that he understands to mean

becoming a successful nuclear family and cease practicing the important rituals

and beliefs that connected them to their legacies, all of which eventually exacts a

high spiritual price.  By ignoring the “unwritten hierarchies, codes and

obligations, [the] interdependency of relatives on each other for emotional, social,

and material support” the Johnsons deny themselves access to a mutual aid system

which acts as an “absorption mechanism” or a buffer between the fragile
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individual and an oppressive outside influence (Wilkinson 38).  Moreover, in

moving away from their extended families, they break the “cross-residential or

transresidential” cooperatives that have traditionally been utilized in Black

communities for shared childrearing, financial support, and caring for those sick

or aged, positive practices Moynihan omits in “The Negro Family: The Case for

National Action” (Sudarkasa 83).

That is, had the couple had been wise enough to balance their

backgrounds, heritages, and rituals from their early married, blue-collar Halsey

Street days of Harlem with their middle-age, middle-class White Plains lives, I

doubt they would have been “punished” for their disrespect to their inherited

histories as it were. But the babies keep coming, and Jay’s determination to gain

the rightful acknowledgement for the work he did instead of watching the

accolades go to his Irish boss begin squeezing the pleasure out of their private

lives. Jay, frustrated by a lack of power to control his professional success, reacts

by pulling further away from Avey instead of asking her to support him.  I think

Bonnie Thornton Dill’s observation that “intersecting forms of domination

produce both oppression and opportunity” fits perfectly in describing the bind Jay

creates (237).  His workplace oppression occurs because he is an African

American struggling to gain access to historically all-white jobs, and instead of

achieving spiritual balance with the non-traditional family constellation he and

Avey have nurtured, consciously begins to disregard the shared balance of power

that existed in their marriage, thus redoubling his efforts to achieve the Freudian

family romance.  As a stay-home mother, Avey justifies her blind eye to Jay’s
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shift in thinking by convincing herself that she is simply too busy with babies to

make the annual trips to her family in South Carolina, and too busy chasing down

toddlers to establish ties in the neighborhood for even babysitting or what Rayna

Rapp calls “pooling” resources (177), thus rejecting the shared childrearing that

Sudarkasa explains above has been such an important tradition in Black

communities.  There are numerous inferences the couple makes about their

neighbors in Harlem being drunks, shrews, and general low-class people

struggling to make a living, but nowhere does Marshall show Jay and Avey

reaching out to others like themselves, people they may share values, beliefs, and

heritages.  Because the characters have closed off existing networks of aid and

discouraged new ones, they succumb to the oppression and pressure of a greater

economic American society.  After defining this dilemma, the chapter and novel

then shift into the recovery mode to chronicle Avey’s plight to salvage her

extended network system, which can only become possible once she finds her

place within a greater cosmos, embraces her family and community, and vows to

assume her birthright place as griot of her heritage.

“Sleeper’s Wake” opens with Avey alone in a hotel room in Grenada

where she waits for the next available flight to New York, trying to shake the

discombobulation felt by the series of strange events she experienced aboard the

Bianca Pride.  As she lies prostrate in her hotel room, she begins playing a

retrospective narrative of their marriage and life, and she concludes that as a

family Jay and Avey failed each other and their children by neglecting to preserve

the rituals practiced during their Harlem days and the trips to South Carolina.
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This section serves as an important reconstructive chapter providing the necessary

backdrop and reasons for Avey’s breakdown on the cruise ship.  Immediately

bobbing to the surface in Avey’s ruminations about her life are the loss of familial

rituals and cultural celebrations, such as Sunday morning church services,

dancing, going out to eat, trips to Aunt Cuney’s, the personal and historical

ceremonies which became buried within the quandary many African American

middle-class families face in reconciling (justifying) their economic successes

with the feelings of responsibility to their families and communities.  By cutting

off their extended kinship networks, the Johnsons fail to observe the “common

practice of African American families, who, having migrated to different regions

of the country, regularly return themselves or send their children to reunite with

relatives and friends” (Denniston 129).  As Velma Pollard observes, the phases

Avey and Jay Johnson endure, from avid cultural practitioners to then rejecting

the same habits, retell the “classical journey of the black family that moves from

accepting the crumbs to eating a piece of the pie that is the offering of corporate

America” (287).  Though Pollard doesn’t discourage integration into corporate

America, the message remains the same: Avey must accept her place within the

tradition of African women storytellers whose duty is to learn the “precious tale[s]

of transcendence and survival” in order to “prepare future generations to combat

the oppression and alienation in their lives and to be actively involved in the

Black community” (Wilentz 19).  Legacies, those connections to histories that are

pleasant and harsh, are too hard fought to forget, Marshall cautions.  She seems to

remind her readers that the individual who remains estranged from her family and
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community is vulnerable in her weakness, whereas the integrated family members

form a solid, strong collective.

The story then can be seen as another version of the familiar rags-to-riches

tale of those who have the tenacity to “make it,” which in Marshall’s birthplace in

the Caribbean translates into the “’hurry-come-up’ (nouveau riche)” parable

(287).  Wherever the setting, the plot’s premise remains the same: despite

seemingly insurmountable odds and Herculean efforts, the individual or group

manage to rise out of their working class condition and into a higher tax bracket,

only to experience cultural amnesia and lose their histories in the bargain.

Praisesong for the Widow identifies the cost of this upwardly mobile move as a

loss of cultural heritage, losses of family, the arts, and history; then Marshall

doesn’t simply lament the loss, but instead probes deep into the ramifications of

the Johnson’s decisions to reject legacy for economics.  And though the author

doesn’t outright accuse Jay of betraying Avey, she attributes some of blame and

guilt to him.  We follow Avey’s feelings of forlorn loss as she remembers back

through the decades of her marriage, at times creating herself the innocent and Jay

the villain when, in fact, she witnessed his slow and laborious scramble to

economic success and understood the effects of the “divisions, inequalities, and

disequilibriums” (Foucault 94) of his choices. So while her husband negotiated

between his several jobs and night school studying for his CPA exam, and she

also contributed to the economic success of the family with her own employment,

there is this sense that Jay remains the culprit who robs Avey (though no mention

of the children’s loss) of their culture and history to replace them with money and
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a house in the suburbs.  Avey should be seen as equally culpable in this decision

to pursue economic success at the cost of quitting the small practices like listening

to blues and jazz records and retelling family stories.  Essentially, the couple

equates money with power without considering that these may be instruments that

cause loss as well as gains.  At this point, readers are left to wonder why Avey

chooses not to intervene and attempt to support their cultural practices and rituals.

Instead, she criticizes the culturally observant Jay’s evolution into the culturally

aloof Jerome with his determination to succeed, all the while she too works and

makes no effort to keep their rituals and histories alive in the home.  And though

she remembers the bit of poverty and the bad times of living in Harlem, she waxes

sentimental as though those rituals had to die there, as if the books and records

couldn’t have been packed and moved to White Plains along with the furniture

and clothing.

The chapter opens with Jerome Johnson’s admonition, “What the devil’s

gotten into you, woman?” (PW 87).  As if suddenly aware he is destined to take

the blame for the both of them, his ghost jolts her awake.  There before her stands

the visual and audible specter of her dead husband, replete in his burial clothes,

including the white gloves, Master Mason’s apron, and the same severe scowl that

occupied his expression before his death.  The apparition repeatedly asks her, “Do

you know what you’re playing around with?”  Though she does not answer, her

mind instinctively ticks off the items she knows he refers to: the “house in North

White Plains and the large corner lot on which it stood, and the insurance policies,

annuities, trusts and bank accounts that had been left her . . . the representative
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port folio that reflected his years of toil in the accounting firm that bore his name”

(PW 88).  “You must want to wind up back where we started” becomes his next

challenge, and with that Avey then recognizes his refusal to name their origins,

their house in Harlem, the place where their children were conceived.  It then

comes to her how her husband split himself into Jay who lives in Harlem on

Halsey Street and teaches his daughters about music, recites stories about their

maternal relatives, and how to read poetry so that they would grow into women

comfortably integrated within their collective histories, and Jerome who resides in

North White Plains and is too busy to enjoy the old rituals.  Avey remembers

Jay’s strength, the side of him his co-workers would never know, “open, witty,

playful, even outrageous at times” (PW 94).  Jerome approached life “like a

runner in the heat of a long and punishing marathon, his every muscle tensed and

straining, his body being pushed to its limits; and on his face a clenched and

dogged look that was to become almost his sole expression over the years” (PW

115).   Jerome used his vacation time to work extra jobs, selling door-to-door, and

never had the time to take his children and wife back to South Carolina.  With this

realization comes admission of her own culpability in this tragedy and how she

watched the evolution of her husband happen daily without intervening.

After the ghost leaves Marshall then sketches the portrait of their

happiness as a couple who revered and respected not only one another but also

their community and heritage.  Avey is suddenly flooded with images of Jay, the

playful “lover who knew how to talk in bed,” the man who could become

rejuvenated by playing their favorite albums, revering Coleman Hawkins, The
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Count, Lester Young, The Duke, Ella Fitzgerald, Ma Rainey, Mamie Smith, and

Ida Cox.  This was her beloved husband and best friend, Jay Johnson.  He taught

her that music, specifically the blues and jazz were African American art forms

that not only provided entertainment, but also offered medicinal value and

connected them with their kin.  For him, each “worn-out album with its many

leaves became a sacred object, and each record inside an icon” (Marshall 94).  Jay

also loved the annual summer trips to Avey’s family in Tatem, South Carolina,

saying their “down-home life” reminded him of his own childhood (PW 116).

When Avey’s Aunt Cuney recounted the tale of Ibos, Jay told Avey, “I’m with

your aunt Cuney and the old woman you were named for.  I believe it, Avey.

Every word” (115).  Jay’s support assisted Avey in keeping her oral history a vital

component of her life, but as Jay evolved into Jerome, Avey followed suit and

forgot her childhood visits to Tatem, her ancestral connection to the Ibos, and her

beloved Aunt Cuney.  But worse, those connections are broken before Avey can

pass the stories to her daughters.  The three children, Sis, Annawilda, and Marion

must grow up not knowing their consanguinal history, their inherited power from

the stories and the deeds of past ancestors, because their parents no longer have

the time or interest to honor the connections.  Because of the path she’s chosen,

Avey has no friends, no family, no one to replicate the poets in the kitchen, so her

children would not know the conversations, the jokes, gossip, and cadences black

women like their mother found in “using the only weapon at their command: the

spoken word” (Marshall, “Kitchen” 7).
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Jay’s special talent revolved around utilizing cultural icons and symbols to

connect his nuclear family to their extended kin and their community. The

couple’s three children were too young to remember much of the Halsey Street

years where, Avey recalls, it was Jay who could transform their living room into

one of the Harlem nightclubs they rarely frequented, like the Savoy, the Rockland

Palace, or the Renny, enticing Avey to dance with him to songs like “Flying

Home,” “Take the A-Train,” “Stompin at the Savoy,” and “Cottontail,” telling

Avey she could “out-jangle Bojangles and out-snake Snake Hips” (PW 123).  This

Jay also created intimate and vital Sunday rituals for his wife and children that

began with the reading the papers, savoring the coffee ring he would purchase

from the corner bakery, and listening to gospel music on their second-hand radio.

“Whenever the Five Blind Boys sang ‘Dry Bones,’ Jay would join their complex

harmonizing” (PW 124).  This loving Jay would also recite poetry to his little

family, poems that taught them about their long-lost African ancestors, quoting “ .

. . I bathed in the Euphrates when dawns were young . . .”  (PW 125).  And this

Jay was the playful, sensual, gentle lover who claimed her behind was “Gulla

gold!  Treasure that belonged to him alone” (PW 126).  He would fill her days and

nights with love, honor, and passion, and his children’s with roadmaps to their

ancestry.

Though happy, the importance maintaining these cultural connections was

not lost on the young couple who also recognized their disenfranchised status, that

of being separated from family and community, as that which prevented them

from the constant benefit of a network of support.  Though Marshall does not
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indicate reasons why, Jay and Avey do not reach out to forge new relations with

their neighbors; they do not have fictive kinship relationships with friends or co-

workers, and the reticence they employ about seeking connections with others is

partially responsible for their eventual unhappiness.  As Jacqueline Jones

observes, experiencing racial discrimination in the workplace, coupled with the

stress of holding a family together weighs heavily on many African American

nuclear families.  Moreover, she calls the family the first workplace.  As such,

wives and mothers typically counted on expanded kinships and communal

responsibilities to advance not only their families but also black people as a group

(3).  Jay and Avey had only each other to offer support and guidance, with no

neighbors, friends, or relatives to assist them in their economic ascent, so that

even though their Halsey days seem idyllic, Marshall permits her readers to learn

right along with Avey that part of the character’s journey “consists of recognizing

and mourning not only her loss of Jay, but Jay’s loss of Jay” (Kubitschek 85).

African American kinship units “tend to be interdependent and multigenerational”

like most other minority families (Wilkinson 38).  Clearly the Johnsons have no

one to depend upon and no relatives to maintain close relationships.  During the

Halsey Street years, Jay and Avey attempt to infuse cultural appreciation and

values within their children.  But their lives lacked the traditional

“interdependency of relatives on each other for emotional, social, and material

support” or that absorption mechanism for taking in those unable to care for

themselves, and a kind mutual aid system other African American families have

come to rely upon (38).
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Since Avey had no kin or neighbors to help with raising her three children,

she neither participated in nor contributed to a sense of communal solidarity

outside the walls of her Halsey Street apartment.  In fact, the couple’s one

connection to their neighbors, the shrewish woman and her boozy, recalcitrant

husband who lived above them, was not one of community and reciprocity, but

instead remained a constant source of scorn and shame to Avey and Jay.  The

neighbors’ almost nightly battles invaded the Johnson’s apartment, forcing them

to witness the sad but repetitive events which would begin when she would leave

the house in “a rag of a coat, the headtie she slept in still on, railing loudly to

herself, waking the street, the dialogue already under way,” in search of the

husband who had not returned home after Friday’s payday.  After yanking him off

the nearest barstool, she would reawaken the street by “telling him about

himself—his no’count, shiftless ways” (PW 107).  However, the tragedy did not

necessarily lie with just the drunk and his wife because, Avey discovers

retrospectively in her hotel room in Grenada, the woman’s rage “spoke not only

for herself but for the thousands like her for blocks around, [cut off from family,

kin, and communal support] lying sleepless in cold-water flats… waiting for some

fool to come home with his sodden breath and half his pay envelope gone…

praying that he wouldn’t turn on the light and simply stand there looking at her

with his shamefaced self, his pain, until her love—or whatever it was she still felt

for him—came down” (PW 108).  This ubiquitous scene of shame and pain

Marshall paints of the working-class people in Harlem, isolated and vulnerable by

their lack of a support network starkly contradicts the shared sense of familial and
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communal responsibility Cuney and the residents of Tatem practice.  During

Avey’s visits to Tatem Cuney initiates her charge in the ways of a tightly

connected community.  While out on their walks Avey would come to know each

homeowner’s story,such as how Shad Dawson lost some land by trusting a white

man to pay his taxes, that “Doctor” Benitha Grant treated the sick with herbs she

grew in her yard, and Mr. Golla Mack was “fashioned out of some substance that

was immune to time, the August heat and flies and the white folks in Beaufort”

(PW 36).  The disparity between Avey’s obvious investment in the people of her

aunt’s community and her reluctance to establish anything remotely similar in

New York suggests “Avey has emotionally separated herself from her kin—her

community as well as her people” (Denniston 135).

Not only do the drunk and the hag haunt Avey and Jay, but also they

invade the sanctity of their marriage on the night Avey recalls as the turning point

in their marriage, when Jay begins his initial descent into Jerome.  Pregnant with

the third and very unwanted child and waiting for her husband who is late coming

home, she begins imagining extra-marital affairs Jay might be having so that

when he does arrive home, her rage cannot be squelched.  She flies at him,

screaming in his face, “Goddamn you, nigger, I’ll take my babies and go!”   His

small reply forever changes their lives when he compares Avey to the drunk

neighbor’s wife.  “ ‘Do you know who you sound like, he whispered, choked,

appalled, ‘who you even look like?’” (PW 106).  That night, which the couple

dares never to discuss or refer to again, becomes the watershed of their marriage

because Jay clearly showed he had to think about whether to turn and leave his
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wife and children or stay and transform himself into someone else.  Though they

survive it, each is profoundly changed by how quickly even their nuclear family

could disintegrate, how without outside intervention from family or community

they are vulnerable to each other.

After that night, the pressure to make a decent living, to keep his wife

from evolving into the shrew in head rags, and to make family comfortable

transforms Jay into Jerome Johnson, serious-minded businessman and eventual

accountant who would later treat those Harlem days like a painful childhood

trauma of which one shouldn’t speak (PW 88).  Jerome shaves off Jay’s prized

mustache, “his one show of vanity, his sole indulgence . . . the shield that “subtly

drew attention away from the intelligence of his gaze and the assertive, even

somewhat arrogant arch to his nostrils, thus protecting him” (PW 93).  Jerome

trades the Sunday rituals and evening musical sessions for study manuals that

Avey must pry out of his hands after he falls asleep studying them (PW 113).

Lovemaking ceases to be private and special as Jerome’s thoughts would be

elsewhere. He would shout at orgasm, “Take it from me, Avey!  Just take it from

me!”  “Love like a burden he wanted rid of.  Like a leg-iron which slowed him in

the course he had set for himself” (PW 129).  None of the nurturing rituals from

his past could comfort the tunnel-visioned Jerome, and neither recognizes their

paths are heading farther away from happiness.

Surprisingly, Avey doesn’t notice these obvious changes in Jay/Jerome

which do not seem to involve his desire to make more money but instead his

desire to distance himself from his cultural connections.  Perhaps making the
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decision to also work full-time distracts her, and she busies herself with packing

up her three children to drop them off with sitters or school so she could take the

subway to her job.  However, when Avey notices Jerome began prefacing his

sentences/diatribes with, “The trouble with half these Negroes . . .” and “Just look

at ‘em!” or worse, “If it was left to me I’d close down every dancehall in Harlem

and burn every drum” (PW 132), she realizes the tremendous change is less

benign and more malignant than she could ever have thought.  Denniston suggests

that Marshall may be emphasizing the notion that active acknowledgement and

appreciation of cultural mores and beliefs effectively dispels the “spiritual

barrenness leading to personal disintegration and disconnectedness” Jerome and

Avey suffer from in the later years of their marriage (136).  The connection works

well because Marshall clearly portrays the Johnsons as intimately connected in

Harlem and practically estranged in White Plains.

Kubitschek points to similarities between the Jay/Jerome split and Zora

Neale Hurston’s character Jody/Joe Stark in Their Eyes Were Watching God.

Like Avey to Jay, Janie is attracted to Jody’s playfulness and zeal for living, but

Jody, like Jay, is a man whose subjugation of family and community in exchange

for economic success costs him in not only his relationship with his wife, but his

personal happiness and well-being (85).  Jay differs from Jody in that his

evolution into Jerome comes from his feelings of responsibility as primary

provider to Avey and the children; however, it seems that like Joe Stark, Jerome

Johnson finds his attraction to money and its accompanying power so strong that

he cannot balance other elements of his life with the desire for more wealth.  Jay
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resents working for his white boss who takes the credit for his work and assuages

his anger in music, poetry, and his family.  However, Jay’s evolution into Jerome

dooms him because in Marshall’s worldview, no one succeeds on a personal or

professional level alone.  As Avey later discovers when she is reintegrated into

the community, Jerome’s choice to abandon the immense power of the communal

heritage he creates from Avey’s family, from the music, and the literature in favor

of the power of business weakens him and initiates his inevitable demise

(Sandiford 383).  Giulia Scarpa believes Jerome is not guilty of acquiring material

objects within his class boundaries, but an “over-emphasis on the material, which

is the national ethic, often destroys the ability of people to feel and care for each

other” (94).

But standing on that balcony in Grenada after Jerome’s ghost takes his

leave, Avey changes her view and faults money for her husband’s demise,

thinking that Jerome is not to blame, but the “oppressive society which demands

one’s identity as a price for success” is what claimed her Jay (Wilentz 9).  And so,

on that balcony the widow evaluates, acknowledges, and comprehends how they

ignored the wisdom of their ancestries, such as honoring rituals and past histories

as well as maintaining positions within extended family and community, in order

to make room for their newly achieved middle-class life.  This cultural denial the

couple adopts suggests Marshall’s concern with “American materialism and how

upwardly mobile black people can fend off its spiritually debilitating effects”

(Denniston 127).  But does Avey equate economic advancement with the

detriment to one’s spirit?  Rather, as Denniston claims, Marshall does remain
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consistent with an idea expressed throughout her novels in that she believes

people of African descent should avoid threatening their spiritual needs and

instead respect and honor the “nurturing ground from which they originated”

(127).

In other words, if Avey and Jay could have balanced their professional

lives with their private, continuing to nurture their own particular rituals as well as

those already set in motion by Cuney concerning their connections to South

Carolina and ones that would have certainly developed in their future like

immersing the children in their familial and communal connections, Jay would

resist becoming Jerome and Avey would have naturally gravitated toward her

birthright as Cuney raised her, that of “a medium, or conveyor, of an archetypal

African American myth” in order to perpetuate “centuries of accumulated and

preserved lore” (Kubitschek 108).  However, both Avey and Jay choose their

roles, opting instead for complacency (on Avey’s part), and denial (on Jerome’s

part) that they are responsible for anything other than their immediate family.  So

by having her characters choose to deny their respective places within their

families and communities, it appears that Marshall sacrifices Jerome so that Avey

may take part in a pilgrimage to regain her rightful place in the cosmos as griot of

a vital history.  Sandiford interprets the global change in Jay as the direct result of

“Avey’s nagging tirades against the constricted quality of her life as a mother and

wife” (383).  Jay must die, he believes, because Marshall invokes “authorial

prerogative” to kill him for his lack of family past and connections as evidenced

in the few memories he has about his family and childhood (384).  What
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Sandiford doesn’t mention is that in the hotel in Grenada when Jay returns as an

apparition, he’s wearing the “white lambskin apron and the white gloves he had

been buried in as a Master Mason” (PW 87).  His membership in the Masons, a

centuries old organization suggests Jerome at least remembers the value of

cultural ritual from his Jay days, but translates the value into gaining prestige and

taking advantage of economic advancements instead of simply partaking in

historically rich ritualistic ceremonies.

In an effort to show the connectedness of all people of African descent to

their specific culture and past, Marshall draws multiple parallel or shared

universes between, for example, the Gullah people of South Carolina and those

from Haiti, Martinique, Grenada, and Carriacou, as well as between New York

residents and others from Grenada.  The first instance occurs when the cruise ship

drops Avey off in Grenada.  As a woman of means and no stranger to travel, she

expresses confidence in the chances of grabbing a flight to New York, without

first considering this island airport cannot compare to JFK, and becomes

immediately frustrated that finding a taxi on this particular day will pose a

challenge.  But what really becomes unique to the reader and disturbing to Avey

is how the islanders behave to this well dressed suburbanite.  She initially picks

up the Patois that “had fleetingly called to mind the way people spoke in Tatem

long ago,” recalling that just the other day in Martinique she heard the Patois and

that very evening Aunt Cuney came to her in the dream (PW 67).  As Avey walks

further down the dock in search of a taxi, she sees they are friendly, possessing “a

familiarity, almost an intimacy” (69).  Marshall describes the scene:
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It was as if the moment they caught sight of her

standing there, their eyes immediately stripped her of

everything she had on and dressed her in one of the

homemade cotton prints the women were wearing . . . Their

eyes also banished the six suitcases at her side and placing

a small overnight bag like the ones they were carrying in

her hand, they were all set to take her along wherever it

was they were going.  (PW 72)

Avey becomes cognizant of this greater kinship between African

descendants by confusing the scene on the docks before her with images from

childhood.  The Grenadians who are moving about in preparation for a boat trip

remind her of her parents and other New York City dwellers who milled about the

dock waiting for their all-day Sunday picnics down the Hudson River.

Additionally, the patois she first heard in Martinique and then here in Grenada

reminds her of the cadence she heard in Tatem during those wonderful summer

visits the child Avey had with Aunt Cuney.  She muses that the Grenadians speak

“the same vivid, slightly atonal music underscoring the words” (PW 67).  Then

she forges another connection when remembering a dream she had the previous

night in which Cuney, her beloved great-aunt and family historian, visits her,

pleads with her to come with her, ostensibly to begin her role as familial historian

and engages Avey in a brawl when her niece refuses to cooperate.

As Avey moves away from the launch in search of a taxi, throngs of

people press towards her, and many, too many for her liking, pause and greet her
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as they would a neighbor.  She observes a “familiarity, almost an intimacy to their

gestures of ‘greeting’ which was at first unsettling and later a source of irritation”

(69).  Clearly the irritation occurs because Avey has yet to regard these

connections as significant, as she is at this moment still denying the circularity of

her world and the parallels that exist to keep diaspora peoples connected to a

common past and shared legacy. Perhaps the most apparent and pervasive

example of the theme of interconnectedness occurs in Aunt Cuney’s ritualistic

performance in vesting the Ibos from Africa to her niece.  In this instance,

Cuney’s character symbolizes the power of ritual, as exemplified in her parable of

the Ibo’s trip to America.  When Avey’s memory triggers those happy childhood

summers in Tatem, she visualizes Aunt Cuney participating in the oral tradition of

passing on familial history to her niece, the next generation.  The adult remembers

the child’s observances that the journey always began when Cuney

would take the field hat down from its nail on the door and solemnly place

it over her headtie and braids.  With equal ceremony she would then draw

around her the two belts she and the other women her age in Tatem always

put on when going out: one belt at the waist of their plain, long-skirted

dresses, and the other (this one worn in the belief that it gave them extra

strength) strapped low around their hips like the belt for a sword or gun

holster. (PW 32)

Avey would mimic Cuney, attempting to wear her belt in the same fashion.  Clad

in the belts, the hat, and her deceased husband’s brogans, Cuney would guide

Avey to the water’s edge and begin the tutorial tale of the Ibos.  “It was here that
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they brought ‘em.  They taken ‘em out of the boats right here where we’s

standing” she would continue (PW 37).  They were the Ibos from Africa brought

to South Carolina as slaves, and as Cuney’s “gran” passed the story, upon their

departure from the great sailing vessels they wordlessly stood on the banks

“studying the place real good.”  Because the Ibos were blessed with pure African

blood, Cuney believed, she could “see in more ways than one.  The kind can tell

you ‘bout things happened long before they was born and things to come long

after they’s dead ” (PW 37).  After the Ibos trained their gazes on the white men

who brought them to this land, used their powers to see the sadness and

destruction that would become their lives, they walked back to the shore, ignoring

the boats, and “just kept walking right on out over the river… Stepping…  They

feets was gonna take ‘em wherever they was going that day” (PW 39).  Each time

Cuney recounted the tale, she ended with the little saying that summed up how the

event impacted her gran: “Her body she always usta say might be in Tatem but

her mind, her mind was long gone with the Ibos …”  And a pause, followed by

“Those Ibos!  Just upped and walked on away not two minutes after getting here!”

(PW 39).  Only once did Cuney’s young charge ever disappoint her, when Avey

asked why the Ibos didn’t drown.  With a look of such profound disappointment

that took years to erase from Avey’s mind, Cuney replied, “Did it say Jesus

drowned when he went walking on the water in that Sunday School book your

momma always sends with you?” (PW 40).  The lack of total belief in what Cuney

considered an integral part of their familial lore would again resurface in Avey’s

adulthood as she recalls the sting of disappointing her aunt hurt no less while
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standing on that Grenadian dock so many years later than it did at Ibo Landing,

Cuney’s shrine to her African heritage and a people who refused to surrender their

power to a dominant culture.

The Ibo parable as a dominant motif reinforces Marshall’s idea that “the

human capacity to be physically in one place and mentally (spiritually) in

another” (Denniston 128).  Though born and raised in New York, Avey’s life

lessons are “prefigured by Ibo slave ancestors in a Southern locality long before

her biological conception” (Sandiford 373).  When Avey turned seven, Aunt

Cuney issues the directive to Avey’s parents that she is to spend her summers in

Tatem where Cuney plans to indoctrinate her great-niece in lessons and legacies

so that Avey may one day take her place as the griot, holder of many values and

beliefs, such as the way the Ibos circumvented slavery and saved their ontological

history.  Avey remembers how Cuney was banned from church for crossing her

feet during the Ring Dance, yet she does not associate the parable of the Ibos to

Cuney’s spirituality (Christian, “Trajectories”151).  The Ibo myth is a “touchstone

of New World black folklore [that] emphasized [the people of African descent

possessed] their own power to determine their freedom, though their bodies might

be enslaved” (Christian, “Trajectories” 152).  If only Avey could comprehend the

myth’s importance, she could apply Cuney’s lesson to her own life, and the

Johnsons could have reconciled their existence in New York without abandoning

their past in Harlem and in Tatem, along with their rich familial history.  By

abandon I mean Jerome’s wholesale rejection of their lives and times in Harlem,

his refusal to acknowledge a past that may simultaneously include a shabby
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apartment and warm rituals to transform the living space into the dance floor at

the Savoy because, as previously mentioned, Marshall doesn’t seem to suggest

that the Johnsons must forfeit culture for economic prowess but she lets Jerome

make that decision.

Avey’s failure to recognize the fact that her cultural legacy and economic

prosperity can coexist and mutually inform the other becomes Avey’s weakness.

Like the Breedloves in The Bluest Eye, the Johnsons cannot count on their

neighbors or families for non-material assistance like offering to watch the

children and resources such as sugar or other goods because they shut others out.

As a consequence of Jerome’s decision to keep others out of their lives, they are

alone in his quest for material success.  Keith Sandiford believes that because the

Ibos reappropriated the power the white colonizers stole from them when they

captured them, the story Cuney tells validates their “free moral agency over their

own time and over the veritable issues of autonomy and survival for a whole

community of men and women” (372).  This seems to adequately support

Cuney’s grandmother’s admiration for those who possess the power to manipulate

their destinies and circumvent adversarial domination.  Moreover, free moral

agency is precisely what Jay and Avey were striving for in their quest for money;

however, they identified this freedom in the form of a comfortable class level and

income without considering that one should never consider sacrificing one’s

cultural legacy in the process.  As Cuney wants the Ibo parable to demonstrate,

many people fought hard and sacrificed tremendously for the rights and benefits

the Johnson family take for granted, but the import of such a concept stays lost on
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Avey until the end of the novel when she achieves an understanding of how the

self operates within the time continuum, the family, community, nation, and

Diaspora.  Again, if even Avey could have remained loyal to her familial history

in addition to her husband’s upwardly mobile aspirations, she would not have

found herself in such a state of moral bankruptcy, nor would she disgrace by not

honoring her heritage.

And so it appears that Avey’s destiny is to not only become reunited with

her past, or modify her destiny to a more appropriate course, but, also, she must

accept her pre-determined role as Cuney’s replacement, what Cuney groomed and

carefully prepared her for, the “medium, or conveyor, of an archetypal African

American myth” (Couser 108).   If Avey continues to deny her role in history, the

Ibo parable will cease to inform future generations of the power of their African

heritage, and their great strength of will and dignity will no longer serve its

audience.  Already Avey has broken the tradition kept in maintaining and passing

on her family’s history, particularly not teaching the Ibo tale to her daughters.

But because she distances herself from her past and those lessons once learned,

Avey has few tools or protection to rely on for her journey; therefore, she urgently

needs a spiritual guide.  In an article in which he compares Avey to Tayo, a

character in Leslie Marmon Silko’s Ceremony, C. Thomas Couser cites rum shop

owner Lebert Joseph as the elder who is assigned to assist Avey through the

initiation process, which is similar to what Tayo must do to regain his power of

heritage by asking Betonie for guidance.  Couser finds that all the characters must

purge their unwise influences, attend to their pilgrimage, and participate in a ritual
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ceremony.   These steps reunite both Avey and Tayo to traditional ways and guide

them to a “reaffirmation of ethnic identity” (Couser 106).  As they each begin the

lengthy process of recollection, in the form of complex flashbacks, which brings

them closer to their respective tribes, Couser believes the communities, in turn,

move to readopt them (106).  This idea of the individual, weak and vulnerable

from lack of familial and communal support, reconciling with her group and

moving from the margin to the center also seems to reinforce the inherent

circularity and integration of the parts to the whole that comprise Marshall’s

worldview.

In order to complete the ritual process Couser mentions above, Avey

undertakes two important steps that prepare her for the cleansing ceremony that is

to follow. This reconnection must involve a ritual purging and subsequent

purification. First, in the hotel in Grenada she awakens to the smell of what she

identifies as a baby who needs changing only to realize that the smell is

emanating from her; and second, she discovers that the previous night’s sleep has

“emptied the contents of the past thirty years, so that she had awakened like a

slate that had been wiped clean, a tabula rasa upon which a whole new history

could be written (PW 151).  These are precursory purging mechanisms, however,

that lead to the symbolic middle passage ceremony discussed below where Avey

will physically and mentally purge her system and give herself over to this ritual

of spiritual discovery.  But with the tabula rasa that places her recent past behind

her, Avey is no longer the traditional lone individual facing adversity while on a

quest for truth and understanding, an unskilled journeywoman surviving by her
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just her wits and instincts in a heartless world.  Instead, Marshall repositions, or

gives Avey a rebirth, where the lost soul who is poised to begin her reunification

with the many instead of remaining the one alone.

Avey’s venture to spiritual and personal reunification begins after she

escapes the surreal parallel universe on the Grenadian docks, finds the hotel to

escape into much-needed sleep, contends with the apparition of her dead husband,

Jerome, and ruminates their collective failure as culturally aware people and

parents.  Newly cognizant of her mistakes yet unsure of how to correct them,

Avey determines she must venture out onto the island while she waits for the next

available flight to the states.  After awakening from a deep sleep and obviously

confused, she wanders along a nearby beach, becomes dehydrated to the point of

delirium, and stumbles into a shabby bar where she meets her destiny, spiritual

guide, Lebert Joseph, who symbolizes the living stand-in for Cuney as spiritual

pedagogue, as well as the African god, Legba, complete with “hipshot walk and

ancient mariner eyes” (Pollard 291).

There is a marked change between the events discussed in the first two

chapters, the “soul-sapping pursuit of material progress [that usurps] the

praisesongs of a Sunday” (Sandiford 381), and the spiritual religious worlds

abound in Chapter Three, entitled “Lave Tete.”  Marshall shifts from an explicit

and ordered western world to a specific African American folk heroic tradition,

which concentrates on black culture building in America that is “an extension of

African culture-building” (Roberts 4).  To understand the links between African

and African American culture building “requires that we reorient our thinking
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both about the culture-specific nature and function of heroic expression and about

black culture-building in America” (Roberts 4).  John W. Roberts defines culture

building in general as how a group (family and community) codifies solutions “to

the problem of how to live based on certain stable relationships, the relationships

of human beings to God or the supernatural, to nature, and to each other” (4).

Roberts goes on to explain that actions most heroic are the ones dealing with “an

obstacle or situation that threatens the values that guide action within specific

temporal or social, political, and economic contexts” (5).  Solutions are then

disseminated through these groups via myths, folk literature, and stories that help

the groups recognize vital elements needed to protect and survive (5).  Obviously,

the Ibo parable teaches the Tatem community and Avey’s family how to handle

threatening situations, specifically those in which personal liberty is at stake.

With this chapter and the character of Joseph, Marshall breaks with

ubiquitous plot devices, such as linear progression and moves into magic realism.

The appearance of a spiritual guide/hero such as Lebert Joseph signifies an

author’s desire to either reinstate or stress certain solutions to problems

experienced within a community, such as maintaining stable relationships,

religious practices within a hostile or indifferent culture, and overcoming

obstacles (Roberts 4).  The folk hero reminds people of particular qualities or

behaviors, such as honesty, creativity, and the ability to react under pressure, that

they may already understand but have forgotten and she reflects shared values,

such as valuing extended family and community over the individual and, most

importantly, culture-building “is a recursive, rather than linear, process of
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endlessly devising solutions to both old and new problems of how to live under

ever-changing social, political, and economic conditions (Roberts 11).  Lebert

Joseph, then, appears in order to remind readers and Avey that connections

between family, kinship, and community may get lost but can never be entirely

severed, that as Avey’s life and world in New York evolve, she must negotiate

western world progress with African American values and beliefs.

In Caribbean voodoo beliefs, the term “Lave Tete” denotes a ceremony

where one is washed clean (McGregory).  The opening quotation begins with

“Papa Legba, ouvri barriere pou’ mwe,” which translates to “Papa Legba, open

the gateway for me.” (Pollard 289).  It seems that Marshall begins with a

symbolic request that reinforces Avey’s need to find a guide, because she cannot

open the gateway to her journey without Legba’s assistance.  Marshall chooses

Legba, the voodoo god who connects mortals and other gods, and whose human

form deceptively occupies the form of an old, lame man, often limping and who

uses a crooked cane or crutch (Pollard 289).  As a shape changer who can connect

Avey with the gods, Lebert Joseph has the credentials necessary to take Avey out

from her spiritual disenfranchisement.  The widow’s cultural disconnections have

rendered her powerless, she has received assiduously placed hints that urge her to

begin her reintegration with her estranged past, but not only is she alone in a

foreign country, she also lacks the skills necessary to navigate her search for

spiritual renewal.  In accordance with African cosmology, the lost one must find a

spiritual guide.  Her childhood guide was Cuney, and it now appears that Joseph

fulfils the role, continuing the theme Marshall has developed concerning
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circularity of order, or her parallel universe, by representing Cuney and the

ubiquitous trickster figure from the Afro-Caribbean cosmology Legba (Couser

110).  As a shape changer, Joseph has the ability to appeal to Avey on many

subconscious levels.  Legba’s androgyny brings associations of the familiar as he

reminds her of Cuney.  His performance of the Bongo, “a painful lament for a

Carriacou man and his wife sundered from each other and from their children by

the vicissitudes of chattel slavery,” connects “dormant memories of the Juba

itself,” and allows her to relax and completely trust in this man (Sandiford 387).

On the conscious level, his broken gait and expressive face evoke sympathy and

compassion from her, and his glee and energy inspire the same.  He also serves as

a link between a circular worldview and power and knowledge from the past as an

“avatar of African survival” (Kubitschek 110).  Additionally, he places vital

importance on keeping the individual firmly grounded within her family and

community.

 As soon as he boards her on a boat bound for Granada, Avey no longer

sees herself as autonomous.  Her mind swirls around events she hadn’t thought of

since childhood, images surrounding her family and ritualistic trips on the Robert

Fulton as it took her family and other Black passengers up the Hudson River on

day picnics.  She recalls her parents, free from their dull work clothing and

festooned in bright garb that reflected their moods.  As quickly, the movies in her

mind switch reels and she finds herself back in Tatem with Cuney watching the

Ring Shout dance.  Then she remembers the surreal feeling of connectedness she

always gleaned from these journeys, and how “hundreds of slender threads stream
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out of her navel and from the place where her heart was to enter those around her”

(PW 190).  These invisible threads gave her place within her family, her

community, and her nation, and the memory of them initiates the reconnection to

come.

Unbeknownst to Avey though, remembering the threads is the final act

that necessitates the purging ceremony that takes place on the way to the Beg

Pardon, the ceremony that will reduce the “crater where her life of the past three

decades had been” (PW 196).  While bobbing on the Caribbean waters en route to

Carriacou, the bloated mass in her belly that necessitated her early departure from

the Bianca Pride returns, this time more swollen, angrier, and determined to exit

her body through all available orifices.  However, instead of feeling alone and out

of control, Avey knows, on some level, that the island women passengers who

reminded her so much of the women from her childhood church will comfort and

aid her.  She implicitly trusts these that these somber women, mirror images of the

Mother Caldwells, Mother Powers, and Mother Greens from the Mount Olivet

Baptist Church the Williams family attended would lay their hands upon her,

invoke the “ancient practice of using hands in a symbolical act of blessing,

healing, and ordination” to heal the pain in her bowels, and deliver her up to the

next caretaker (Gabbin 247).

That role falls to Rosalie Parvey, Lebert Joseph’s daughter, who also

performs the ritualistic laying on of hands.   After the purging on the boat, Lebert

Joseph brings an exhausted and physically spent Avey to Rosalie’s home where

she is bathed in a galvanized tub, a replica of the one Cuney would bathe the child
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Avey.  I believe this next step perpetuates the spiritual connections between the

islanders and the African Americans from South Carolina, and also reminds her of

being nurtured by female ancestors or feeling “symbolically reborn into her tribe”

(Kubitschek 110).  After the bath, Rosalie expertly massages oils into Avey’s

weary muscles, slowly working the remainder of the last thirty years from her

body, preparing her for the Beg Pardon Dance to come.  Pollard refers to these

various steps as a “physical remaking of the woman,” the end of one journey and

the beginning of another, for when Avey joins the circle and dances the Beg

Pardon, she in effect symbolizes the process to restore the fragmentation of

communities, “makes the link across waters and boundaries of generations and

time” (Busia 210).  And on a personal level, she receives the crucial forgiveness

from Cuney, from her parents, and from all the ancestors she ignored all those

years.

Marshall leaves us not only with Avey’s realization and her destiny but

also with a sense of hope for the future.  If she failed in her responsibility to her

children, she can redeem herself and more importantly mend the cultural rift with

the next generation.  The widow, Avey, will go by her full name, Avatara, derived

from the term “avatar” which means reincarnation (Denniston 108).  I see the

reincarnation symbolic of her ability to reconnect with her truncated family and

community.  No longer concerned with herself, she recognizes she is but a part of

a greater system that includes her children, grandchildren, the people in Harlem

and Tatem, the living and the dead who have come before her.   She will sell her

home in White Plains, return to Tatem, and receive her grandchildren each
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summer so that she becomes the conveyor who passes the cosmology of their

folktales, histories, and mythology to them, “as [she] had been ordained”

(Marshall 256).  And she will take them to the water’s edge, pause, and begin the

tale of the Ibos with the mantra,  “It was here that they brought them” (256).

Thus, the praisesong for this particular widow embraces the histories, myths, and

beliefs of many people, Ibos, Afro-Caribbeans, and African Americans, and she

finds herself amply prepared to engage in the task of perpetuating history.  In so

doing, Avey recognizes the greater forces Cuney tried to educate her to; she also

commits to her family and her community this newly found energy; finally,

giving back engages the worldview Marshall fosters in this novel.

This novel warns readers against falling into the same traps as Avey and

Jerome find.  I think that Praisesong for the Widow accentuates the necessity to

“find one’s personal identity and to establish one’s cultural affiliation and

allegiance” (Denniston 145), because without culture the family has no origins,

rituals, beliefs, or practices.  Though the search for cultural affiliation and

allegiance deeply affects many Americans, I find it more vital for people of ethnic

origins when a dominant culture urges homogeneity.  Loss of familial and

communal identity and pressures to conform to cultural and ethnic assimilation

form the base of this need.  Systematic fragmentation and interruption of cultural

beliefs, mores, and practices by social and judicial not only suggests displaced

power but reinforces the disenfranchisement of people.  Perhaps by reading

literature featuring Diaspora and its effects, we can recognize those “cultural signs

of the lives of Africa’s [and Cuba’s, China’s, Japan’s, et al] children at home and
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in the New World” (Busia 197).  This understanding is tangential to future inroads

into cultural equality.

Only at the end of the novel does the protagonist process these symbols

and discovers she is no longer an individual adrift in an overwhelming society but

instead can summon the power of ancestors from many generations and many

lands.  Avey identifies her destiny: she must honor, protect, and disseminate to

future generations the gift and power of heritage.  She now understands that her

position as familial and communal griot does not, as her late husband assumed,

require abandoning her middle class position, but instead she must apply her

economic successes associated with her present to the power of legacies gleaned

from the past.  Her money will be spent rebuilding Aunt Cuney’s home and

repairing the familial and communal fissures she allowed to take over.    This

post-family romance also demonstrates that the family is less fixed, as the

Johnsons’ nuclear construction, and is more malleable, flexing out to include

foremothers and fathers from Ibo, Africa, the Caribbean islands, South Carolina,

and New York.  The grandchildren and her own children she previously ignores

will move from the fringes to the center of her world, and she vows to provide

them with at the very least the yearly lesson of their heritage, the South Carolinian

Ibo slaves. At the novel’s close, readers see Avey determined to.  Where once her

cultural unity was shattered, there is promise for reinstitution and wholeness.

Praisesong for the Widow connects the past to the present, positions the

family is the seat of power of a communal culture that saves lives, heals, and

restores via parallel universes, appoints the community as a much larger entity
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than is typically defined by geographic proximity, and asserts that the family as a

dynamic organism is capable of rejuvenating itself.  Avatara (Avey) Johnson

teaches us that we can no longer afford to ignore the multiple points that collide to

form our heritages, nor can we cease to teach the stories to our children.  Avatara

nee Avey learns as we do the powerful consequences of shirking that

responsibility.  Though there have been those who believe that the “positive Black

family traits such as extended kinship networks are viewed [by others] as deviant

and disorganized” (Roschelle7), Marshall proves the opposite by articulating how

recalcitrant our pervasive ideas about traditional nuclear families are, that an how

these restrictive ideologies cause more destruction than good, and finally how we

must continue efforts to reconstruct the dominant ideologies about the origin and

make-up of the American family by telling, reading, and celebrating these stories.

                                                  
1
Obviously this is an abbreviated list that, coincidentally, doesn’t include any male figures.  See Ernest

Gaines, bell hooks, Cornel West, Henry Louis Gates, Jr. and Robert Farris for more work on African

American theory and criticism.

2
 Jacqueline Jones in Labor of Love, Labor of Sorrow: Black Women, Work, and the Family from Slavery

to the Present discusses how black women have tried to keep their families together despite having to leave

the homeplace and seek work in economically troubling times.  Her research shows the shift of power from

within the family due to this gaping absence.

3
Moynihan is white, Catholic, and at the time admittedly unknowledgeable about black family structure

past what his research of black families in New York indicated, suggesting his role in knowledge

disseminator took on a privileged vantage.

4
 The term “griot” refers to one who conveys African oral and spiritual traditions.  “ “griot historian is a

scholar in any discipline who connects, uses, and understands the methods and insights of both Western

and African world-views and historical perspectives to further develop a synthesis—an African American
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woman’s social science with a unique methodology, sensibility, and language.”  For additional information,

see Barbara Omolade.  “The Silence and the Song: Toward a Black Woman’s History through a Language

of Her Own.”  Wild Women in the Whirlwind: Afra-American Culture and the Contemporary Literary

Renaissance.  Braxton, Joanne M. and Andree Nicola McLaughlin, eds.  New Brunswick: Rutgers

University Press, 1990: 282-295.
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CHAPTER THREE

Changing Cultures and Issues: la familia and la comunidad in How the Garcia

Girls Lost Their Accents and Dreaming in Cuban

All migrants leave their past behind, although some try to pack it into bundles and

boxes but on the journey something seeps out of the treasured mementos and old

photographs, until even their owners fail to recognize them, because it is the fate

of the migrants to be stripped of history, to stand naked amidst the scorn of

strangers upon whom they see the rich clothing, the brocades of continuity and the

eyebrows of belonging.

Salman Rushdie

The tension generated when dissimilar cultures come into contact—tension

between past and present, between family history and daily life—is particularly

visible in literature by immigrant writers.

Karen Christian

This chapter examines how two fictional families negotiate many of same

issues that the MacTeers, the Breedloves, and the Johnsons faced, namely the

dilemma to preserve cultural beliefs and practices surrounding family and

community within a larger hegemonic agenda asserting homogeneity and to

maintain successful family relationships.  The perspective shifts to include
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additional factors, such as the complex constellation of power relations that

surrounds the issues of political exile, a greater reliance on family as community,

economic struggle, and English as a second language.  How the Garcia Girls Lost

Their Accents (Garcia Girls) (1991) by Dominican American author Julia

Alvarez, and Dreaming in Cuban (1992) by Cuban American author Cristina

Garcia depict Dominican and Cuban nuclear and extended families struggling to

negotiate the processes of honoring ideologies they carry from the homeland and

the constant pressure to acculturate or assimilate the new beliefs and customs

learned in America.  These are among the issues that must be considered in the

differences between acculturation, which “occurs when the various cultural

threads of the ethnic and mainstream cultures become intermeshed,” and

assimilation, “a gradual process, occurring over time in which one set of cultural

traits is relinquished and a new set is acquired through participation in mainstream

culture” (McAdoo 11).  Alvarez and Garcia depict closeness within the

multigenerational families who are influenced by the convergence and production

of origin, ethnicity, class, and gender, and trace how these elements contribute to

familial and individual struggles for identity in a new country.  While orienting to

life in America, Latina families, whether exiled or voluntarily immigrated lose

tightly-knit communities of extended family; consequently, they generally must

redouble efforts to retain elements from their past in order to provide comfort and

a sense of belonging in their new country in the face of the Althusserian “state

apparatus” systems which encourage a nuclear family arrangement and mandate

trading one culture for another as part of the assimilation process.
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In her debut novel Alvarez essentially answers the question implied in the

title to detail not only how the Garcia girls lost their accents but also why this

linguistic phenomenon might occur.  Because of his political activities,

specifically a clandestine relationship with the CIA in an attempt to stage a coup

to oust Dictator Rafael Leonidas Trujillo Molina, young Doctor Garcia must

gather his wife and four children and flee from their home in the Dominican

Republic for the safety of the United States.  Alvarez uses a modified circular

format where she begins in the present and writes in reverse order to end with the

beginning of the Garcia’s exile from the island.  Julie Barak calls the method “a

narrative that spirals from the outside in, whirling backward through the Garcia’s

lives” to take them farther away from their lives and luxurious existence the

Dominican Republic (160).  Though Yolanda, who seems to be Alvarez’s

persona, shoulders more of the narrative duties, each adult child “writes” a

chapter to reflect upon the events of her life and how she was affected by the

turmoil that begins with the forced assimilation at her arrival as a small child, or

what William Luis calls the “erasure of the ethnic excess” (94).  Alvarez engages

three generations of Garcia del a Torres (in Latino/a families when referring to

extended family both surnames are used) to work through the trauma of

separation that occurs due to political events so that readers can witness the same

events from multiple perspectives.  The novel opens in 1989, almost thirty years

after the family has fled Trujillo’s secret police.  Yolanda, in the throes of an

identity crisis, has returned to her extended family in an effort to recuperate the

part of her she feels she lost on the day her panicked mother packed the family’s
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belongings.  Alvarez sections the novel into three distinct groups of narrative.  In

the first, which spans 1972-1989, the sisters are adults; the second part covers

1960-1972 and parallels the cultural revolution of the 60s with the private

revolutions of Garcia girl adolescence; the final section accounts for their idyllic

island early childhood spanning 1956-1960.

Likewise, the complicated path of exiles separated from their families

forms the impetus for Dreaming in Cuban.  As is often the pattern in literature

written by Cuban nationalists and exiled expatriates, the pivotal point in the island

history occurs in 1959 when Fidel Castro’s revolution succeeds and he assumes

control.  Joseph M. Viera calls Garcia’s novel a “microcosm of the Cuban

condition since it depicts families torn apart emotionally, geographically, and

ideologically” (231).  The author begins with a brief character sketch of the oldest

living member of the family, Celia del Pino, Castro loyalist, matriarch, and

mother to Lourdes, Felicia, and Javier, and wife to Jorge, as she peers through

government issued binoculars out into the waters off the Cuban coast that her

house sits upon looking for gusano (worm) traitors who might be attempting to

abandon the revolution and the island.  Abandoned by her unloving mother and

subsequently raised by a kind aunt, Celia’s early adult life is marred by depression

over an unrequited love, and lack of maternal emotion.  Garcia accounts for

Celia’s character through letters she writes to this lost love.  Within the span of

almost thirty years Celia touches upon every personal and public detail in her life

from politics to her beloved granddaughter.  She passes her maternal distancing to

her eldest daughter Lourdes who, with husband Rufino Puente has long been
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living in New York with their daughter Pilar, and were part of the mass exodus of

Cuba’s wealthy and artisans almost immediately after Castro began appropriating

private citizens’ lands and bank accounts.  Pilar shoulders the brunt of the

narrative duties which are expressed in first person to, like the Garcia girls, record

the fallout not only from familial separation but also the tension political diversity

plays in family.  Similar to what Alvarez does with Yolanda, Garcia makes Pilar

the exiled daughter who wants the impossible, the private sphere of family and

community to overwhelm the public rift between politicos and reunite families

and communities.  That way she can retrieve the part of her selfhood she believes

waits on the island of her family’s origins; she, too, devises a journey and casts

herself as her own personal cultural anthropologist, on a mission to recover

familial artifacts of both tangible and intangible quality.  Until she can persuade

her stubborn mother to make the trip, Pilar keeps the telepathic communication

she and Celia share going, and she stages her own coup, a brief stint running away

to her Floridian relatives and their access to the island.  Felicia lives near Celia

and is a reluctant comrade to the revolution.  From her estranged husband she

inherits three things: daughter Luz, son Ivanito, and a debilitating case of syphilis

that eats away at her brain.

For Alvarez’s and Garcia’s characters the Freudian family romance is yet

another cultural mystique that must unraveled in the inevitable quest for open and

unconditional acceptance “for those who are part of the communities based on

extended family, religious beliefs, or country of origin” (McAdoo 13).  Where the

Freudian family romance encourages the individual as focal point, these two
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novels demonstrate how acculturation and assimilation affect immigrant

communities and families.  Freud’s theory about the family romance seems to

have most affected the European continent and Eurocentric America; in most

Latin American cultures the family is simply structured differently.  For example,

in Latin American countries machismo, a form of male dominance, pervades

many families.  Here the father is largely absent, and by messaging his commands

from afar he is symbolized in the abstract (Stavins 108).  To be macho, according

to Ilan Stavins, is to consider sexual conquests a sign of strength.  Also, a man

must appear physically well built.  Men who are heavy, balding, or possessing

some other physical impairment are considered effeminate.  Likewise, revealing

emotions is also taboo (108).  Women are to come to the marriage bed virgins

while their husbands should be well experienced.  Stavins points out how

education, politics, and cultural media support these ideologies.  However, I

believe that Latinas circumvent machismo with a more egalitarian family

authority system, and I discuss Alvarez and Garcia’s methodologies in more depth

below.  Since the Freudian family romance is an Eurocentric concept and as such

is one Dominican and Cuban natives are not familiar with until they arrive in the

states, being forced into the family romance creates the unique perspective of

“intersecting forms of domination” that produce both oppression and opportunity”

(Dill 237).  The patriarchal family romance initially oppresses characters in both

novels until Garcia and Alvarez successfully override that trope to create a post-

family romance in which power is more equitably distributed.  Like the previous

chapter where the Freudian family is explicitly circumvented, Alvarez and Garcia
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also subvert a male-dominant family social system for a more egalitarian and at

times maternal oriented system.

Because the authors emphasize extended family groupings and a greater

reliance on communal resources to redistribute power and authority to more than

a few, the characters negotiate through K. T. Kumabe’s concept of an

“acculturation continuum,” the “scale of values that confronts a person or group

from an ethnic background” (qtd. in McAdoo 11).  This continuum can span the

values learned in the person’s homeland, their religion, beliefs, and practices that

are typically unique to the mainstream values of the hegemonic group and what I

see as practices that enhance the contemporary family romance.  Alvarez and

Garcia also demonstrate the range of emotion an individual may experience while

dropping in and out on the acculturation/assimilation continuum.  When the

Garcia girls are children the social gap between them and their classmates seems

vast, but they remain unaffected because their parents insure them regular

connections to island relatives and customs to assuage doubts and hurt brought

about by schoolyard tauntings.  Later when they are in college the sisters

experience anger when they want to fit in with their American friends but they

perceive their parents to be holding them back with Dominican customs.  Guilt

intervenes and redirects their efforts to just short of the moment they are ready to

succumb to the pressure and sell out their familial history for light skin and blue

eyes.

Together these two novels create forums for the discussion of Spanish-

speaking immigrant families and their tales of survival, adversity, and successes.
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The characters are citizens of a diverse American society negotiating the dilemma

of maintaining dual cultures and offering tremendous enhancements to the post-

family system.  Each author examines, problematizes, and questions familial

communities as a central component of identity formation while living in a

dominant American culture that places less value on extended kinship networks

and more on nuclear family networks.  The novels support the idea that the

American family defines itself in multiple ways by multiple ideologies, none of

which can claim to be exclusively “American.”  Finally, the characters resist the

essentialized and homogeneous representations of either a Cuban or Dominican

heritage as that which is fixed, featuring instead evolving, robust, and complex

hybrid families, communities, and cultures.

During the characters’ struggle to preserve la familia and their native

customs and beliefs while undertaking the processes of redefining their families

and homes as sites of culturally repressive and progressive practices and

experiencing the ongoing drama of trying to blend American values and habits

with their own, they reveal a palette of emotions, depending on age and gender.

Alvarez’s Carlos and Laura exhibit “anger, despair, and sadness” at the dramatic

changes in their lives while their children express “vacillation and ambivalence”

(Borland 49).  Garcia’s Pilar, just a small child when her parents emigrate,

expresses a rage and contempt only a teen can summon at her mother’s vehement

attitude about Cuba and their separation from the remainder of the family.  This

range of disparate emotions resembles what William Luis calls the “dance

between two cultures” in his book of the same name.  The term describes what
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exiles perceive as the limited choice between to “either strive to assimilate—to

eliminate the excess—or seek refuge in the familiarity of their ethnic community”

(qtd. in Karen Christian 90).  Though Luis structures his observations on an

either/or principle, he would probably agree that acculturating or supporting one’s

ethnic community requires constant negotiating and policing of desires, hopes,

and beliefs.  On the one hand, the lure of assimilation promises an easier life and

less trouble with other Americans, but at the price of erasing customs, holidays

and familial structures?

Alvarez and Garcia find wriggling room that allows their characters to

dance within their two cultures, to choose within assimilation and acculturation,

though outside pressures on the families make efforts to retain many cultural

practices difficult.  Both authors are familiar with this negotiation between

cultural beliefs and as such form a sort of bridge to connect their characters’

ethnicity and the dominant American beliefs, and they write plots where each

community informs and adjusts to the other’s nuances.  These negotiations invite

the absolutely necessary vital exchange of information and a constant adjustment

of the “traditional” family to accommodate various changes without further

encouraging cultural erasure.  Their plots also reveal the troublesome nature of

what Gloria Anzaldua calls living in the “borderlands,” a place that is

simultaneously home but also a foreign land.  Alvarez and Garcia resist limiting

aspects of their characters’ identity formations and instead guide readers towards

an appreciation for their ethnicity, race, networks of power, their sexuality,

gender, class, and geographic identities.  During their stories of struggle to build
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new and successful lives in America, the fictional families Garcia del a Torre and

del Pino Puente add vital texture to the fabric that comprises the American

family’s literary narrative as it coexists within the dominant culture’s narrative,

and provide further evidence to the complexities within Dominican and Cuban

American families and communities.

Additionally, these two novels show how Dominicans and Cuban

Americans impact our notions of family by rescripting the nuclear family

ideology on multiple levels by the author’s interpretation of the following points.

Both novels portray families as sites where members alternately exchange power

within their intimate circles and remain strong within larger webs of a

community.  The families are comprised of members of various ages and genders

who receive and relinquish individual authority within their membership, thereby

creating alternating points of authority and resistance.  Each has the ability to and

typically does impose or withdraw his or her power, which disrupts the

patriarchal/traditional family.  Relationships are subsequently defined by how

characters choose to manifest their authority, and the novels portray the family as

a heterogeneous apparatus, absolving itself of precise membership boundaries,

which result in households comprised of various kin and fictive members, such as

aunts, uncles, grandparents, cousins, lovers, and friends.  These fictional families

are dynamic organisms that reinvent themselves for adaptation and survival.

Both novels examine and problematize issues surrounding the home, la

casa, as both a safe haven as well as a prison house of oppression, a place for all

and a spot for none.  The works portray the home as actually one of the sites
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where the public and private spheres dissolve, because through these particular

novels the distinctions between these traditional categories becomes less clearly

represented than in other periods.  For example, fiction from the nineteenth and

early twentieth century created and then vehemently supported a clear division

between the public and private sectors, a system that seems less important,

judging from the points Alvarez and Garcia make.  Alvarez’s Garcia residence in

the island that protects the family from political turmoil and speaks to their

economic stability is also by traditional American literature considered non-

traditional.  The extended family resides in a large compound where business and

home life are contained together.  At one point, members of the American CIA

take up residence in one of the houses so that Dr. Garcia can assist them in a coup

to overthrow Trujillo.  This residential compound resembles a small city rather

than a traditionally private home.  For Garcia’s del Pinos, Celia lives in a house

that openly invites the public into her private sphere because “the neighborhood

has voted her little brick-and-cement house by the sea as the primary lookout” for

enemy invasion and Celia their vigilant guard (DC 3).  As a proud Castro

supporter, Celia expresses no qualms of personal ownership, preferring to see her

home as an outpost against the gusano who swear against el Lidar.  Celia believes

it is an honor to give her home to the revolution.

Another instance where discussions surrounding this chapter shall be

markedly different from the preceding one is the issue of language.  Children of

immigrant parents, like Alvarez’s Garcias and Garcia’s Pilar Puente, achieve

proficiency in English more quickly than their parents, in part because speaking
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the English language is mandated in the school system.  Yolanda Garcia reveals

her motivation for acquiring a proficiency in English as protective as well as

practical because it “was still a party favor for me—crack open the dictionary,

find out if I’d just been insulted, praised, admonished, criticized” (GG 87). This

swift language acquisition puts sons and daughters in the awkward position of

negotiating between frustrated parents and the grocer, the doctor, teachers, the

utilities company, the landlord, and so on, requiring children to act as translators

for their parents and unavoidably usurping parental rule.  Children return from

school or a friend’s house with new if not necessarily Eurocentric cultural

practices that threaten existing ones, and parents suddenly become “old school,”

obsolete and powerless to their children’s hunger for acculturation or assimilation.

Pilar and her mother Lourdes, however, reverse the typical pattern of

parents clinging to old traditions and children gobbling up anything American.

Pilar covets her mother’s naturally fluent Spanish and resents anything in

translation because of the danger in confusing and diluting original meaning.  She

confides in her diary, “I envy my mother her Spanish curses sometimes.  They

make my English collapse in a heap” (DC 59).  Like her mother peering at the

surf off the Cuban coast for American invaders, Lourdes watches vigilantly her

daughter’s attempts to immerse herself into what Lourdes sees as the contested

terrain of her ethnic identity.  Where Pilar determines to uncover her Cuban

values, beliefs, and customs, Lourdes struggles to prevent the same.  Obviously in

such a difficult situation this battle drives a wedge between the mother and

daughter, prompting a concerned doctor to suggest to Lourdes that she and Pilar
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needed to spend more time together.  She enrolls them in a flamenco class, but

when the instructor singles Pilar out for her “proud chest” and “how she carries

herself,” Lourdes cancels the course for fear that her daughter may become too

ethnic (Garcia 59).

Skin color and tone further complicates ethnicity and hegemony.  Karen

Christian observes, “For those immigrants with racial difference visibly inscribed

on their bodies, no amount of performing will ever permit them to pass as white

Americans” (92).  This belief plays out in the American education system that

perpetuates the power struggle between immigrant parents and their children.

Patricia Hill Collins states that typically white, middle-class children find the

educational experiences they receive affirm their family’s middle-class values;

however, the opposite can be true for certain African American, Hispanic, Asian

American, and Native American children whose experiences seem to stand in

contrast to their class status and dominant cultural values and beliefs (206).

Collins supports her work with examples that include the ubiquitous skin tone

issue that creates tension between people trying to preserve their particular

cultural beliefs and those who insist all but the dominant cultural values must

become subordinate to the American cultural system, whatever that may be.  In a

conversation she had with an African American mother who married and had two

sons with a Japanese American, Collins demonstrates how undeniably shaky race

can be.  PTA mother Jenny Yamoto observed that her sons’ behaviors were

interpreted differently depending on which parent would attend the open house.

If she represented the family, she was told her oldest son behaved “disruptive
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[and] irreverent,” but if their father attended, the same child would be praised for

his assertive actions and clever thinking (206).  Obviously this culturally

determined shift might rupture existing parent to child relationships and disrupt

often subtly transfered power from one generation to the next.  Parents and

grandparents feel less in control, and children discover those they have looked to

and relied upon for guidance may have been undermined by outside authorities,

such as the Collins example.

This reinforced good skin color/bad skin color is a recursive theme in both

Garcia Girls and Dreaming in Cuban.  When her parents visit her in college,

Yolanda is quickly reminded of how her family and herself have been culturally

inscribed with “difference” because of their Dominican features (GG 98).  Her

sister Carla reluctantly echoes this phenomenon by admitting her embarrassment

over how she assumes her Anglo friends will react to “[h]er immigrant father with

his thick mustache and accent and three-piece suit” (GG 155).  Fretting over

always feeling one step behind her college peers, Yolanda rues her immigrant

origins.  She confides to her diary, “If only I too had been born in Connecticut or

Virginia, I too would understand the jokes everyone was making on the last two

digits of the year 1969; I too would be having sex and smoking dope; I too would

have suntanned parents who took me skiing in Colorado over Christmas break”

(GG 95).  In Dreaming in Cuban, Lourdes hires a Puerto Rican woman, but her

actions reveal the decision is less about helping a fellow immigrant with

employment opportunities and more about assuaging her own racial prejudices.

Lourdes critically scrutinizes the darker-skinned Maribel’s every move, noting her
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new employee’s efficiency but remaining convinced the woman is fundamentally

lazy and capable of stealing.  Masking her anger in the thought that “nobody

works like an owner,” she admonishes Maribel for her lack of sales initiative

when she simply rings people up instead of suggesting more items to purchase.

Finally Lourdes’s vigilance pays off when she catches the woman stealing money

from the register.  Triumphantly, Lourdes orders the other brown-skinned woman

from The American Bakery (DC 66).

Additionally, these novelists expose the implicit double bind of ethnicity

and growing up in America.  The adolescent/teen period, difficult enough when

one’s identity is aligned in the traditional white, middle class, Christian, nuclear

category, is even more difficult for a brown-skinned child with an accent.  In fact,

studies indicate that first-generation children often reject their culture of origin for

the perceived homogeneity of their new culture’s beliefs and a chance to fit in

instead of continuously being perceived as different, though Garcia’s Pilar

subverts this pattern.  Despite this shift, many second and third generation

children return to and practice the distinctive characteristics of their parents’ and

grandparents’ native cultures and values, thus preserving and perpetuating

original beliefs while staying within the context of what may be loosely defined

as an American culture.  Garcia makes the distinction between generational

loyalty to the home country vividly clear, but only insofar as to reflect the gamut

of the general split between pro and anti-Castro Cuban Americans and resists

privileging one over the other (Luis 216).  As evidenced in the del Pino family,

some achieve glory by answering Castro’s call for community work (Celia and
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the reluctant Felicia), some remain loyal to Cuba but not her politics (Rufino and

Pilar), and others become aggressively vocal concerning the government and its

hold over the island (Lourdes).  Conversely, Alvarez’s novel could almost read as

an acculturation handbook for survival, because the young girls quickly learn that

the way to duck schoolyard taunts and become popular with boys is to distance

themselves from their cultural legacy.  However, as adults they unequivocally

align themselves with their Dominican heritage as evidenced by the end of the

novel when as an adult, Yolanda returns to the island to recoup her lost histories.

At that point Alvarez reveals the layered intricacies of preserving cultural pride

from dominant cultural erasure.  Yolanda believes that after years of therapy,

several mental breakdowns, and much pain and suffering, she is prepared to

accept that the answer to her identity and self worth will avail itself to her when

she returns to her original home.

Finally, and most importantly, these two novels demonstrate how the

immigrant family becomes infused with and influenced by so-called American

beliefs, and then articulate the overlooked point that this knowledge exchange is

mutually beneficial to all citizens living in a multicultural society.  People feel

more comfortable sharing familial nuances that enrich the overall culture while

decreasing divisions, because the familial level is more intimate and less

intimidating than the educational and judicial segments.  One informal method of

unlocking cultural equality is to share and learn cultural beliefs and customs from

one another, and often this process begins when people intermarry or integrate

neighborhoods.  Another method of shared customs involves food.  Eating in
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restaurants or learning to make dishes that are of another culture are perfectly

acceptable and socially encouraged activities that can even be construed as

connoting a certain cultural sophistication.  But when other mores, beliefs, and

practices are at stake, many who view themselves as “non-traditional” resist

reverse enculturation unless they have integrated families or live in multicultural

neighborhoods.

Alvarez and Garcia’s similarities extend beyond the strong family

narrative running through their work, as their root language is Spanish.  Another

coincidental aspect of these specific works that is their interest in themes

depicting fictional families who come to this country as political exiles, a far

different issue than voluntary immigration.  The novels indicate that exile, forced

or voluntary, is a politically motivated act that firmly and profoundly shapes the

characters’ experiences and ideologies as they negotiate their new lives as

American citizens.  An examination of these texts confirm that Dominican

American and Cuban American families, regardless of immigration

circumstances, contribute to the entity we call the American family.

The issue of naming remains a centrally contested point in personal

identity.  Many theorists prefer not to engage the terms Hispanic, Chicana/o, and

Latina/o when speaking about a corpus of texts and practices originating from

authors who originate from one or more Latin American countries, just as many

more find these terms adequate and appropriate.  Where appropriate I shall be as

specific as possible, referring to people by the country of origin, as in the

Dominican Americans in Alvarez’s novel and the Cuban Americans in Garcia’s.
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I base this decision on arguments presented by Suzanne Oboler in Ethnic Labels,

Latino Lives, Gustavo Perez Firmat’s Life on the Hyphen, Ilan Stavins’ The

Hispanic Condition, William Luis’s Dance Between Two Cultures, and Isabel

Alvarez Borland’s Cuban-American Literature of Exile.  This group of authors

examines controversial practices of group identity among people of Spanish-

speaking countries.  Each favors specificity in group naming, as in Mexican

American, Cuban American, and Dominican American over the more generalized

misunderstanding that they feel the terms Chicana, Hispanic, and Latina convey.

That is, persons who either identify themselves or are identified as Latina,

Hispanic, Chicana, rather than the term that speaks to the specificity of their

country of origin, typically face blanket labeling practices that ignore individual

nations and countries and their diverse and distinct experiences.
1
  That

notwithstanding, the terms “Hispanic” and “Latina” are labels many do find

applicable, and I engage Latina to refer to less culturally specific elements that

separate Dominican from Cuban and more general elements the two novels share.

Though few Cuban Americans identify themselves as Latino or Hispanics, many

Dominicans, Puerto Ricans, and Chicanos label themselves as Hispanic or

Latino/a (Borland 150).  Luis traces the term “Latino” to the late sixties and early

seventies, to an American political group called the Young Lords Party (279).  He

goes on to say that Latino refers to oppressed people in the United States, a term

that “postcolonial people have developed within the colonizing country—an

identity that does not extend outside its geographic borders” (280).  According to

Luis, utilizing the term Latino is to recontextualize outside the boundaries of race,
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in essence to reassign identity, or as Oboler emphasizes, applying the term Latino

or Hispanic blurs the distinctions of writers who could be from one of at least

eighteen separate Spanish-speaking countries (160).  This dilemma of categorical

identity suggests the complexities surrounding ethnicity and how negative

connotations stem from unfairly grouping people of diverse backgrounds, how

powerful identity practices prevail in this country, and how politically charged the

issue of ethnicity remains not only in literary studies, but geopolitics and

socioeconomic arenas as well.

Clearly, there exists the very real probability that this practice of blanket

naming will result in continued cultural erasures and inaccuracies when a

dominant culture cannot or does not recognize and validate ethnic distinction.

Pablo Medina recounts that when he began publishing his work he was alternately

called Hispanic, Cuban American, and even Latino.  He said this confusion gave

him the “distinct impression that I was somehow being manipulated” (qtd. in

Borland 150).  For those who prefer more general or generic labels, Suzanne

Oboler recommends employing the term Latina/o as a marker that is sensitive to

culture as well as language origins, where the term Hispanic is more of a label of

convenience the U. S. government created to conduct census polls and other

politically-motivated exercises.  She believes the term  Hispanic connotes the

image of  “second-class ‘foreign others’” (159).  On the other hand, Borland

supports Gustavo Perez Firmat’s opinion that “Latino is a statistical fiction, a

figment of the imagination of ethnic ideologues, ad executives and salsa singers”

(150).  Firmat calls the term as “an empty concept.”  He adds, “Latino doesn’t
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have a culture, a language, a place of origin.  How do you eat Latino?  You can

dance Cuban.  You can dance rancheras, but how do you dance Latino?”  (qtd. in

Borland 150).  Most who identify themselves as Latinos and Latinas share

cultural, linguistic, and historical legacies originating in those countries that

comprise Latin America, where Chicanos/as essentially claim Mexico as country

of familial origin.  However, Cuba is an island not considered a part of Latin

America, so this existing system of identity markers isn’t sufficient.  Borland,

Oboler, Firmat, and Luis would concur that Latin American and Cuban

immigrants represent a complex group of people with diverse backgrounds,

countries of origin, class position, race, gender, sexuality, religion, and political

beliefs and should be treated as individual entities.  Base assumptions limit a

culture’s richness and must be avoided.  Luis believes applying postmodern

literary theory to cultural criticism allows us to rethink “the evolution and

meaning of terms like Latino, race, difference, and hybridity.  Postmodern

criticism allows us to judge old metanarratives and construct new ones” (287).  It

seems that postmodernity provides the language to interpret as well as engage a

vantage point useful in judging the past and, perhaps, multiethnic literature like

Garcia Girls and Dreaming in Cuban can serve as examples Americans study in

order to measure the successes and failures of a diverse culture.

There are still many theorists who approve of and utilize Latina, Chicana,

Hispanic, Native American, Asian American, and so on in their discussions, a

decision to be honored where appropriate.  Whenever possible though, it seems

wise to read a text responsibly, meaning the audience must consistently
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contextualize the work in a thorough manner, looking at all categories that define

in terms of racial, ethnic, gender, class, and political categories.

The novels also speak to the marked difference between voluntary

immigration, leaving one’s home country in search of prosperity, and exile,

fleeing to avoid political detention or even death.  As William Luis observes, the

Dominican and Cuban political migration patterns occurred roughly around the

same time period, the 1960s when Trujillo fell from power in the Dominican

Republic and Castro rose in Cuba (266).  Their own real-life exile experiences

translate into their fiction, as Alvarez and Garcia each write of forced and chaotic

departures, characters who endure psychological and real chasms in their identity,

and others who never can renounce the beliefs and customs left behind.  These

tropes appear within certain characters’ compulsory desires to circle back towards

their homelands, mentally returning to the intimacy of the private, the comfort of

the public, and rehearsing imagined vignettes involving the things and people left

behind.  The characters cannot resist the temptation to catalog certain conditions

before leaving, reasons for departure, and speculations about life on their islands

after they fled.  Like various Cuban migration patterns which occurred mostly in

order to flee from Fidel Castro’s dictatorship, many Dominicans left their homes

because of Dictator Trujillo’s reign, a time in the island’s history typically

described as bloody, cruel, and dangerous to its inhabitants.  Both dictators ruled

in absolute power and made immigration or exile a political issue that pervaded

all media forms.  Because of their respective positions in history, both dictators

have profoundly impacted their citizens at home and abroad and are subjects of a
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great many fictional accounts, as evidenced in Garcia Girls and Dreaming in

Cuban.  Both dictators achieved power during roughly the same time period,

though Castro has long outlasted Trujillo, who died in 1965, and their respective

reigns have resulted in a significant number of Dominican and Cuban American

writers living and producing literature in the United States.  Where the artistic

brain drain hurts the home country, certainly the U.S. has profited from the

proliferation of great literature by Cuban and Dominican expatriates and

subsequent generations.  The massive amount of displaced writers has created a

unique literary ripple which not only assists the writers in their efforts to find

commonality and a sort of enclave of familiarity in their lives abroad, but has also

fortunately gifted Americans with an incredible cache of work that provides

necessary depth and detail concerning issues relating to Dominican and Cuban

American life.  Alvarez and Garcia join the list of artists including Judith Ortiz

Cofer, Virgil Suarez, Roberto Fernandez, Lorna Dee Cervantes, Victor Hernandez

Cruz, Margarita Luna Robles, Elias Miguel Munoz, Gustavo Perez Firmat, and

Isabel Alvarez-Borland who feature themes and details surrounding their native

cultures in the work they produce.  Many capture the “dislocation of exile as they

find they must use their works to negotiate between the past and the present”

(Alvarez-Borland 43).  For others planning and attempting to execute Trujillo has

been a popular theme in Dominican-identified literature  (Luis 268), as

assassination plots on Castro propel much Cuban-identified fiction. As evident in

Garcia Girls and Dreaming in Cuban, forced or voluntary exile profoundly
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impacts family dynamics for those who not only leave but also for the ones who

must stay.

Suzanne Oboler observes that one importance of oral recitation of familial

stories to up and coming generations is that it helps to instill a cultural pride in

families who face constant hardships in their new country with its differing ideals,

customs, and attitudes.  Like John Roberts’s work in Chapter Two, asserts not all

tales are of the highest order.  Shared histories also preserve and celebrate familial

accomplishments even when the heroes live subordinated lives; myths also alter

otherwise traditional perceptions of the old ways and beliefs.  Oboler refutes the

pervasive belief that Latinas are “passive victims of their experience” which

refers to the idea that Latino machismo keeps Latinas in subjugated positions

(169).  While machismo is clearly a value or belief attached to certain cultures and

prominently featured in both novels, Garcia and Alvarez reject the notion that all

Dominican and Cuban men are aggressively patriarchal and all Dominican and

Cuban women are submissive.  In fact the authors systematically jettison these

stereotypes along with the “hot-blooded Latina” and hyper-sexed Latino, as well

as patriarchal dominance within the family.  Unlike the Freudian family romance,

their family narratives depict characters sharing power and authority as freely

attainable traits, regardless of age, gender, or position within the family.  Garcia’s

Lourdes flips the patriarchal domination on all levels.  She makes the family

decisions from where to live to which business they open, and she experiences a

period of a particularly heightened libido in which she forces her husband to

submit her urgent and frequent sexual encounters.  This chapter reinforces
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Lourdes’s position as a powerful character capable of subverting patriarchal

dominance, not someone whose empty, vapid sexual encounters are endemic of

her ethnicity.  On the contrary, I think Lourdes is “reaching through Rufino for

something he could not give her,” in an effort to quell her feelings about the rift

between her family (DC 21).  During her freshman year of college, Yolanda

experiences the hot-blooded Latina stereotype when her boyfriend, Rudy

Elmenhurst, gets fed up with her repeated refusals to have sex.  As they break up

he snarls, “I thought you’d be hot-blooded being Spanish and all, and that under

all the Catholic bullshit, you’d be really free, instead of all hung up like these

cotillion chicks from prep schools” (GG 99).  Later in a chance run in with

Rudy’s parents, she finds the origins of Rudy’s ethnic stereotypes.  She

remembers, “His parents did most of the chatting, talking too slowly to me as if I

wouldn’t understand native speakers; they complimented me on my ‘accentless’

English and observed that my parents must be so proud of me” (GG 100).

Maxine Baca Zinn and Bonnie Thornton Dill believes that no other

assumption about Latino families is more popular than the male dominance (234).

She finds that much work conducted during the 1970s and 1980s effectively

challenges this monolithic approach to Latino families as exclusively male

dominated.  Rather, and here Zinn uses a variety of identifiers and freely mixes

them, Latino/Chicano/Mexican American families behave like any other family

group, exhibiting many versions of marital decision making, including

“patriarchal, role-segregated, and egalitarian patterns, with many combinations in

between” (234).  Both Alvarez and Garcia circumvent the stereotypical notion of
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the male-dominated household and offer examples from the text to support that

idea.

Oboler’s second myth surrounds the perceived homogeneity of things

“Hispanic” or “Latino” discussed above.  Despite the fact that Dominicans and

Cubans both speak Spanish, their countries are islands boasting similar geo-

climactic conditions and each was at one point overthrown by a dictator, these

similarities suggest little more and are in no way sufficient evidence to draw

comparative cultural assumptions.  Neither Alvarez nor Garcia write narratives

that support the patriarchal household.  Instead, each portrays fictional families

for whom power ownership is either a non-issue because the characters implicitly

share or exchange leadership roles.

Oboler also debunks some of the myths of the working class.  For

example, many believe that immigrants who are non-white are often assumed to

belong to the lower classes in both their native and new countries.  This

assumption misses the broad class structures found in Latin or Central American

countries and Cuba, where, like most Anglos, there exists a variety of working

class people, and others achieve middle and upper classes due to economic or

inherited positions (Neate 218).  One needs only to read about the first wave of

Cuban refugees that began in the late 1950s to understand this fact.  Most who

immediately fled Castro’s ascent to power did so to preserve their great wealth

and status as affluent artists, doctors, engineers, and assorted professional

positions, thus refuting the myth of the working class person.  Garcia herself was

an infant when her parents left Cuba in 1958, so no coincidence that Lourdes and
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Rufino leave and take their two-year-old as well (Mitchell 52).  Only with the

latter waves of immigrants, such as the most recent Mariel boatlift, did the stigma

of Castro emptying his jails and asylums and filling the departing vessels with the

poor, mentally deranged Cuban take root and propagate as another stereotype.  In

Garcia Girls the Garcia family can thank Laura Garcia de la Torre’s affluent

heritage for enabling them to enjoy the privileges of the Dominican upper class

where they are considered one of the island’s wealthiest families, though for some

reason the money remains on the island and the nuclear family must practically

fend for themselves.  Dreaming in Cuban’s Puente family has an intricate support

system of extended family in Miami that takes in the new immigrants, teaches

them American cultural nuances, and sends them on their way to New York

where Lourdes is owner of a successful bakery and Rufino an artist.  In Cuba,

Celia and Felicia are no worse off than their compadres who work in the labor

camps for Castro.

In his study about ethnicity and community, Wilson Neate provides

evidence to support the idea that Chicanas/os live widely diverse experiences

despite the prevailing nuclear family myth. Though he is concerned with people

of Mexican descent, his findings are appropriate to apply to other Latin

Americans without becoming grievous and stereotypical.  He finds though that

though there are varied Chicana/o class and familial experiences, “the ideal of a

middle-class nuclear unit has exercised a degree of power at the level of the

popular imaginary and, moreover, has been constructed in political and cultural

representations alike as the desired and privileged mode of familial organization”
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(219).  Neate looks to some of Mark Poster’s scholarship to support his claim that

the nuclear family’s internalization through media images, which began in the

nineteenth century and has been absorbed into all class contexts, “minority and

non-minority alike,” in terms of both psychological and reproductive arenas, and

has affected all families and all communities (Neate 219).  He sees that like race,

the nuclear family is an artificial invention and the families who reject this artifice

do so for various reasons, none of which seem altogether politically motivated,

but are probably due to more pragmatic reasons, such as economic and emotional

support.  Neate sees the nuclear unit as a useful benchmark to measure the

“significance of subsequently convergent and divergent familial practices,” and

his point is useful because he doesn’t suggest the reader should simply reject the

nuclear configuration for another familial system (219).  Accordingly, it seems

that Neate would agree that Garcia Girls and Dreaming in Cuban represent new

watersheds in familial plots by Dominican and Cuban American authors because

they provide variety to the traditional plots, and that variety doesn’t exclude or

replace the nuclear family.

Neate engages Griswold del Castillo’s study of Chicana/o families from

1848 to the present as important because Castillo suggests that the nuclear family

has indeed been a mythical narrative for Chicana/o families.  He believes that the

vast changes in the American economic system have forced a rupture between the

nuclear family as an ideal concept and the extended kinship circumstances that

continue to be actual realities for Chicano/as.  People of Spanish heritage, de

Castillo finds, are accustomed to adapting to diversity and as such respond
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quickly to changing material conditions, and they view la familia as “a broad and

encompassing term, not one limited to a household or even to biologically related

kin” (qtd. in Neate 222).  He believes that contemporary narratives challenge the

nuclear tradition by featuring families that consist of relative and non-relative

kinships that problematize oppressive patriarchal plots.  Both Garcia Girls and

Dreaming in Cuban follow families who reject the constraints of the nuclear

family for the extended ones.  The Dominican Garcia del a Torres create the

family compound and since Lourdes insists that they locate away from her in-laws

and their extensive web of relations in Miami, the Puentes exemplify the

fragmentation of the Cuban family created by the Cuban revolution (Luis 215).  

Perhaps the predominant reason a mainstream familial scholarship that

supports oppressive patriarchal plots has difficulty in not only recognizing but

also supporting these configurations is due to a continued reliance on the

dominant experiences of modernization and assimilation.  Zinn and Dill suggest

that immigrant families are judged by their abilities to assimilate into the

dominant Eurocentric patterns of familial development as practiced in the United

States.  Failure or even hesitation to assimilate and assume the nuclear construct,

a modern artifice, produces negative connotations and marks the immigrant

family as problematic, unwilling, deviant, sullen, or pathological (232).

Karen Christian sees recurring themes in literature by Caribbean-born U.

S. Latina/o writers that involve protagonists who, despite the strong lure of the

dominant culture to quickly assimilate, struggle to adjust to a new country while

maintaining some semblance of cultural unity to their homelands.  Typically, the
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immigrant individual or family moves into a “hostile metropolitan setting,”

experiences a degree of racist oppression and its subsequent alienation, and

eventually accepts, although not necessarily completely, the new country’s culture

(90).  Both Garcia Girls and Dreaming in Cuban depict families who move to

large urban cities, honor their respective homelands through culinary, religious,

and familial practices, and feature characters altering their families in some way

by adapting to the new culture.  Though neither overtly expresses their intent,

both Garcia and Alvarez write their characters into situations where they are

conflicted about loving their new country and emotional ties to their home

country.  Christian believes that these and other writers resist assimilation by

creating plots that offer framing devices to allow the characters an opportunity to

comment on their culture of origin rather than serve as some final goal of the

immigrant experience (90).  Perhaps Garcia Girls and Dreaming in Cuban are

also evidence that immigration profoundly alters the émigrés as well as the

inhabitants of their new country, for each informs and becomes informed by the

new experiences.

In Chapter One I cite Rachal Blau Du Plessis’s work about subverting

traditional and patriarchal writings as a trope these four authors invoke.  Whether

the reason be culturally imposed or not, Garcia and Alvarez write beyond the

Eurocentric endings to resist the patriarchal plots that privilege nuclear families

over extended kinships and instead celebrate alternate power and kinships

networks within the families.  Though they focus their observations more on the

on the ethnic working class, Eliana Ortega and Nancy Saporta Sternbach write of
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what they see as “a clearly distinguishable discourse of Latinas,” organic in

composition and continually in the process of constructing itself and

reconstructing its future through literature (12).  Latina women, the two believe,

work to depict the “reality, experiences, and everyday life of a people whose

working-class origin serves as a springboard to understanding cultural contexts . .

. [issues] considered central for an analysis of Latin American literature: racial,

economic, ethnic, political, social, chronological, culinary, ideological, luminous,

and stylistic” (12).

Garcia and Alvarez write with the understanding that their work appeals to

a heterogeneous audience, many of whom are either Dominican or Cuban

American and recognize ubiquitous elements and scenes played out in their both

in own personal arenas and in those who are not of Dominican or Cuban descent.

Therefore, to render a culturally accurate text, Latina writers draw on several

events that disrupt traditional patriarchal plots.  Like some of the artists Ortega

and Sternbach researched, Alvarez and Garcia engage class and everyday

experiences to rewrite the traditional familial plots while presenting fictional

accounts that speak of their specific beliefs, practices, and aspects in their range

of knowledge as such without suggesting these values explicitly or exclusively

apply to their respective cultures at large.  Their novels show ethnicity as a

dynamic feature that greatly affects individuals as well as groups, like families.

They convey, “The tension generated when dissimilar cultures come into

contact—tension between past and present, between family history and daily

life—is particularly visible in literature by immigrant writers”(Christian 89).
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Christian’s observation articulates the dilemma of agency, of who gets to

problematize this tension.  Alvarez is American-born of immigrant parents and

Garcia was born in Cuba but has lived almost her entire life in America.  Their

works reveal this collision of dissimilar cultures in matters of family practices,

cultural beliefs, and future hopes, or what Christian and Ortega and Sternbach

refer to, however, neither Alvarez or Garcia fit into the narrowly defined

categories.  Perhaps these tight spaces and references are endemic of the great

deal of work cultural studies in general and culturally specific studies must

problematize in order expand our choices in literary interpretations.

HOW THE GARCIA GIRLS LOST THEIR ACCENTS

Two examples of outside influences that restructure families and their

systems of power are immigration and exile, each inevitably separating kin from

one another.  Alvarez’s Garcia Girls is comprised of characters that must

negotiate one power struggle after another, a trope also found in her second novel,

A Time for Butterflies.  Alvarez’s first work chronicles events in the fictional

Garcia de la Torre family from 1956 to the fictional present, 1989.  As mentioned

earlier, she avoids chronology in her novel, choosing instead to employ multiple

narrators and a chronologically backwards format, though the beginning is also

the end, and readers find that events and the characters’ lives come full circle,

almost but not quite in reverse chronology.

The plot centers upon a nuclear family who must leave the country and

how the characters are affected by their continuous tension that exists when they

circulate between the United States and their extended family in the Dominican
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Republic.  William Luis calls this plot construction a technique that describes a

“migratory process of immigration” (196).  He seems to suggest that migration is

a continual process, which Alvarez’s narrative supports.  While the Garcias

concentrate on learning the nuances of a foreign culture and maintaining

consistent contact with relatives, they achieve various small victories on either

end with each exchange.  At no time, however, does any character fully denounce

one country for another, a fact that implies that Alvarez implicitly writes beyond

the patriarchal endings that typically end when the characters swear an oath of

allegiance to America and renounce all allegiance to home.  She instead portrays

characters embroiled in a carefully constructed sideshow that erupts when the

Garcias go American and nuclear.  Their new and forced kin system sharply

contrasts against the backdrop of the Dominican extended connection, which, too,

is fraught with problems but nonetheless intact.  Because Alvarez features both

familial configurations as problematic and flawed, it appears that she attempts to

break stereotypes where one type of unit is preferred over the other, though she

does portray one as strictly Dominican and the other exclusively American.   That

is, though Americanized, the Garcias meet and ride waves of strife, happiness,

mental illness, insecurity, comfort, love, and success, and they resist returning to

the island to live; Alvarez doesn’t require her readers to choose one culture or

familial construct over the other.

Drawing from her own personal experience of growing up in a large

Dominican family possessed with wealth and “obsessed with American culture,”

Alvarez’s gives her fictional family great prestige as one of the wealthiest on the
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island (Barak 161).  She places clues throughout the novel so that readers will

appreciate how Dr. Carlos Garcia, his wife Laura, and their children, Carla, Sandi,

Yolanda, and Fifi are devoted to their very large, extended family in the

Dominican Republic.  The Garcia de la Torre clan’s wealth is evidenced in their

posh compound comprised of multiple homes where aunts, uncles, cousins, reside

together, and dark-skinned employees who are emotionally connected to their

employers and are treated as close to family as class convention permits.
2
  These

extended kin clog the driveway with the obvious signs of wealth like Mercedes,

BMWs, and other expensive performance vehicles; their compound boasts an

extensive staff that includes cooks, cleaners, nursemaids, gardeners, and

chauffeurs; and they habitually send their male children to exclusive private

boarding schools in America.  The family’s wealth also permits them the trips to

America complete with shopping sprees at Saks Fifth Avenue and FAO Schwartz

in New York.  Any homebound relative loads up with gifts of fine clothing,

jewelry, and other trinkets for la familia waiting on the island.

But while the family enjoys the luxuries of their island existence, Carlos

lives a double life as a doctor and a mole for the American Central Intelligence,

assisting the U. S. government in their plot to overthrow Trujillo.  When the U.S.

stalls and the coup fails, the secret police interrogate the family until they uncover

the doctor’s part in the plot.  Garcia is ordered to gather his wife and children and

immediately flee for the protective custody the United States offers. He fails to

realize how the thrill of revolution has been supplanted within his children and

wife as a means of achieving results.  At this early stage in the novel both Carlos
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and Laura are in their late thirties and their children are very young, the oldest not

quite eleven.  Carlos’s status in the Dominican Republic as a respected doctor and

powerful politico does not transfer to the U. S., and he must initially accept a post

as an intern earning enough money to keep his family afloat but nowhere near the

lifestyle they were once accustomed.  The truncated nuclear family, essentially

adrift without the support of their extended relations, except the money Laura’s

relatives infrequently slip her, finds itself in a new land without their “domestic

circle of kinfolk” (Stack 29).  They must learn a new language, contend with their

lower class position, and struggle through the general malaise of learning how to

survive and succeed in a new culture.

As the four daughters and their parents become proficient in living in the

United States and begin making a gradual ascent up the economic ladder and

achieve middle-class identity, they visit their old island homeland during brief

periods when it is deemed safe for a former revolutionary.  In keeping contact

with the island family, Alvarez sets up a dichotomy of old versus new world

ideology in terms of ethnicity, class structure, dating, and most importantly,

gender, weaving the intricacies of negotiations in a plot that works well for

critiquing the difficulties of negotiating old and new experiences.  As the girls try

to “Americanize” themselves and fit in with their New York peers, they attempt to

shed those strong connections to their kin.  The sisters scoff at their island

cousins, calling them “the hair and nails cousins,” those who wear “flashes of

color in turquoise jumpsuits and tight jersey dresses (Alvarez 3).  But instead of

stock characters that either grossly assimilate to the new country ways or
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stubbornly remain old world, Alvarez paints them as identities in flux.  Her

characters test their limits and are not afraid to reject some of their new American

concepts like the nuclear family ideology along with island ones they no longer

ascribe to.  Essentially, they experience the “migratory process of immigration”

that entails neither all nor nothing of either culture, but possibly the best of each

(Luis 196).  This negotiation is best evidenced in the fact that the novel begins

and ends with Yolanda.  The twist is that the Yolanda who opens the novel is an

adult who speaks English with almost no accent and is returning to her native

Dominican Republic to find herself, the self she ostensibly left when the family

fled some thirty years earlier.  The Yolanda who ends the novel is a child who

speaks no English and who has not yet begun to understand that her maturation

and womanhood will become a perpetual journey, especially as she is a child of

two countries.  In contrast, at the finish of the novel, readers discover the same

character is a scared little girl who is leaving her island home for America.

Within this reverse chronology Garcia explains and brings together the story of

exactly how the Garcia girls lost their accents and the import of such a process.

Because their departure is rushed, the family has to carefully select but a

few items to take with them.  Angelika Bammer believes that the tangibles, like

trinkets and objects, as well as the intangibles, such as stories and memories

governing tradition, ground us by linking the past and the future, reinforcing the

idea that we are linked to a specific social or familial community (93).  However,

the eminent danger from being arrested by Trujillo’s guards spurns them to pack

hastily, and the Garcia children are told they may only select one item from their
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childhood to serve as a talisman of what they leave behind for their new life,

whatever could fit inside a suitcase with their clothes.  In taking in her lovely

home for the last time, Laura Garcia’s vision “sharpens as if through the lens of

loss—the orchids in their hanging straw baskets, the row of apothecary jars Carlos

has found for her in old druggists’ shops throughout the countryside, the rich light

shafts swarming with a golden pollen” (GG 212).   To demonstrate their loss from

another point of view, Alvarez recasts the same traumatic event in one of Sandi’s

chapters.  In a reflective retrospect of her life and subsequent choices, Sandi

concludes how ludicrous the idea that somehow one item can represent one’s life

and history.  She then understands how that event mars hers forever, urging her on

a perpetual search for the transcendental signifier that links her past to the

“specific social or familial community” (Bammer 93).  “Nothing would quite fill

the need, even years after, not the pretty woman she would surprise herself by

becoming, not the prizes for her schoolwork and scholarships to study, not the

men that held her close and almost convinced her when their mouths came down

hard on her lips that this, this was what Sandi had been missing” (GG 215).

Clearly, loss is a central theme in the novel.  The narrative follows a

loosely reverse chronology so that each of the four Garcia daughters presents her

views on the family’s and their individual predicaments while learning to live in

America and still maintain frequent visits to the island.  From these multiple

perspectives, Alvarez creates a composite of the ever shifting power possession

within this family as all six Garcias come to understand how maturation as

citizens of the United States means learning to survive as a smaller familial unit.
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Together the daughters stage little rebellions against their autocratic father, as

does their mother, to alter their familial dynamic from what might be perceived as

the nuclear unit to a more egalitarian one.

The first chapter, “Antojos” which translates to “from before your United

States was even thought of” (GG 8) spells out the old world ways the Dominican

del la Torres, Yolanda’s maternal relatives, practice as observed from the

Americanized Yolanda, who is initially treated as an outsider for living so many

years away from the clan.  In this return of her familial origins and playing every

bit the prodigal daughter, Yolanda’s first task is to explain the complex pecking

order the clan observes concerning the home front, la casa, and a mass of stucco

and wood buildings that comprise the compound.  This intricate system cascades

downward from the presiding uncles, to the aunts who enjoy days of leisure,

followed by the cousins and their children, the latter who at the first sign of poor

behavior invariably get whisked away by the help, “a phalanx of starched white

uniforms” (GG 3).  Yolanda knowingly predicts they will pronounce her

appearance shabby, “like a missionary” and her hair “too wild” compared to the

cousins’ “designer pantsuit[s] and frosted, blown-out hair” (5).  Once she’s

weathered the remarks and taken her place at the table, the aunts continue to

complain about the help, and the cousins discuss who is and is not away at

American boarding schools (only boys are permitted to attend U. S. colleges).

Yolanda understands that after this afternoon of feminine familiarity, they will all

repair to their respective compound houses, instruct their cooks concerning the

evening meal, and wait for their husbands to return from Happy Hour or, as one
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male cousin jokes, “Whore Hour” (GG 7).  Alvarez suggests here that though the

aunts want for nothing, they sacrifice personal autonomy for their class status,

paying with the gender inequalities and oppression expressed by marital

infidelities and a lack of social outlets outside of the compound.  The descriptions

at first suggest these aunts unwittingly comply with their inferior status, but later

in the chapter Alvarez reveals how well they understand the system.  This

introductory chapter, complete with Yolanda’s catty, American biased

observations, serves to provide some “clear distinction [that] exists between their

identity as island-dwellers and the ‘new’ American identity to which they aspire”

(Karen Christian 97).

Indeed, the Dominican cultural mores this first chapter introduces and to

which Alvarez frequently returns establish a description of the first power system

the four Garcia girls are conditioned to learn, that which overtly privileges male

dominance and superiority, as well as specific class, race, and age ranking, which,

with the exception of outright patriarchal domination, differs very little from the

same power grids they see in America.  However, the girls specifically regard this

as the island power system, one that in many ways the four sisters rebel against

and defy for their entire lives.  Alvarez does not attempt to answer her readers’

curiosity concerning why the adult Yolanda would renounce her Americanized

identity for this system, though throughout the novel she casts clues suggesting

that though the girls are part of two cultures and not comfortable with either

exclusively.  With the best of both in mind, Alvarez implicitly implies that the

blending the cultures would answer the dilemmas.  Such a reshaped version
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implies the extended family network, its wealth and cultural ties would embrace

Americanized gender and power roles to create an even stronger support system

with reconceived ideologies.

With regard to the island family and the American one, again she doesn’t

always provide a clear seam where she defines what is purely “island” and

“American” as the Garcia de la Torres blur distinctions and cull from each culture

what they find most useful to reinvent themselves as neither American nor island

but a combination of both.   This difficulty in identity can best be summed up by

the fact that Yolanda eventually chooses the Dominican Republic as the place

where she believes she can formulate a more cohesive self, knowing full well that

her character has been defined by her life in America and subsequent

Americanized beliefs, values, and opinions which bear little resemblance to her

island family’s.  This conflict within her character seems to express what

Anzaldua discussed above as the space between cultures when one’s identity can

be neither all of one or another.

From the meticulous observations Yolanda makes in the very first pages

of the novel, it seems that for Alvarez, the family imposes a strong governing

influence over itself because she articulates the various principles that manage

individual and group behavior.  She paints two equally flawed configurations

instead of taking sides with one culture over the other, though it is at times

difficult to determine her allegiances. On the one hand, the extended network

found in the Dominican Republic, a phalanx of relatives who love and also fight

within close quarters and often seem to crowd each other, is contrasted by the
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lonely nuclear family, vulnerable without its support system.  Naturally, there are

flaws with each country, arrangement, and rules of decorum.  In America, the

family must choose between a society that censures their ethnicity as incentive to

assimilate or seek long-distance refuge from the island culture and the familiarity

of their ethnic community (Karen Christian 91).  The Garcias discover how a

dominant culture can exert economic pressure on ethnic families who choose to

preserve their heritage when their class status plummets and the girls express

frustration that they “didn’t feel we had the best the United States had to offer”

(GG 107).  Instead of their accustomed finery, they are forced to make do with

“second-hand stuff, rental houses in one redneck Catholic neighborhood after

another, clothes at Round Robin, [and] a black and white TV afflicted with wavy

lines” (107).  Though the family is acutely aware of the change in prosperity,

Alvarez reinforces the idea that Americans fail to differentiate between economic

and political exiles, so any claims to wealth and status in their country of origin is

pointless as it fails to impress those in the new country (Luis 269).  To add insult

to injury, the strict rules that applied to island children followed suit in the U.S. as

well, but there was no island wealth to cushion the inequities.  However, some

new customs challenge the family.  As soon as a pervert approaches Carla as she

walks home from the neighborhood school and Sandi tries Tampax, their mother

quickly finds the means to ship the girls off to boarding schools they may mix

with the “right kind” (108).  Obviously, if these events had occurred on the island,

Laura and Carlos would have the benefit of immediate counsel with their siblings

and in-laws and could adequately handle the emergencies without further
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separating their small family.  Later in their adult lives the girls recognize the

“censure of their ethnic excesses” that the WASPish boarding schools accentuate

(Karen Christian 91).

But if there exists any doubt about Alvarez’s subtextual message

concerning this nuclear family’s lack of close by extended resources, she answers

forcefully their attempts to assimilate into a dominant culture with repeated

problems and issues.  The Garcia women pay a high price for their heritage or, as

seen through the dominant culture interpretation, their “excess” (Karen Christian

96).  The two middle children, Yolanda and Sandi, experience multiple mental

breakdowns resulting in extensive hospitalizations and recoveries, and neither can

remain in satisfying long-term relationships.  The oldest, Carla, becomes a child

psychologist who ritualistically analyzes her parents and sisters at each gathering,

pointing to how their actions negatively affected her spiritual growth.  In a

scholarly paper Carla admonishes her mother’s method of assigning each child a

color code to resist chaos and confusion.  “Each of the four girls had the same

party dress, school clothes, underwear, toothbrush, bedspread, nightgown, plastic

cup, towel, brush, and comb set as the other three” (GG 41).  Carla, whose color

is yellow, writes in her paper, “I Was There Too,” that the color scheme

“weakened the four girls’ identity differentiation abilities and made them forever

unclear about personality boundaries” (41).  Clearly, Carla sees how the system

thwarted any efforts towards individuality and the power that comes with

recognition of the self.  Moreover, each Garcia woman dates and marries an

Anglo man, not a Dominican or other non-Anglo.  Readers must question
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Alvarez’s motivation in such an obvious and repetitious plot element, wondering

perhaps if she’s critiquing the inequities of gender inequities in ethnic

acculturation, taking an anti-immigration stance, or insinuating that the sisters’

emotional instabilities are the result of the often oppressive control Carlos and

Laura exert over them (Luis 271).

In drawing equally from both cultures, this novel supports the claim that

ethnicity informs and enhances our American families.  The six Garcias influence

many readers through their fictional exploits.  Because the author continuously

slips overt judgment for one country over another by pointing various positive and

negative aspects about the Dominican Republic and the United States, she in

effect asks her readers to mimic the Garcias and consider the ramifications of

being engaged in a perpetual struggle of one against the other.  She offers

evidence that proves how difficult the acculturation process can be on a family

used to the protection of its extended network but unable to access those people.

Carla divorces her first husband and marries her psychiatrist.  After becoming

dangerously anorexic, Sandi must be hospitalized after becoming delusional.

Yolanda divorces her husband and has relationships with her psychiatrist as well

as the Chair of the Comparative Literature department of the college where she

teaches, and she, too, suffers a nervous breakdown, claiming she is unable to

comprehend the English language.  And Sofia or Fifi, the youngest, demonstrates

how children can achieve alternative points of power and eclipse their elders by

firmly reciprocating her father’s extended grudge of silence against her for

eloping with a German she meets in South America.  Alvarez quells any
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temptation in her readers to wonder how well the family would have fared had

they remained in the Dominican Republic, rendering that culture equally as

complicated.   Therefore, instead of encouraging a misreading of Alvarez’s

meaning, to see the novel only in terms of this Dominican/ethnic/extended and

American/assimilated/nuclear dichotomy, which could easily be done, a more

salient approach comes from examining the various ways in which these fictional

families operate within their respective contexts.  The novel offers a multifaceted

view of how ethnicity enhances American familial relations, in that much about

the Garcia family is similar to many other American families.  They stage

conflicts, arguments, power plays, revolutions, coups, and reconciliations.  In this

sense the sisters then operate as a collective lynchpin between cultures as they

influence their American constituents with Dominican customs, and their

Dominican family with American influences.  With their visits to and from the

island and their American home, they provide an exchange of cultural ideas to

their Dominican friends and family and their American friends.  Essentially, they

inform and become informed as well as represent and become represented by their

Dominican and American lives.  Therefore, Alvarez’s debut novel queries this

conflation of family and ethnicity without making the characters or the reader

qualify and judge between country and culture.

Alvarez positions power as a crucial element in the novel, evidenced by

the perpetual advances, gains, defeats and disappointments the girls experience as

children and adults.  Julie Barak connects their spirited assertiveness through their

maternal lineage of the de la Torre clan, descendants of the Spanish
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conquistadors, the warriors who come to the island and conquer the Caribs in the

late 1500s.  Their descendants of the warring peoples have since been participants

in several revolutions, such as the Haitian battle for independence from France in

1804, the Dominican Republic’s successful revolution from Spain in 1844, and

the 1960s political turmoil (Barak 165).  In America, these warriors’ ancestors

attain power as the daughters and mother eagerly embrace many of the new

customs while the father refuses to budge from his home country’s values that

privilege him as unchallenged head of the household.  The novel surreptitiously

indicates that power is a relational commodification and directly affects the

various familial relationships, and this is articulated in the machismo myth

expressed in the family’s perennial parable to explain why there are four

daughters and no sons.  Carlos uses the phrase, “good bulls sire cows” as a clever

way to shift the paternal blame away from him and acknowledge the underlying

disappointment of not siring male children.  There are more examples of the tacit

acknowledgement of this machismo, or the myth of hypermasculinity and male

superiority.  It seems that machismo governs the Garcia de la Torre clan in the

Dominican Republic but is significantly weakened when the count becomes five

women to one man, especially for Carlos Garcia whose wife and daughters prefer

the liberation of their American lives without succumbing to his autocratic “old

school” rules.  His wife and children certainly respect him, but behind his back

they dismiss his strutting and preening as childish and slightly buffoonish.

Perhaps the most obvious example where Alvarez rewrites and alters this

traditional familial power structure occurs in the chapter, “A Regular Revolution,”
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when the girls are in their teens.  During their boarding school days they shirk the

oppressive cloak of chaperones, learn to forge their mother’s signature, provide

cover stories when the parents call, discover kissing does not lead to pregnancy,

and develop a “taste for the American teenage good life, and soon, Island was old

hat, man.  Island was the hair-and-nails crowd, chaperones, and icky boys with all

their macho strutting and unbuttoned shirts…” (GG 108).  But their perceived

freedom remains punctuated with frequent visits to the island because [their

parents’] “ hidden agenda was marriage to homeland boys, since everyone knew

that once a girl married an American, those grandbabies came out jabbering in

English and thinking of the Island as a place to go get a suntan” (109).  However,

for one particular holiday every year the adult women mimic the island familial

construct, reverting back to their girlhoods to honor their father’s birthday.

Though their husbands and lovers lobby extensively to be included, “annoyed at

the father’s strutting” that keeps them excluded, the daughters defend their papi

and his right to keep his four daughters to himself.  “They were passionate

women, but their devotions were like roots; they were sunk into the past towards

the old man” (GG 24).  Only after the youngest gave birth to the long-awaited son

do the American Garcias acknowledge their status as an extended family and open

the holidays up to everyone.

But power can and does shift as demonstrated by the small revolutions the

Americanized Garcia girls and mother stage during a group island visit to stay in

touch with la familia.  When a maid discovers a bag of pot teenaged Fifi forgets

in her packing haste, Laura keeps the information from her husband, for fear that
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the repercussions may muddy her own waters as an independent woman taking

classes at the local university.  She banishes her youngest to six months on the

island where she’ll be safe under the many watchful eyes of her tias and tios.

Like her sister at the end of the novel, Fifi imagines that returning to the island

will help her rebuild her fragmented identity (Karen Christian 111).  But to her

three sisters’ chagrin, Fifi goes island and shortly after her arrival is reputed to be

“taking classes in shorthand and typing at the Ford Foundation.  [Moreover] they

hear reports that she’s also “seeing someone nice” (GG 117).  When her sisters

swoop in to whisk her away from their relatives and back to what they believe is

the safety of their progressively American lives, they find their baby sister has

gone the way of hair-and-nails and has turned into a “Spanish-American princess”

(GG 118).  The someone nice she’s seeing is Manuel, one of her father’s brother’s

illegitimate children no one in the family is supposed to speak of, and he is quite

macho, a virtual tyrant who tells the once liberated Fifi she can’t wear pants in

public, talk to other men, leave the house without his permission, or read because

books are “junk in your head” (GG 120).  The sisters resolve to wrestle Fifi away

from Manuel’s influence, which means going against island protocol, the macho

system, and the cousins, and they do so by following a plan their own father

helped devise years prior to expose Trujillo’s tryst with one of his mistresses

(127).  In a clever twist that serves to remind the reader that Alvarez resists an

either/or competition between island culture and mainland ways, just when the

sisters think they’ve beaten their family and gained their independence, an aunt,

Tia Carmen, clucks over them and professes her love for her nieces and how she
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cherishes their visits.  Yolanda sums up the confusion with, “We are free at last,

but here, just at the moment the gate swings open, and we can fly the coop, Tia

Carmen’s love revives our old homesickness” (131).  The pull of familial love

proves too strong and though they win the coup and get their youngest back, the

daughters know they will look forward to a lifetime of island visits to come.

These examples support the idea that in this novel contributing to certain

judgments about cultures is problematic, because the old world beliefs limit,

prohibit, police, control, under the guise of protecting the individual, while the

new country mores provide their own set of dangers and advantages.  As in Fifi’s

case, uprooting the subject exposes her to the requirements of the very cultural

system from which she has previously emancipated herself. If the dominant

system, which in this example is the Dominican mores about gender identity, still

produces subjects that differ from the “axis of domination,” the individuals will

confront the domineering methods that force their conformity and submission

(Barak 165).  Prior to the pot incident, Fifi behaved like her sisters, secure in her

ability to seek new freedoms in gender expression by taking advantage of an

American society immersed in the sexual politics of the 1970s.  But when she

returns to the island she reverts to or becomes reinitiated into the Dominican

mores of machismo domination as imparted upon her by her boyfriend Manuel

and tacitly supported by her island family.  The remaining three sisters, steeped in

U. S. feminist ideology, revolt against the control Manuel exercises over Fifi’s

mind and her body, and the incident exemplifies again the pressure the girls

experience between the “axes of Dominican Republic machismo and U.S.
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feminism, between the languages of domination and revolt that are integral to

their histories as islanders,” and the extended community and nuclear family

(Barak 166).  However, Alvarez resists passing judgment that Dominican men

control some sort of a universal patriarchal control.  The particular cultural mores

Alvarez portrays in her novel are unique to the situation, and the very act of

writing about these practices suggests that she is attempting to bring the issue into

the forum of the historical present for discussion.  She exemplifies that just as a

woman is an unstable signifier, so is patriarchy.  However, the events exemplified

in this discussion in no way suggest that Dominican social practices can be

rightfully labeled as acts Alvarez showcases in order to then “colonize and

appropriate non-Western cultures to support highly Western notions of

oppression” (Butler 3).

The novel makes clear that revolution against patriarchal inequalities isn’t

a generational symptom.  Restless with her new life in the states Laura Garcia

attempts to reject her deferment to husband and children and find her own

autonomy, conducting what Yolanda describes as “lip service to the old ways,

while herself nibbling away at forbidden fruit” (GG 116).  Sandi observes that

“Mami was the leader now that they lived in the States.  She had gone to school in

the States.  She spoke English without a heavy accent” (GG 176).  She becomes

an inventor, constantly sketching her ideas and trying to enlist her already

Americanized daughters for their opinions, but they resented the chasm they

perceive she creates with her focus on self-improvement instead of working to

help their acculturation go smoothly.  For a time Laura thinks she can achieve her
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own success instead of waiting for her husband to find a job that would vault the

little family back into the upper class position “her venerated family name”

permitted them on the island (Karen Christian 96).  She devotes her evenings as

creative invention time, sketching stick figures on pads of paper.  Some of her

ideas demonstrate a keen eye and talent.  The figure of a stick person “dragging a

square by a rope” would eventually be the invention that revolutionizes air travel,

the suitcase with wheels, but her sketch ends up in a trash can instead of the

patent office because she doesn’t possess the resources to follow through and she

lacks support from her husband and children (GG 137).  After giving up the

sketches, Laura asserts herself in other ways with her marriage and family, thus

turning the Garcia household into an egalitarian system of shared power and

responsibilities.  Here the American culture enhances her Dominican one.

Alvarez also deals extensively with the concept of home.  In the beginning

of the novel when Yolanda returns as an adult, she observes the family compound

is essentially a women-centered place where men infrequently insinuate their

presences.  But inside these expensive villas displaying all the trappings of

wealth, a different image could appear, that which restricts the freedoms of the

female inhabitants.  This seems, though, not to be the case.  The girls observe that

the largest house belonged to Tia Carmen, “the widow of the head of the clan,” a

station that affords her a modest authority, something akin to the second in

command (GG 7).  Later in the novel but much earlier in her life, the teenaged

Yolanda and her sisters attempt to “raise consciousness here” by asking another

aunt, Tia Flor, why she resisted lobbying for more power, which she considers
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“very unfeminine for a woman to go around demonstrating for her rights.”  To

this, Tia Flor replies, “Look at me, I’m a queen.  My husband has to go to work

every day.  I can sleep until noon, if I want.  I’m going to protest for my rights?”

(GG 121).  The Americanized girls see Tia Flor unwittingly languishing in a

prison of gender oppression, where the aunt sees herself as enjoying the life of a

well-positioned Dominican woman who is accustomed to extravagance.  Again,

Alvarez’s deliberate ambiguity at once asks her readers to read beyond the

ending, but take care in resisting the need to pass judgment on which system is

more just over the other.

Regardless of gender inequities, the Americanized Garcias have far greater

difficulties in making their living quarters feel like homes.  In America there are

no aunts, cousins, or uncles who comprise the safety net of extended kin and

extended resources and can protect them from hegemonic oppression.  In America

they encounter the hostilities of neighbors like “La Bruja,” a blue-haired woman

in their apartment building who complains to Alfredo, the building super, how

“Their food smelled.  They spoke too loudly and not in English” (Alvarez 170).

Fortunately for the Garcias, Alfredo is Puerto Rican and crosses the ethnic divide

to provide some comfort and understanding that their absent family cannot.  He

operates as a buffer between the old Anglo woman who judges their ethnicity as

excess (Karen Christian 94), and councils them about how to avoid such

encounters that challenge their identity.  On the island, the family would never

have been placed in such a position to explain their culinary choices or
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communication methods, but in America the young Garcia family is constantly

reminded of their outsider identity.

Perhaps two additional factors that differentiate this chapter from the

preceding one are what Suzanne Oboler refers to as the myths that structure

Latina/o experiences and identities.  One revolves around memory, specifically

stories that first-generation immigrants recount to their families about life in the

homeland (168).  These remembrances take on additional significance because

stories of the immigrant experience are often silenced as they reveal the moments

of extreme oppression, unfair treatment, prejudice, and exclusion when

disenfranchised people attempt to practice traditions, religions, and cultural rituals

from their country of origin.  Like most familial rites and observances, homeland

myths and stories of learning the new country are typically oral histories that

often function as centerpieces in family events.  In Garcia Girls these myths come

from multiple perspectives because the children are not born in the United States

but possess their own full memory banks about their lives on the island.  Alvarez

provides each Garcia girl her own voice and chapters to divide up the narrating

duties, and each daughter reveals unique perspectives from her Dominican and

American experiences.  Two popular homeland myths everyone clearly

remembers involve Trujillo’s secret military police who investigated Dr. Garcia

for suspected covert activities.  One tale involves, Yolanda, the gregarious third

daughter, who almost gets her father killed by telling their neighbor, an aging

general, that her father had a gun.  After she receives a severe beating and her

parents quickly dispose of the weapon, the incident becomes indelibly printed into
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their memories, easily recounted by Laura’s “you almost got your father killed,

Yoyo” (198).  The second story surrounds Fifi, the headstrong youngest, who

resisted the sexual advances of one of the secret police investigating her father.

She refused the guard’s invitation to sit “on his hard-on and pretend we were

playing Ride the Cock to Banbury Cross” (217).  Though these moments were

extremely tense and dangerous for all, the subsequent stories gain import

throughout the years and the family share immediate recognition at any mention

of them.

Yolanda returns to the island to end the novel or begin its chronological

narrative, in search of the most important familial myth to her, one never

discussed at parties and dinners, the personal myth of confronting her childhood

and her past (Luis 277).  As a small child, literally days before her untimely

departure from the island, Yolanda separates a kitten from its mother, uproots a

baby from its nest in the same way she is to be removed from hers (Luis 276).

She finds a litter of kittens in a coal shed on the property and falls in love with the

one with white paws.  Uncertain if touching the kitten will cause its mother to

abandon it, Yolanda asks a hunter cutting across the property.  He advises her that

to take the kitten so soon from its mother would be “a violation of its natural right

to live,” but Yolanda decides that this advice from a man whose gun violates

other animals of their natural rights is not to be trusted.  She takes the kitten and

smuggles it into her room inside a drum with its mother in hot pursuit.

Overwhelmed with guilt at her act, she beats loudly on the drum to mask the

kitten’s cries for its mother until she realizes she could kill it herself.  Then she
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opens her window, throws the kitten out, and watches “the wounded kitten make a

broken progress across the lawn” (GG 289).  For the rest of her life she will be

haunted by dreams of the mother cat searching for her baby as Yolanda fulfills

Chucha’s prophesy about their future: “They will be haunted by what they do and

don’t remember.  But they have spirit in them.  They will invent what they need to

survive” (GG 223).

DREAMING IN CUBAN

Like Alvarez, Christina Garcia’s debut novel, Dreaming in Cuban, depicts

a family romance based on profound loss, and one with which she has intimate

and personal experience.  In 1993, Garcia claimed in an interview with the Boston

Globe, “In terms of the Cuban experience, the Revolution is 34 years old—as old

as I am.  We’re in a unique position to tell the story of exile in a way our parents

couldn’t because they were too scarred and busy remaking their lives” (qtd. in

Borland 136).  Though she left Cuba as an infant, Garcia’s characters are

profoundly affected by their exiled existence, a trait found in other Cuban-born

writers of her generation.
3
  Like many other Cuban Americans, Garcia negotiates

through the disparate political conflict that surrounds Cuban natives, exiled

Cubans, and younger generations of American born Cubans.  In an interview she

explains how, unlike most protesters who are either pro-Castro or oppositional to

the revolution, she remains neutral and objective about the issue that has torn so

many families apart:

I grew up in a very black-and-white situation.  My parents were virulently

anti-Communist, and yet my relatives in Cuba were tremendous supporters
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of Communism, including members of my family who belong to the

Communist Party.  The trip in 1984 and the book [Dreaming in Cuban], to

some extent, were an act of reconciliation for the choices everybody made.

I’m very much in favor of democratic systems, but I also strongly believe

a country should determine its own fate.  I realize I couldn’t write and be a

journalist and do everything I’ve done in Cuba; yet I respect the right of

the people to live as they choose (qtd. in Luis 216).

With Dreaming in Cuban, Garcia creates an intricate web of family and

community whose shared narrative reconceives family narratives made

complicated by exiled status.  The novel conveys the tremendous weight Cuban

Americans place on their culture as well as their dichotomous views on Castro,

and is told in “numerous narrative consciousnesses, usually in the third person,

from time planes that move backward and forward but follow a general linear

chronological direction” (Vasquez 22).  Similarly to Alvarez, Garcia goes to great

lengths to make the narrative a family affair, and in doing so reveals complicated

elements of family and point of view as she fashions inconsistencies in the text to

demonstrate how complex point of view can be.  No coincidence that the text

centers not just upon Abuela Celia, but “the entire extended family of

women—mothers, daughters, sisters, aunts, cousins, godmothers, lovers,

neighbors, fortune tellers, curanderas (healers), midwives, teachers, and friends,

especially girlhood friends—make up a cast of characters” (Ortega 12).

According to Eliana Ortega and Nancy Sternbach, when Latina women speak of a

family of women, “we imply a restructuring of the traditional patriarchal family”
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(12).  Pilar, thirteen-years-old when the novel begins and twenty-two at its close,

seems to be the common thread throughout the family, whether she’s

telepathically communicating with her grandmother, Celia, vehemently arguing

with her mother, Lourdes, or commiserating with her father, Rufino.  Garcia’s

novel like other texts featuring “the child as an unconventional informant presents

an unusual and potentially subversive perspective.  Her entire narrative may be

seen as a process of undermining the value of the patriarchal family” (Riga 104).

Additionally, Pilar’s primary objective is to reunite her broken extended family.

Like Garcia, though just two when the revolution began in Cuba, Pilar claims she

“remember[s] everything that’s happened to me since I was a baby, even word-

for-word conversations” (Garcia 26).  However much the import of the action

rests with Pilar, I intend to demonstrate how each of the main characters each

overcome the geographic divides in their attempts to fuse together the family

fractured by politics and revolutions.

The novel chronicles the family romance from three dimensions that take

into consideration the character’s political and gendered positionality.  From Celia

del Pino we learn about familial legacy from the point of view of one who

remains in Cuba, that like politics, family unity requires the ultimate in personal

sacrifice and reliance upon the community equals reliance upon the family.  Her

daughter Felicia adds to that the concept of physical and mental anguish as

defining elements of the family romance.  The family romance as revamped by

Lourdes demonstrates a break from cultural tradition.  The Puente’s non-

traditional nuclear family economically thrives in New York City, but its
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members implicitly rebel against the nuclear triad to create a restructured family

that reflects their displaced condition as exiles (Ortega 12).  Finally, Pilar as the

third generation and a young teenager acquires the power and authority she will

undoubtedly parlay into her life as an adult and the matriarch to save her troubled

family by forcing a reunion in Cuba.  I want to be clear that returning to the island

is no panacea for familial reconciliation, but for repairing multi-generational rifts

returning to the base of familiarity is, according to the novel, necessary.  As a

family romance, Garcia consistently rewrites the patriarchal family trope with all

main characters in the novel.  Her homes symbolize havens in a heartless world as

well as instruments to trap, strip away spirit, and oppress.  In this cross-cultural

divide, the indigenous and the immigrant survive the state apparatuses with the

help of extended family and communal support.

At the onset of Castro’s command, Lourdes and her husband Rufino show

their contempt for Castro by fleeing Cuba, landing in Miami but at Lourdes’s

insistence they strike out for New York, the ultimate symbol in immigrant

freedom and assimilation.  They each leave behind their families, but Garcia

concentrates on Lourdes’s side, the del Pinos, even though many of Rufino’s

family settle in Miami.  Mother to Lourdes and grandmother to Pilar, Celia del

Pino is a staunch Castro supporter who disdains any disparaging remark against el

Lidar makes the rift between herself and her daughter’s family wider than the

geographic divide.  Pilar, a sensitive girl who becomes an accomplished painter in

her early teens, constantly lobbies for a reconciliation between the women

because she’s motivated by her desire to learn about herself by learning about her
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family and her culture.  Like many exiles who bitterly oppose Castro and hold

him responsible for their having to leave the country, Lourdes expresses her

patriotism to excess, behaving more American than the descendants of the

Mayflower.  She names her business The Yankee Doodle American Bakery, calls

her mother a Communist, and vows she will not return to Cuba until Castro dies.

It appears as though Lourdes trades her ethnic heritage for assimilation into the

kind of “imagined community” that ignores racial, social or national differences

(Oboler 161).  Like Claudia, Avey, and Yolanda, Pilar exhibits a focused

awareness on the importance of preserving the familial history that remains lost

on Lourdes but well understood by Celia.  Pilar’s text are actually excerpts from

journal, a diary she ferrets away in the lining of her winter coat after her mother

finds it hidden under the mattress, which chronicles a family driven apart by

politics, pride, and emotions.

Doris Wilkinson asserts that maintaining close relationships with both sets

of grandparents is of fundamental importance, as is the maternal aunt’s role to

negotiate between parents and adults in the family, which Garcia creates in the

form of telepathic communication between Pilar and the deceased Felicia (37).

Garcia seems to support this idea, because at the onset of the novel Pilar is the one

most cognizant of the importance of grandparents.  Convinced that she is being

oppressed by her parents, particularly Lourdes, and that living with her

grandmother Celia in Cuba will bring her familial peace, at thirteen Pilar runs

away to Miami where she believes the Puentes will support her cause with money

and transportation to the island. Though physically removed from her
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grandmother, Pilar uses mental telepathy to communicate with her abuela Celia

so that she can remain connected to her extended family in Cuba at the same time

write their current history.

Those relatives who remain on the island also share narrative

responsibilities and plot complications.  Through Celia we discover the complex

system of familial relations and duties, specifically that of mothering and

patriarchal oppression Cuban style, which helps us understand Lourdes’s

motherly and wifely motivations in America.  Though Freudian influences are

quite similar to the system of Cuban machismo, the powerful mother/son match

reformulates the Freudian family romance to feature families that consist of

dominant mothers and sons.  This system where Garcia privileges the father’s

patriarchal power and dominance lasts only as long as his wife bears him females.

After a son arrives, the power shifts to the mother, which she dutifully passes to

her son when he is of age.  In a combination of third person narrative and Celia’s

letters to Gustavo, Garcia begins examining traditional patriarchal conditions in

the Cuban family and how such arrangements transform the home as safety into

the home as prison for women.  While wasting away and housebound due to her

depression at losing Gustavo, Celia finds Jorge del Pino, fourteen years her

senior, coming to court her.  Though patient with her delicate position at first,

Jorge eventually orders her to write Gustavo.  “ ‘Write to that fool,’ Jorge

insisted.  ‘If he doesn’t answer, you will marry me’” (DC 37).  After no word

from Gustavo, Celia relents to Jorge’s frequent insistences, marries him, and the

couple move in with his mother.
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What occurs next seems like a miniature missive attacking the patriarchal

structure by an elaborate show of maternal dominance that sets up a subtextual

pattern of deviant maternal behavior that affects relationships as it ripples through

Celia to Lourdes to Pilar.  Some forty years later after Jorge dies and makes

posthumous visits to Lourdes, he confesses his culpability in sending Celia to an

asylum.  As revenge for her loving Gustavo in a way he knew she could never

love him, the seemingly gentle Jorge leaves Celia with his mother and sister so

that they can break the spirit in her that broke him with love.  He deliberately

stays away on his business trips longer than necessary so they have more time to

belittle and mentally torture Celia.  Instead of quickly succumbing to their

inhumane acts like Jorge expected, Celia persists.  After delivering Lourdes,

however, Celia grips her baby by the ankle and hands her to Jorge, vowing never

to know her name (DC 195).

With this vignette where Celia temporarily lets go of her mental faculties

and her first child, I think Garcia accomplishes several tasks.  Regardless of the

cost to her, Celia does get released from her mother-in-law’s prison, even if she

must enter another institution.  Where many young wives stay and endlessly

endure the shame and berating attacks, Celia triumphs over the oppressive system.

Also, when she returns from the institution, she assumes absolute control in the

marriage so that Jorge will never again challenge her authority.  Celia subverts the

machismo and then teaches her two daughters and a son how to rewrite the same,

though here I want to make a distinction between reformulating the patriarchal

family and mothering.  Celia teaches many lessons to her children, but maternal
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nurturing is not one, and I see that failing as partially due to Jorge’s attempt to

break her and partially due to her own mother’s inability to nurture.

Consequently, Lourdes and Pilar have a stormy relationship fraught with

mother/daughter battles, as do Felicia and her three children.  Lack of the

maternal also functions as a way of subverting the patriarchal family.

To rescue these patriarchal and nuclear families, Garcia combats the

pattern of generational aggression with extended family and community webs of

containment to diffuse the strong personalities and conflicts; however as

evidenced in the lack of the maternal theme, Garcia will not deliver the ubiquitous

happy ending.  For Celia and second daughter Felicia, the line between the

communal and the familial is less distinct than an open door.  They live close to

one another and have the fellowship of long-endured neighbors to buoy them and

help in times of need.  Celia also enjoys the company of her fellow

revolutionaries, though Felicia is less enthusiastic about the situation.  Isabel

Alvarez Borland calls Felicia a “stranger to the rational world due to her own real

dementia,” and believes her syphilis renders her in “the silent world of inner

exile” (DC 140).  Though Felicia’s health does plunge her into psychotic

episodes, such as when she burns Hugo the husband who infects her with the

disease and kills her next husband by pushing him out of a roller coaster, which

prompts her to eventual suicide, she also experiences long periods of lucidity and

is connected to an extensive santeria sect of which her best friend from

childhood, Herminia, is a priestess.  Of their friendship Herminia says, “I never

doubted Felicia’s love.  Or her loyalty” (DC 184).  In the chapter, “Daughters of
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Chango,” Garcia expands the telecommunication element that Pilar is attuned to

include Felicia and Lourdes, with Felicia as the spiritual link.  In Cuba she plays

her Beny More records, “loud and warped [to] lessen the din” of neighborhood

noises that her acute hearing blasts in her head (DC 75).  Later Pilar thumbs

through album seconds in a New York record store and buys a beat up Beny More

record.  After leaving the store Pilar has the urge to visit a botanica, a shop that

sells santeria paraphernalia because like Felicia she appreciates “the simplest

rituals, the ones that are integrated with the earth and its seasons, that are the most

profound” (DC 199).  She selects a red and white beaded necklace and a packet of

herbs, prompting the shop owner to place a hand on her shoulder and call her a

“daughter of Chango” because the deity’s colors are red and white and tells her to

“finish what you began,” meaning her thwarted trip to Cuba (DC 200).  In a

ceremony reminiscent of Felicia’s when she tries to become a santeria priestess,

Pilar returns to her dorm room with her purchases, lights a candle and makes a

bath with the scented herbs.  At midnight she paints “a large canvas ignited with

reds and whites, each color betraying the other,” and continues the ritual for eight

more days.  “On the ninth day of my baths,” Pilar concludes, “I call my mother

and tell her we’re going to Cuba (203).  Ironically, Pilar always feels a connection

to her grandmother, but this chapter emphasizes the intimate connection Pilar has

with Felicia.  Once in Cuba she begins to understand the similarities she shares

with Felicia, such as the ease with which each could integrate into new

environments (Luis 230), and their openness to various religions and spiritual

beliefs.
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Immediately before Pilar’s purchases, Felicia’s spirit moves to Lourdes

through their deceased father.  In this final time of contacting her from beyond

death Jorge again confesses his horrid sins against Celia with even more details

about how he left her in the asylum with instructions for the doctors to make her

forget about Gustavo.  “They used electricity.  They fed her pills” (DC 196).

Then he explains that Felicia has died and that she must return to Cuba to “do

things you will only know when you get there” intimating that the rift between his

wife and eldest is not at all what Lourdes has been thinking (DC 196).  Felicia and

Jorge understand how distant Lourdes and Pilar are from their extended family

and community, and their telepathic urging becomes the impetus for familial

reintegration when at the end of the novel Pilar and Lourdes return to Cuba and

all begin the business of tenderly repairing the strained relationships.

In “(Re)Writing  Sugarcane Memories” Eliana S. Rivero discusses the

issue of a double identity that perpetually shadows Cubans who evolve into

Cuban Americans.  She finds the condition manifested in writing that expresses “a

sense of belonging nowhere—neither here nor in Cuba.  Their place and time had

been defined by a cultural space that is no more: the decade of the fifties” (170).

Similarly, Michael Seidel describes the Cuban exile as “one who inhabits one

place and projects the reality of another” (qtd. in Borland 141).  I see Garcia

engaging in this concept of cultural displacement in the Puente nuclear family, but

when Pilar flees to her father’s family in Miami, she experiences an integrated

extended family and community whose estrangement from Cuba would not be as

apparent.  The senior Puente home is a compound of sorts in that Rufino’s
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parents, brothers, and sisters-in-law live together in a cadre of tios and tias in a

wealthy neighborhood of Cuban immigrants.

Lourdes, whose earnest attempts to trade her Cuban identity for a fully

integrated American is probably the most affected.  Obviously, her memories of

the island are finite and fresh ones cannot be made after she has departed, but she

has no interest in developing new ones she could establish with consistent contact

with her family on the island like her daughter conducts.  To suppress even the

old memories, Lourdes uses her bakery business and stints as an auxiliary

policewoman to divert her attentions from her truncated family.  Not until her

father comes to the states four years later for cancer treatment does anything

Cuban make it through her touch façade.  Lourdes recalls “how after her father

arrived in New York her appetite for sex and baked goods increased dramatically”

(DC 20).  Garcia paints Lourdes as a woman barely in control of her life, wolfing

pounds of sticky buns at a sitting, wearing her husband down with urgent and

frequent lovemaking sessions, astounding him with her agility despite gaining 118

pounds.  Garcia cryptically describes this abnormal behavior saying that “Lourdes

was reaching through Rufino for something he could not give her, she wasn’t sure

what” (DC 21).  I think Garcia wants readers to see that behind her unrequited

cravings exists a deep and primordial instinct to reunite.  Reunification between

herself and her daughter, herself and her extended family, and her daughter and

extended family in Cuba will realign all the members with the communities and

cultures from each side of the ocean.
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By the end of the novel Garcia’s consistent character portrayals lend a

degree of predictability in terms of how they will react to the inevitable reunion

that has been foreshadowed throughout, but not necessarily the final outcome of

the action.  The connection between Celia and Pilar seems obvious.  Through

unfortunate cycles of abandonment, Celia’s inability to mother Lourdes early in

her life sets of the next cycle where Lourdes finds it difficult to exhibit love and

affection to Pilar.  However, on the last page we find the final letter Celia writes

to Gustavo dated January 11, 1959, on the day Pilar is born, which is also Celia’s

fiftieth birthday.  She explains that this is her last letter to him because “She

[Pilar] will remember everything” (DC 245).  Garcia reveals through this out of

sequence epistle that we have been reading Pilar’s diary all along and that she has

been the omniscient narrator.  According to Isabel Alvarez Borland, Garcia

creates this device to impress upon the reader the fact that Pilar shoulders double

duty of narrating and participating in a story about herself and her place within a

family so that she could more actively “find that part of her identity she knew was

missing” (DC 141).

But now that we know Pilar has been filtering the action through her own

biased and complicated lenses, I think it important to revisit Lourdes’s incredibly

complex character, because the version Pilar has been presenting shows her as a

strong willed, single dimension, stubborn and unreasonable woman incapable of

evolving into anything more.  Throughout the text Garcia maintains a distance

between Celia and Lourdes that, as revealed above, is unwillingly instigated by

Jorge in his machismo attempts to break Celia’s spirit and punish her for loving
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another man before him.  By sending Celia to asylum immediately after she has

Lourdes, Jorge not only makes his final bid for power within his family, but he

also separates mother and child at their most critical stage of bonding and

development.  For the rest of their lives Celia and Lourdes must struggle with

feeling like isolated individuals in a culture that values extended family and

community (Bump 328).  Lourdes works through these feelings of inadequacy by

knee-jerk reactions and pure action, which come across as the signs of a woman

hiding from her feelings.  Garcia again circumvents the tradition of power located

within the paternal with Lourdes and Rufino’s non-traditional by Cuban standards

marriage.  Lourdes immediately understands that her husband, a farmer in a long

line of farmers in Cuba, has experienced some form of arrested motivation.

Garcia explains that shortly after their arrival in America when they leave their

refuge with the extended exiled Puentes in Miami that Lourdes instinctively

knows Rufino “would never adapt.  Something came unhinged in his brain” that

would prevent him from any work but what he knew in Cuba.  “There was a part

of him that could never leave the finca [farm] or the comfort of its cycles, and this

diminished him for any other life” (DC 129).  Though instilled with the idea that

“Cuban women of a certain age and a certain class consider working outside the

home to be beneath them,” Lourdes ignores such classist ideology and takes

control of the marriage, the finances, and the decision making processes (DC

130).  Joseph Viera calls her a “doer” who attacks her new life in America as an

entrepreneur with such frenetic energies that she is obviously masking her

feelings about leaving Cuba (239).  Indeed everything Lourdes attempts she
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carries to excess, such as her belief that owning one bakery will not satiate her

desires.  She wants a chain of bakeries that she will oversee.  At the core of all her

intentions is making Pilar’s life in America easier than she experienced in Cuba,

but she carries out her actions with so much domination that her entire family

easily misreads her.  Ironically, had Garcia made Lourdes the hidden narrator, I

think she would have painted Celia in the same strokes. However, evidence

suggests Lourdes clearly exhibits a tremendous amount of growth and change as

demonstrated in a series of events that occur during her visit to Cuba.

Garcia’s deceased characters continually call to the living to repair the

fractured family, as evidenced in the change to Lourdes’s character because of the

accelerated action at the end of the novel.  Spurned by visits from her dead father

urging them to return to Cuba, Lourdes concedes to make amends and she and

Pilar embark on the trip.  Each approaches the visit with her particular agenda,

though both seek the same: the essential core of identity and unification between

family.   Pilar wants to absorb the culture that is implicitly hers and she relishes

spending quiet times with Celia to learn the histories that grandmother will pass to

granddaughter.  Like Claudia in The Bluest Eye and Avey in Praisesong for the

Widow, Pilar understands Celia has chosen her to pass on the family stories.  Just

before Celia tells Pilar that only granddaughters can save their grandmothers and

“guard their knowledge like the first fire,” Pilar feels, “my grandmother’s life

passing to me through her hands.  It’s a steady electricity, humming and true”

(222).  This scene foreshadows Celia’s suicide and the end of a family’s

matriarch, but not before she passes the legacy to the next generation.
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Meanwhile, Lourdes is busy tearing through the country in a rented car revisiting

places from her past to gather the disparate memories from her fragmented life as

an exile.  She returns to her husband’s farm and the place she lost her first child,

to the streets of her own childhood, her sister’s home to see her nieces and

nephew.

  Pilar’s observations of Lourdes remain consistent with those throughout

her diary/the novel.  “She argues with Abuela’s neighbors, picks fights with

waiters, berates the man who sells ice cream cones on the beach” about the

lengths of decay and poverty the island and its people have experienced (DC 234).

I submit that where Celia is losing her energy to keep the family together,

Lourdes increases her energies from the island, which she will need to complete

what I believe is her secret agenda to reunify the surviving and willing del Pinos

by spiriting them out of Cuba and into the states.  When she learns the dictator has

declared that any wishing to emigrate can leave through the Peruvian embassy,

she rushes to Felicia’s son, Ivanito, and packs his clothing.  He is the easiest to

grab up and the least invested in the political struggle, so Lourdes practices her

skills in covert activities with him.

Because Celia is a loyalist to the revolution and Pilar is so caught up in

mending the broken connection between them, Pilar misinterprets Lourdes’s

actions, and Celia reaffirms her lamenting, “We have no loyalty to our origins.

Families used to stay in one village reliving the same disillusions.  They buried

their dead side by side.”  She finishes with, “Ay mi cielo, what do all the years and

the separation mean except a more significant betrayal” (DC 240).  When they go
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to the embassy where each gets bruised and shaken by the angry mob trying to

swarm the already filled compound, Pilar still supports Celia’s beliefs over her

mother’s.  She promises to find Ivanito, and when she does they hug.  She feels

“my cousin’s heart through his back.  I can feel a rapid uncoiling inside us both”

(DC 242).  With that visceral connection to Ivanito and his emotions, Pilar

separates herself from her abuela, cementing the parting with a lie, “I couldn’t

find him” (242).  This scene marks Pilar’s initial awareness that the roles of good

and bad she assigned her grandmother and mother and Cuba and the U. S. that she

angrily clings to are much more unstable than she estimates.  Home for Pilar will

not be her grandmother’s but her mother’s.  Pilar sees with greater clarity the

relationship also between cultural displacement and cultural unity and each has

defined her selfhood and her family, even Abuela Celia.

Though the novel ends immediately after this scene when Celia slips into

the night and walks into the ocean to die, I believe the events at the compound

and Celia’s death helps Pilar understand that the Cuba she romanticized, like her

place within it, became vastly different from her idealized dreams.  What we take

away from this novel is, I believe, an ambiguity about the space which families

occupy.  Helping Ivanito emigrate is not an act of spite against the island or her

mother, but for Lourdes an opportunity to bring yet another member of the family

out of the revolution and into the exiled community.  On many levels Pilar

understands that distances occur within one’s home as they do between nations.  I

hesitate to say she will reconcile herself to her mother’s political and cultural

opinions, but having spent the six days in Cuba, Pilar develops a much more
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sophisticated sense of the family, the culture, the ideologies she learns on the trip.

Lourdes recognizes that Celia did not abandon her, but taught her to “read the

columns of blood and numbers in men’s eyes, to understand the morphology of

survival” (DC 42).  So the Cuban American visitors each leave with intangibles

and tangibles to help them continue to negotiate the familial and cultural divide

that comprises their non-traditional family.  Pilar has Celia’s letters to Gustavo,

and Lourdes has her nephew, Ivanito.  The family loses Celia, but like her

beloved country, Celia will always be a part of their lives and dreams in Cuban.

Ultimately, this novel attempts to determine what happens to the concept

of family when the locus of familial identity and authority become displaced

(Bammer 105).  Against her mother’s wishes, Lourdes defies the government of

Cuba so that she can reassemble the disparate pieces of her kin.  Whether she will

rescript them into another familial mold or fold them into her own, we can only

guess, but her post-Cuban family romance will be anything but traditional.

Family, community, and nation are “unstable and mutable concepts” but

inseparable as well (Bammer 96).

                                                            
1
 This dilemma took center stage in the 2000 Census Report that lacked specific ethnic and racial categories

were not provided.  As more ethnic groups are discovering, invisibility equates to more than loss of

identity, such as unavailable funding for certain communities, and groups are now marshalling forces for

more adequate representation.

2
 The help, mainly Haitian women, exemplify those racial and class divisions similarly to black/white

issues Morrison depicts in The Bluest Eye.  In an effort to commit racial genocide and rid the island of what

he considered the inferior Haitian presence, Trujillo calls for an overnight slaughter of all Haitians.  Chucha

pleads with the Garcia girls’ grandparents who take her in and save her life.  In exchange, Chucha pledges

lifelong loyalty to the de la Torres.  Like Morrison’s Pauline Breedlove, Chucha’s steadfast dedication

affords her certain perks other servants are denied, but she’s nonetheless a lower-class citizen who, by

virtue of her birth, will never rise to the equality of the family she serves.
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3
 Cuban Americans Virgil Suarez, Roberto Fernandez, and Achy Obejas infuse their work with issues like

the political exile, the incredibly difficult debate Cuban exiles and Cuban Americans have over the

Revolution and Fidel Castro, and dreams of one day returning to Cuba.
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CONCLUSION

The Post-Family Romance in American

…[The] family romance is very much alive in post-World War II American culture.  It

cuts across all genres and discourses, insinuating, criticizing, reinforcing, and reinventing

itself in all forms of cultural production and consumption.  The logic behind the

ubiquitous and pervasive presence of what some many consider a minor subgenre is not,

as it might seem, that the family is in trouble and culture has organized to save it.  On the

contrary, the family romance is everywhere because the family itself is nowhere, meaning

that the family exists for us no longer as a symbol of cultural unity, but as an embodied

expression of cultural redescription.

Dana Heller

I hope that this dissertation ultimately resembles a textual photograph, an

interrelated corpus of texts, where family stories are shared, compared, and

enfolded into a contemporary history of African American and Latina family

narratives.  Like photographs when placed side by side, the novels as portraits

begin to bear out similarities/family resemblances, resistances to a monolithic

discourse with dedication to multiple heritage claims and, ultimately, contribute to

a record of evolving American culture.  When scanning the text/album we as

reader and interloper understand that maintaining familial histories are endeavors

that require tremendous perseverance, and one commonality remains clear: these

authors refuse to compromise familial and communal ideologies, values, beliefs,

and customs that reflect a culture of origin.
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My own interest in the family romance or post-family romance is

complex, born out of my race, class, gender, and sexuality.  I’m continually

fascinated by how other families go about creating webs of support and

community reliance.  What I believe readers find so appealing in this genre are

the ubiquitous elements we recognize within the novels, the characters, and our

own familial places in America’s historical continuum.  How fitting for Morrison

to connect the events in The Bluest Eye to the first conduct manual in family

narrative American children read, the Dick and Jane primer, and then tell the story

of an entire community whose identity the primer erases.  As the primer

disintegrates so does the myth of the nuclear family.  And most of us have some

form of Cholly Breedlove slouching about in our families, perhaps an uncle,

brother, father.  Cholly represents the elements of character we most despise

because he loves no one and feels responsibility to none but himself.  Autonomy

is not a luxury but a necessity to Cholly because no one will have him.  He makes

no contribution to his family or his community.  When flipping the page to

Pauline’s story we may sigh or softly run our hands over her printed image

because hers is a tragic case of misunderstanding and needing too much.  She

permits a slight physical deformity to set her disastrous course into Cholly, and

the two of them form the essential nuclear family, an island responsible unto no

other relative or neighbor, except just minimally their children.   She is powerless

against cultural oppression and it victimizes her repeatedly until she knows

nothing but how to give and receive abuse.  Cholly and Pauline Breedlove’s

stories did not have to end so poorly because, like the MacTeers, who appear to
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be a nuclear family, the Breedloves could have actively participated in kinship

relationships with family and the community.

Avatara Johnson’s pages reflect redemption and the kind of happiness that

results from a deep spiritual and emotional connection to family and community.

If this photo album reflected “before and after” images of Avey, we could

probably see the frown lines bunching her forehead, the slack face and rounded

shoulders of a widowed nuclear family woman who has very little in a

relationship with her children.  The after picture would reflect Avatara’s energy to

commit to her children, grandchildren, and neighborhood children their histories.

Avatara’s erect carriage, twinkling eyes, and easy smile are evidence to the fact

that she is well integrated within her extended familial and communal systems.

The Garcias’s pictures reflect an intersection of old and new school

ideologies.  The images Dr. Garcia and his wife, Laura, demonstrate are classic

Dominican countenances, down to the three-piece suit hand made on the island

the doctor proudly wears, and her bejeweled hand resting lightly on his shoulder.

His erect countenance suggests patriarchal control, but the women in his life

reveal otherwise.  Looking closely we see his wife and adult children crowd

around him in the appearance of patriarchal devotion, but like Laura’s “lip service

to the patriarchy” and devotion to feminism, a closer inspection reveals six power

constellations that burn with equal verve.  Surrounding the Garcias are the del a

Torre clan, the “hair and nails cousins,” the boys who attend American prep

schools, tias and tios whose clothes are freshly ironed by servants, and future
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generations.  Each subject reflects the multiplicity of his or her positions as cross-

cultural, between-world exiles and people influenced by American culture.

The del Pino photograph would be an amalgam of the living and the dead,

of Cuba and America.  To demonstrate their strength and power Lourdes and Pilar

co-anchor the center of the image, perhaps holding one of the paintings of Celia

Pilar did during her visit to Cuba.  Ivanito completes this very un-nuclear family

as an extension, perhaps holding photographs of his sisters who will one day join

them, but to that end Garcia does not respond.

I began this dissertation with a historical definition of the hegemonic

American family that reflects a group of beliefs that these authors adjust to reflect

our contemporary times and pluralistic ideologies.  Althusser and Foucault’s ideas

about how dominant entities create and police national policy describe a culture

defined by “us” and “them.”  These authors challenge this limiting paradigm with

theory and literature that demonstrates “we” has never been a homogenous entity.

The novels show it as an unstable concept.

The modern family’s replacement, the postmodern family that will surely

become an artifact one day as well, the post-nuclear, post-Freudian family, a

product of new millennium theory, cultural criticism, and sociohistorical ideology

is more inclusive than the nuclear family yet, assuredly, still reductive in its

ability to encompass all Americans.  Because it is affected and infected by history

and contingency, the postmodern family is a site where power is distributed

throughout its members regardless of age and gender.  This new family paradigm

Morrison, Marshall, Alvarez, and Garcia give readers offers a host of alternative
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and viable familial configurations, and emphasizes Stephanie Coontz’s idea that

social power forms a large part of the familial trajectory and is influenced by ever

shifting sources of social and economic control (“Introduction” x).

The postmodern family can be (but never just is) comprised of biological

and non-biological parents, children, extended family, fictive kin, and members of

a community.  As the Heller quote above suggests, literature about the

postmodern family is nowhere and everywhere, embedded in our culture.  At any

given moment one or all members of the postmodern family possess and share

power stratifications.  Each member can be (but never just is) racially constructed,

in some way governed by economic conditions, heterosexual, homosexual,

gendered, religious or not, English speaking, other language speaking, and a vital,

essential, and crucial part of the ever-evolving American landscape.  If, as Ian

Wojcik-Andrews suggest, “identity, or subjectivity, is shaped by an amalgam of

contexts that range from the personal through to the social, historical, and

ideological,” then the postmodern family is shifting towards a paradigm not quite

codified and edified in our controlled narratives, always perhaps a little suspect of

point of origin, claims of authority, and possessive agency.  So whether the

characters include a little black girl in the 1950s, a widowed, middle aged woman

in the 1980s, four Dominican American girls also in the 1980s, and a teenager,

her mother, and grandmother in the 1990s we are always already informed by a

complex system of family, history, and culture.

The literary, political, critical, theoretical, and sociohistorical texts that

have been produced by contemporary African American and Latina women
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writers, specifically, and people of other ethnic origins write family romances to

disseminate and preserve specific ethnic and cultural ideologies and practices

concerning family and community.  By creating narratives that feature

“displacement as a theoretical signifier, a textual strategy, and a lived experience”

(Bammer xiii), they effectively rewrite the Freudian family romance and provide

alternate narrative versions.

In moving beyond, or rewriting, the Freudian and patriarchal romance,

Morrison, Marshall, Alvarez, and Garcia redefine and reinscribe the family

romance through their experiences as culturally marginalized people by

instructing their audiences how to comprehend not only the familial systems that

are part of the private, the home sphere but, most importantly, familial systems

informed by culturally specific customs, beliefs, and mores unique to people of

African, Dominican, and Cuban descent.  These authors revive “family” through

African American, Dominican American, and Cuban American experiential

lenses by engaging their narratives as instructional elements to reshape familial

and communal assumptions currently at play.  Unlike the Freudian model that

resists change, the systems of power these four authors create are open to

modification. Because these elements that comprise the public sphere explicitly

govern the private sphere, Morrison, Marshall, Alvarez, and Garcia, and other

authors articulating a changing family ideology must expand certain discursive

formations materially linked with “state apparatuses,” and “counter-memory.”

These messages that are disseminated by religious, legal, educational, and social

organizations and which govern our ideas concerning the formation of traditional
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or non-traditional familial configurations, continue to honor culturally specific

customs, beliefs, and values concerning family and community.

I submit that African American and Latina families, with their emphasis

on extended family and community, expand the contested terrain of the nuclear

family paradigm to link history to the present and the future for the purpose of

disseminating and preserving specific ethnic and cultural ideologies and practices

in danger of cultural erasure.  Remapping the American family by rewriting the

family romance disperses power among the many instead of locating it with a few

which explains the level of commitment so many entities place in controlling

family imagery.

I initially made the claim that two forms of discourse were competing in

this dissertation as they do in our culture.  On the one hand the dominant

hegemonic with its powerful caucus continues to control our nation’s discourse

concerning the family.  But on the other, women like Morrison, Marshall,

Alvarez, and Garcia educate audiences by creating family plots that write beyond

the patriarchal endings to express the double bind of maintaining culturally

specific practices unique to African American and Latina families and

communities.   Their novels demonstrate that African American and Latina

familial and communal practices providing alternatives to the nuclear family

romance are being absorbed into a mainstream culture, and there are audiences

eager to read more heterogeneous characters and narratives.  Their plots and

endings afford these women control over their texts while helping to create

agency to those previously disenfranchised by virtue of ethnicity.
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